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This Program User's Guide was written to provide the user a set of
 
instructions for the operation of the TRAP (Transient Analysis Program,
 
HP014A). The guide fulfills a deliverable milestone for Task 705-1. With
 
the exception of Section 2.2, this document is completely self contained.
 





This program models the transient operation of auxiliary control
 
propulsion systems (ACPS). All components that are normally associated
 
with ACPS have been modeled and include fluid lines, valves, line junctions,
 
regulators, orifices, combustors, manifolds, turbopumps, accumulators,
 
pressure regulators, and tanks. These components can be connected together
 
in an arbitary manner to simulate a variety of ACPS configurations.
 
2.2 Method of Solution
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3.0 	 USER'S INFORMATION
 
3.1 	Input Description 
A schematic of an auxiliary propulsion system is shown in Figure 1. 
This particular system was simulated for the sample case presented in 
Sections 3.1.11 and 3.2.4. 
The first step in preparing the input is to number each type of 
component from one to the number of the components of its type. The 
numbering of the components for the sample case is shown in Roman numerals. 
Each component described by a subroutine must be separated from another 
component by a fluid line; e.g., a pressure regulator cannot be connected
 
directly to a valve. Generally, if the components are closely coupled in
 
practice, they have been modeled together in one subroutine; for instance,
 
the thrust chamber valve and combustor. A flow direction must be assumed in
 
each line. If the assumption is wrong, the flowrates computed by the program
 
will have a negative sign. Generally, it makes no difference which
 
direction is assumed, except that combustors must always be treated as being
 
at the downstream end of a line.
 
Data are input to the program on cards via the use of NAMLTST. There
 
is no data tape input to this program. The description of the data used in
 
operating this program is divided into sections to correspond to the dif­
ferent elements of the program. These sections are.
 




3.1.3 Combustor and Turbopump Input
 
3.1.4 Flow Boundary Input
 
3.1.5 Line Junction Input
 
3.1.6 Pressure Boundary Input
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Figure 1. AC.PS.Transient Program Demonstration Schematic
 
3.1.1 	General Input 
This section provides a description of the general input used in the 
program including a description of NAMELIST and its rules. 
The first card of the data deck is the NANELIST name card which contains 
the characters $I\DATA punched in columns 2-8. Following this card are the 
NADIELIST data cards. Rules for their use are given below. After the last
 
NAIELIST data card, the NAIELIST end card must appear. This card contains 
the characters $END punched in columns 2-5. Following this card, a data 
deck end card must be present. It is a signal to TRAP to process the 
NANELIST data. It contains the character DECKEND in columns 1-7. Certain 
data has been put into the program using the non-executable sub-program
 
BLOCK DATA. For a list of these values and their applicability, see BLOCK
 
DATA in the listing of the program given in Section 5.0. The values in
 
BLOCK DATA can be overridden using NANELIST.
 
3.1.1.1 	Rules for Namelist Usage
 




2) A variable name and its value must be on the same card; no
 
continuations are allowed. If an array cannot be completed on one card,
 
the 	array and the next location of the array to be used must be specified
 
in the next cards.
 
3) A delimiter (comma or decimal point) must directly follow the
 
numerical value; a blank between the number and delimiter may cause an
 
incorrect interpretation of the number.
 
4) As many variable names and associated values as possible may be
 
put on a single card as long as Rule (2) is not violated.
 
5) A comma is required after every numerical value if more values
 




3.1.1.2 	General Input and Line Input
 
A description of the general input to the program and the input required
 
for operating the line model is included in this section. See Section 3.4.2 of
 




















deg. Angle line II makes with horizontal. 
lbf/in2 Bulk modulus of elasticity of fluid 
(required only for liquid lines). 
sec. Program time increment. 
in. Diameter of IIth line. 
lbf/in 2 Young's modulus for lines contain­
ing liquid. 
1. + the maximum Mach number expec­
ted in the line. 
-- Friction factor for line II. 
ft/sec2 Acceleration due to gravity. 
Ratio of specific heats of ith fluid 
(required only for gas lines) 
Type of fluid flag for speed of 
sound calculations. 
0 = gas in line 
I = liquid in line 
Number of lines in system. 
limited to 20. 
Presently 
Integer indicating number of time­
steps between printouts of Summary 
Output during interval NN. For 
example, if NPIPR(NN)22, the pro­
gram will print out the summary 
output at every other time step 
starting at TIME=0NIPR(NN) and 
ending at TIME=0FFIPR(NN). See 
Section 3.2.3 for a list of the 
summary printout-
Same as NPIPR, but for plotted 
output. 















































Time to stop printing the summary 




Time to start printing the summary
 






















Temperature of gas in line (not
 
required for liquid lines).
 




End time of program.
 
-Length of line II
 




*Up to eight different fluids can be handled by the program. Each line is
 
assigned a fluid by the array NPLINE. If there is a large change in fluid
 
properties across a device, such as across a regulator, then the lines on
 




3.1.2 Accumulator Input 
The variables described in this section define the characteristics 
of the accumulators in the program. At present the-program is limited 
to two accumulators. See Section 3.4.4.3 of Reference I for the assumptions
 
and equations used in modeling the accumulator.
 








PACC(I) 2 ft/in2 
V0LACC(I) 2 ft3 
XKACC(I) 2 ft2 
DESCRIPTION
 




Debug printout will be generated
 




End of line IACC(I) to which accumu­
lator is connected.
 
1 = upstream end
 
2 = downstream end
 
Number of accumulators in network.
 
Same as NPTPR, described in Section
 
3.1.1.2, but for the accumulator
 
printout. See Section 3.1.2 for a
 
list of the accumulator printouts.
 
Same as 0FFIPR, described in
 




Same as 0NIPR, described in
 




Pressure in accumulator I
 
Volume of accumulator I
 






3.1.3 Combustor and Turbopump Input
 
The following inputs are used in the combustor and turbopump subroutine.
 
See Section 3.4.12 of Reference I for the assumptions and equations
 
used in modeling the combustor and Section 3.4.14 of Reference 1 for the
 
turbopumps. The program is limited to a total of six combustors and two
 
turbopumps. A superscript C means combustor input and superscript T means
 














CMA (1,J)C T  (8,2) 

UNITS DESCRIPTION 
in2 Oxidizer and fuel thrust chamber 
valve effective area. 
in2 Area of combustor throat. 
in2 Effective cross-sectional area of 
turbine duct exit nozzle. 
-- Coefficient in turbine efficiency 
curve, 
-- Same as above. Note: ETAT(K) = 
CEFI(K)* U/CVEL + CEF2(K)*(U/CVEL)* 
in2 Oxidizer and fuel injector effectiv 
area. 
*Note: In these definitions I is the subscript for combustors and turbopumps.
 
J is the propellant subscript with 1 being oxidizer and 2 being fuel.
 
Turbopumps are entered in the arrays first. If no turbopumps are
 
present, then the combustors are loaded in the first of the array.
 
K is the subscript for variables which are used only in the turbo­
pump portion of the routine.
 
CPI T scalar 	 Specific heat of turbopump fuel.
 
Cr2(L) T 6 	 Coefficients of polynomial giving 
specific heat for turbopump as a 
function of mixture ratio. 
Note: CP(1) = CP2(l) + CP2(2) 
* MR(I) + CP2(3) * MR(I) ** 2 + 
T C













ICHAM(I,J) T C  



































Coefficients of polynomial giving
 
characteristic velocity of chamber
 
gases as a function of mixture ratio.
 




Diameter of turbine rotor.
 
Diameter of turbine exit duct.
 
Pump to turbine gear ratio.
 
Index of line oxidizer and fuel
 
lines connected to ith combustor.
 
Combustor debug print flag. Print
 












Specific impulse of fuel alone.
 




Mixture ratio below which combustion
 
gas may be treated as fuel alone.
 
Molecular weight of fuel.
 








Number of coefficients in the following
 
polynomials CS2, IS2, MW2, and TC2.
 
Must be set to the highest number
 
of coefficients present in any one
 
equation. Presently limited to six.
 





NPIC(NN) 10 Same as NPIPR described in Section 
3.1.1.2, but for the combustor 
printout and based on the combustor 
time increment DELTF. See Section 
3.2.2.1 for a list of the combustor 
printout. 
NPIT(NN) 10 Same as NPIC, but for the turbopump 
output. 
NPVALF(M)T C  8 Number of points in Mth table of 
OPVALF vs TMVALF. 
NPVAL(M)TC , Same as above except for 0PVAL 
vs TIVAL0. 
0FFIC(NN) 10 Same as dFFIPR, described in Section 
3.1.1.2, but for the combustor 
printout. 
0FFIT(NN) 10 Same as 
output. 
01FIC, but for the turbopump 
0NIC(NN) 10 Same as 0NIPR, described in Section 
3.1.1.2, but for the combustor 
printout. 
0NIT(NN) 10 Same as 
output. 
0NIC, but for the turbopump 
0PVALF(M,N)T C (8,60) Tables of valve injector discharge 
coefficient versus time for fuel 
system. 
PVAL0(M,N) (8,6) "Same as above except for oxidizer 
system. 
F0WO(K)T 2 Coefficients 
in power vs. flowrate 
at design speed curve. 







Same as above 







Same as above 
Coefficients in pressure vs. flowrate 
curve at design speed. 
PW1(K)T 2 -- Same as above 
PW 2 (K)T 2 --
13 
Same as above 
-- 
RPIMPD (K) 2 





TMVALF(M,N)T C (8,60) 

TMVAL0(M,N)T C  (8,60) 


























Temperature of pure fuel
 
Same as CS2 except used for temperature
 
of combustion chamber products.
 




Same as above except for oxidizer.
 
Oxidizer and fuel manifold volume
 
Volume of ith chamber
 








3.1.4 	 Flow Boundary Input
 
The following inputs impose a flowrate boundary at the end of a line.
 
See Section 3.4.4.1 for the assumptions and equations used in modeling a
 
flow boundary. The boundary may be varied as a function of time and at 
present, there can be ten flow boundaries. 
MNEMONIC DIMENSION UNITS DESCRIPTION 
DFBL(I,J) (10,50) ibm/sec Table of flow rates at boundary I. 
IFBL(I) 10 -- Index of line to which flow boun­
dary (DFBL) is attached. If the 
line is downstream of the boundary, 
use the negative of the line index 
value. 
NFBL scalar -- Number of hlow boundaries. 
NPFBL(I) 10 -- Number of points in table of DFBL 
vs. TFBL for flow boundary I. 






3.1.5 Line Junction Input
 
The variables described in this section provide the information
 
necessary to form a Junction of more than one line. See Section 3.4.8 of
 
Reference 1 for the assumptions and equations used in modeling a junction.
 
At present there may be ten junctions in the program, each capable of
 
connecting up to five lines.
 
MNEMONIC DIMENSION UNITS 	 DESCRIPTION
 
IJUNCL(I,J) (10,5) --	 Indexes of J lines which form 
the ith junction. If the line is
 
downstream, input the negative of
 
the line index value.
 
NJUNCL scalar --	 Number of junctions. 




3.1.6 	Pressure Boundary Input
 
The pressure boundary inputs allow the program to compute a flowrate
 
at the end of a line provided the pressure is a function of time. See
 
Section 3.4.4.1 of Reference 1 for the assumptions and equations used
 




MNEMONIC DIMENSION UNITS 
IEND (I) 10 --




PPRBL(I,J) (10,50) psia 













Index of line to which pressure
 
boundary I is connected.
 
Number of pressure boundaries.
 




Table of time dependent pressures
 
for pressure boundary I.
 
TPRBL(I,J) (10,50) sec Table of times at which pressures
 





3.1.7 	Friction Pressure Boundary
 
This section describes the inputs used for defining the friction
 
pressure boundaries. The program will calculate a flowrate and pressure
 
immediately domstream of the resistance for a pressure and lumped
 
resistance at the end of a line which are functions of time. See Section
 
3.4.4.2 of Reference 1 for the assumptions and equations used in modeling
 
























End of line at which friction­






Index of line IENDF(I) at which
 




Number of friction pressure boun­
daries.
 












Table of times at which effective area
 




Table of times at which pressures
 




Table of effective areas at
 










This section presents a description of the input variables used for
 
defining the regulator. See Section 3.4.10 of Reference 1 for the assump­
tions and equations used in modeling a regulator. At present, the program 


















































Maximum flow area of regulator I.
 








Every IREGPRth point will be
 




Index of line to which downstream
 
side 	of regulator is connected.
 
Index of line to which upstream
 
side 	of regulator is attached.
 
Number of regulators in system.
 
Same as NPIPR, described in Section
 
3.1.1.2, but for the regulator print­




Same as OFFIPR, described in Section
 
3.1.1.2, but for the regulator printou
 
Same as 0NIPR,.described in Section
 




Constant relating regulator flow
 








3.1.9 Lumped Resistance Input
 
This section describes the input which allows the user to form lumped
 
resistances within the feed system. Lumped resistances may be used to
 
describe the losses in valves, orifices, discontinuities in pipe sizes,
 
and bends. See Section 3.4.6 of Reference 1 for the assumptions and equations
 
used in modeling a lumped resistance. At present, the program allows ten
 
lumped resistances to be used. 












Index of line to which downstream
 
end of resistance is connected.
 
Index of line to which upstream
 
end of resistance is connected.
 













Dependent table of lumped rpts­





3.1.10 	 TRW Plot Package 
This section is a condensed version of TRW Report No. 11176-H-594­
RO-00, dated August 1970, and is included as a user's guide for operating 
the plot package which is a part of the ACPS transient program (HPO14A). 
The description of this package is divided into three sections and describes
 




The data tape generated by HP014A for use by the plotting program,
 
(TRWPLT) has three record format types. A Type One record contains time
 
and flowrate pressure data for the first and last node of each line. A
 
Type Two record contains time and combustor turbopump data. A Type Three
 
record contains time and regulator accumulator, lumped resistance, and
 




Type One 	Record -
Word 1 - record identifier,=l
 
Word 2 - number of data words in record,=4*NPIPL + 1
 
Word 3 - program time
 
Word 4 - 3+4*NPIPL - flowrate and pressure data for first and
 
last node in each line.
 
Type Two 	Record -

Word 1 - record identifier,=2
 




Word 3 - Combustor time
 




Type Three Record -
Word 1 - record identifier,=3
 




Word 3 - Program time
 
Word 4 - NREG + NACC + 2*NPPBLF + NVALL - data from regulator, 
accumulator and lumped resistance and friction 
pressure boundary data. 
21
 
The number of data records written on the tape will be 1 + 3* 
(TIMEND/DELT/IPL0T). The user has the option to control the number of 
times plot data is written through the input by variable IPL0T. 
Section II: DATA DECK DESCRIPTION 
Four cards are required to generate data for one plot. A description 
of these four cards is listed below followed by a description of various 
options available to the user. 




The variables to be plotted may be specified either by
 
BCD symbols or by the location of the variable in the record.
 
The BCD symbols used in this program are shown in Table 1.
 
The specification by location in the record is not given
 
because the relative positions change depending on the con­
struction of the network.
 
A. 	Specification by BCD symbols:
 
PLOT = 	 XSYM, IRECX, YSYMI, IRECYI, YSYM2 , ... , YSYMn 
IRECY , ENDLST 
where
 
XSYM denotes the BCD symbol of the abscissa variable,
 
IRECX denotes the record type in whichtjSYM will be found,
 
YSYM denotes the BCD symbol the the i ordinate variable

1 	 (i = 1, n where max n = 10), 
IRECY 	denotes the record type in which YSYM 1 will be found,
 
ENDLST 	 terminates the list of symbols and record types. 
The 	resultant graph will consist of n traces, XSYM vs.
 
YSYM1 , 	 XSYM vs. YSYM2 , ... , XSYM vs. YSYMn. 
Examples:
 
PLOT = Time, 1, PlL, 1, P2L, 1, ENDLST 
Two traces will be plotted on the graph, PlL vs. Time 
and P2L vs. Time 
where the data for Time is in record type 1, 
22
 








WiF, i = 1, 20 Flowrate, line i, first node
 
WiL, i = 1, 20 Flowrate, line i, last node
 
PiF, i = 1, 20 Pressure, line i, first node
 




TIMEF Chamber integration time
 
PCHAMi, i = 1, 8 Chamber pressure, chamber.
 
WCHAM. i = 1, 8 Weight of propellant in chamber, chamber.
 
CSTAR., i = 1, 8 Characteristic velocity, chamber. 
PMAIli, i = 1, 8 Manifold pressure, ox side, chamber 
PMAN2i, i = 1, 8 Manifold pressure,fuel side, chamber i
 
ISP., i = 1, 8 Specific impulse, chamber.
1 1 
MR., i = 1, 8 Mixture ratio, chamber 
4i, i = 1, 8 Molecular weight, chamber 
WFUEL., i = 1, 8 Weight fuel in chamber, chamber.1 




CVI., I = 1, 8 Ox valve discharge coefficient, chamber.
 
CV2., I= i, 8 Fuel valve discharge coefficient, chamber
 
i 
WINJl., i = 1, 8 Ox injector flowrate, chamber.1 2. 
WINJ2., i = 1, 8 Fuel injector flowrate, chamber. 
1 
TIMPL , i = 1, 6 Total impulse, combustion chamber 
POWPi, i = 1, 2 Pump input power, turbopumpi
 
POWT., i = 1, 2 Turbine power, turbopumpi
 
PT1i i 1, 2 Pressure at turbine outlet, turbopump1
 
RPMT., i = 1, 2 Turbine speed, turbopump, i
 
T0RP, i = 1, 2 Pump torque, turbopumpi
 
23 
T0RTi, i = 1, 2 Turbine torque, turbopumpi
 
TT0i i = 1, 2 Turbine outlet temperature, turbopumPi
 






AREGi, i = 1, 8 Regulator flow area, regulator i
 
PACCi, i = 1, 2 Pressure in accumulator.
1 	 1 
PBNDLi, Pressure at boundary.
 








where the data for PIL is in record type 1, and
 
where the data for P2L is in record type i.
 
PLOT 	= TIMEF, 2, CSTARI, 2, CSTAR2, 2, CSTAR3, 2, ENDLST 
Three traces will be plotted on the graph,
 
CSTAR1 (Record type 2) vs. TIMEF (Record type 2),
 
CSTAR2 (Record type 2) vs. TIMEF (Record type 2),
 
CSTAR3 	(Record type 2) vs. TIIEF (Record type 2).
 




3. 	ENDFIL - The appearance of this card marks the termination of
 




4. ENDRUN - This card marks the termination of all inputs, causes
 
a wrap-up to occur and control to exit the program.
 
NOTE: 	 The symbols, ENDPLT, ENDFIL, and ENDRUN must
 
appear on a separate card from other inputs.
 
To generate more than one plot per file, cards
 





The following three cards are used to create labels
 
on the plots. It should be noted that once these inputs
 
are defined by the user they will be used on all sub­
sequent plots until changed or deleted. All cards are
 
66 characters in length. Each symbol must be followed
 




5. 	TITLE - Graph title; printed at the top of the graph. 
EX: TITLE = ID = USER'S SAMPLE GRAPH TITLE 
6. XLABEL - X-axis title; printed below the independent
 
variable axis. EX: MLABEL = ID = USER'S SAMPLE 
X-AXIS TITLE 
7. 	 YLABEL - Y-axis title; printed to the left of the
 
dependent variable axis. EX: YLABEL = ID
 
USER'S SAMPLE Y-AXIS TITLE
 
TIRPLT automatically scales the data and optimizes
 
the limits of the plots to insure that all data points
 
are included. However, provision is made for the user
 
to input his own scales instead of using the TRWPLT
 
automatic logic. If the scales are user input they will
 
continue to be utilized for each plot until changes by
 
the addition of the following cards.
 
8. ISCALX - abscissa scale selector
 
= 0 TRWPLT will optimize scaling
 
= 1 Input limits will be used
 
= 0 in plot B, theNOTE: If set = 1 in plot A, and set 

- 'scales from plot A will be ,used in plot B also. 
9. 	ISCALY - ordinate scale selector
 
= 0 TRWPLT will do scaling
 
= 1 Input limits will be used
 
NOTE: The note concerning ISCALX also applies to ISCALY. 




11. XHI - upper limit for the X-axis
 
12. YL0 - lower limit for the Y-axis
 
13. YHI - upper limit for the Y-axis
 
NOTE: 	 If both XL0 and XHI are zero, then the limits
 
will be set equal to the minimum and the maximum
 
of the abscissa data points. If both YL and YHI
 
are zero, then the limits will be set equal to the
 
minimum and maximum of 	the ordinate daua points.
 
In conjunction with the 	note on card 8, the only
 
way to 	return to automatic scaling is to set both
 
limits, XLO and XHI, YL0 and YHI to zero.
 




14. REPEAT - The card causes the next file of the data tape (or a
 
new data tape) to be read and processed with the same
 
inputs as in the preceding file.
 
NOTE: 	 The symbol REPEAT must appear on a separate card
 
from other inputs. No new inputs may be used
 
with this option except for the next card.
 
15. 	 KUNIT - The number of the tape unit on which the input data
 
tape is mounted (initialized to 8). Units 2, 4, 12, and
 
13 are used for working storage and cannot be used.
 
Although the description of TRWPLT discussed in this
 
section has not presented all of the options available to
 
the plot program, those described will allow the user a
 




Section III: DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL CARDS
 
Because of the possibility of a double execution of HP014A and
 
TRIPLT, control cards for both programs are discussed below:
 






A. V P A R U N A Fl, 	F2, F3, F4, 75, F6, F7, F8, F9, Fl0 NAME
 









E. IN X 
F. -TRW X
 
G. VQ XQT HP014A
 
H. HPOl4A DATA DECK
 
I. V E0F 
Description:
 
A. The fields for card A-are as follows:
 
P - Priority indicator, either A, P, or Z. A priority
 
code must be present.
 
a) 	"A" - Special priority to be used only with
 




b) 	"P" - Standard priority to be used for EXPRESS
 
jobs and for those groups that have been autho­
rized priority for specific jobs.
 
c) 	"Z" - To be used for all nominal work.
 
F1 - Six character badge number
 
F2 - Division code
 
F3 - Building, box number
 
F4 - Project number (1-6 characters)
 
F5 - Program number (1-6 characters)
 
F6 - Type run (1 character)
 
F7 - Estimated time for run (min)
 
F8 - Estimated hundreds of pages output for run
 
F9 - Print channel
 
FlO 	- Punch channel 
Name - Programmer's name 
Fields F1 - F6 are always required. Fields F7 - F10 are 
optional. System will use 3 minutes and 100 pages for 
F7 and F8, respectively, if not input. 
B. uaaaa is the tape number of the program tape 
C. Execute the complex utility routine to manipulate tapes.
 
D. Rewind tape X to load point
 




F. Rewind tape X to load point
 




I. End of file card
 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.. 61-74
 
A. V P R U N Fl, F2, .10 ., 0 NAME 
B. V ASG X = caaa 
C. V ASG Y = STRWPL
 
D. VW ASG F = WORK1 
E. VSW ASG P = CCPI 
F. V XQT CUR
 
G. TRW X 
H. IN X 
I. TRW X 
J. VQ XQT HP014A 
K. HPD14A DATA DECK 
L. V XQT CUR 
M. ERS
 
N. TRW Y 
0. IN Y
 
P. V XQT TRWPLT 






A,B. Discussed in Part 1
 
C. Identifier to direct the operator to allow the program 
to use permanent fastrand file TRWNPL 
D. Work tape containing the plot data for TPWPLT 
E, CALCOMP plot tape 
G-L. Discussed in Part 1
 
M. Clear the PCF area
 
N. Position lead head on Y to selected file
 






Q. TRWPLT data deck
 
R. Discussed in Part 1
 
If the user wishes to save the plot data in order to
 




a) Remove card C
 




c) Remove cards L-Q
 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8... 61-74
 
A. V P R U N Fl,.. .,F10 NAME 
B. V ASG Y = TRWPL 
C. V ASG F = aaaaa
 
D. V XQT CUR
 
E. TRW Y 
F. IN Y
 
G. VQ XQT TRWPLT
 




All cards necessary to use the TRWPLT subroutines have
 
been explained except C. Card C contains the number
 
of the data tape to be plotted.
 
Section IV. LISTING OF SAMPLE CASE PLOT DECK 
A listing of the plot deck prepared for the sample case shown in 
Figure 1 is presented on the following pages. 
It should be noted that the user has the ability to use this plot 
package to cross plot; i.e., to plot variable against variable, in addition 
to the variable against time. It is also possible to plot variables from 
one record type against variables from another record type. For examples 

































TITLE=ID= PIPE 2 NODE 











TITLE=ID= PIPE 3 NODE 












TITLE=ID= PIPE 4 NODE 











YLABEL=ID=LINE FLOW RATE 


































































TITLE=ID PIPE 4 NODE 1
 



















YLAPEL=ID= PROPELLANT WEIGHT IN CHAMBER LBM
 
















YLAREL=ID MANIFOLD PRESSURE LBF/SQ-IN
 
= 
TITLE:ID MANIFOLD PRESSURE -- OX SIDE 
PLOT=TIMEF 9 2 9PMAN11929ENDLST 
ENDPLT 


























































VALVE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT --TITLE=ID= 
PLOT=TIMEF92 9CV11,2PENDLST 
ENDPLT 
























YLABEL=ID= POWER INPUT TO PUMP FT-LBF/SEC
 
= 

















= TURBINE OUTLET LBF/SQ-IN
YLABEL=ID PRESSURE AT 

= 

































 TURBINE OUTLET TEMPERATURE DEGREES R
 
TITLE=ID= 




























3.1.11 Sample Namelist Input
 
The following pages contain a sample listing of the input required to 
simulate the ACPS propulsion system shown in Figure 1. 
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CAR COL 1 2 
Ne -I23q!,614901234,67809D2J 














IIIIENU .3 a 
7.0 ON IL (I =00, 0 
9 
10.' 
4 CFi IPH (11) 0.0, 
Opt IPHI I )a.001 , * 
13-* ONIT I) 0.0, 
I1'I- OF FI I I =1°O01 , 
Is-- NP|AII} -10-1 , 
16,0 NPIC(I} -1001 . 




23 0. OFFPLT(I1 )20. . 
2'1 FALT0R-I .2,
25, NIMI 1 17), 
26.0 INCL(IV)-10 , 
Z7.0 CLIPI)X(J00I0 , 
28.0 CL(LVJ-2500,O29.0 XLTO(II 5.0, 
20. 4 IPL-1, 
31.0 NGb PI, 
32,0 NLHAM.4 ,33.0 LFLAL= u0,,340 AEAL-=,26,0-3..39.O.37. 




36-0 JLHA I(Z.I)q2, ICHAMIZ,7)=7, 
37.- ICHAHf3, )-Z. JCMAM93, )-S, 
38-- ICIIAM(9,1)=4, lLHAM(4,,I=9, 




N3.0 KAYI Lnlg. 







Ltb(t)6 032 5000 




ICIAMVI.I2t*N, ILHAM(l-l=9 AaN()-90 
a 
55-0 IDTLI 11U.613v. Puq(9S).17 IF'Uh401 .)36,
 
NO9.0 1214S(, I I3456 VlIN(2 3I6.B"q 9"a7678 23456/ol23S7V9 23467B9D­
CARD COL 1 2 4 5 6 7 a 
NU-*12146678?01234567BY01234t;67S99W345678?UI2345678YO1234567a9Ol2345678?U12345678900 
56.0 NJUNCL-3. NLINJU(i)-4,4:5. IJUNCLII.I)-I, IJUNCL(1,,4)..2. IJUNCL(1,3)--3.
 
67.0 IjUli(L(I-q)-14, IJUNCL(p.1).Io. IJLINCL(2,2)-.7. IJUNCL(2,3)--8,IJUNCL(Z0 )--7,a
 
58.0 1JUtCL(3,1)-IL, IJUNCL(1,2)- -15, IJUNLL(3.3).-12. TJUNcL(3.4)--Il. 0
 
5Y.0 I.JUIJLL(3,5). -13, 0 
60.0 NACC-1,1ACC(l)-lZ IEPIACC(l)-2.VOLACC(l)-500..PACC(l)-1000.. XKALC(l)-.OAS7S. a
 






6q.0 FPkbL(1.11' 5bO., PPRDLII.21-550., TPRbLtll)-O.O, TPR8I(1,2)-ZO.O. 0
 
65.0 PPkbL(2,1)- 600., PPRbLf2,21-hOO.. TPROO2.1)-0 0. TPRBL(2.2)-20.0, 0
 
66.- PRnL(3,1)- 4UO.. PPRbL(3,21-'400,. TPR50J,1)-O.O, TPROL(3.2)-2o.u, a
 
67.0 PPRbL(9.1)-50., PPRBLfq.Z)-50.9 TPHbL(4.1)-O.O. TPRBL(9,2)-Z0-0. 0
 
68.0 NRLG-3, SPREG(l)-100..InD.,100., QREG(l)-2.§q64# 0.27698,U.129L4, 0
 
6Y.0 AREGPII)-305.0. TAUkEGM -0.005,0.006,0,OOS, 0
 
7U.0 LRE( DN(t)- 10.14.18. LREGUPM -11.15, 13. AREGMX(l)- 0.611595.0.069306, 0
 







75.- LVUN 16, LVUP-17. a 
76.0 NXKYL-4, 9
 
77.0 TMVL.1ll)-O.O. TMVLH .Z -0.25, TMVL(1.3 -0.27. TMVL(I.q)-20.C1 0
 




80.0 NPVALV( 11-5-3. 0 
81.0 OPVALO(ll)-O.U, OPVALO(I.2).I.D, OPVALO(I.3).I.O. 0
 
62.0 TMVALO(I.I)-OO. TMVALOil,2)-O.Zo TMVALOtl,3)-20.0. 0
 
03.0 UPVALF(1.1)-U.O, OPVALF(I,2)-l.D, OPVALFil,3).IO.
 
64.0 TIIVALF(1.1)-D.O, TMVALF(I.2)=O.2. TMVALF(1.3 -20.0. 0
 
85.0 GPVALUt2.1)-U.U. OPVALUt2.Z)-L.0, OPVALO(2.3).I.O. 0
 
$6.0 THVALO(2.IJ-0.0. TMVALU(2.71--02, TMVALO(Z.3).20.0. 0
 
87.0 OPVALF(2.1)-O.G, OPVALFtZ,2)-I.O. OPVALF(Z.3)-l-U0. 0
 w 

m 88.0 TMVALF12,1)'D-Q. TMVALF(2.2)-.02, TIIVALF(,d.3)-20.0. a
 
69.0 OPVALO(3,1)-D.D. OPYALO(3-21-1.0, OPYALO(3,3)-l.C. 0
 
9D-* TPIVALO(ail)'D-O, TMVALO(3.21-.02, TMVALU(3.3).20.0, 0
 
91.0 UPVALF(3.11-O.U, UPVALF(3,2)-l.0, OPVALF(3.3).I.O. 0
 
92.0 TMVALF(3,1)-D.U, IMVALF13.21-.02, IMVALF(3.3)-20.0.
 
93,0 OPVALO(4,1)-O.O, OPVALO(q,2)-l.0. UPVALO( .3).I.O, 0
 
94-0 T"VALD( .1)-O.U, TMVALU(4.21 .02, TMVAL014.3)-29.0. 0
 
95.0 UPVALF( ,I).O.Q, OPVALF(4.2 -I.O, OPVALFH.3) I.D. 0
 
96.0 ThYALF(ql)-U.D. TMVALF(4,21-.02, TMVALF(4.3).20.0. 0
 
97.0 OFYALO(5,1 -O.O, OPVALO(S.2)-J.0. DPVALOU .3).I.O. 0
 
98.0 THOLO(5,11-00. 7MVALO(S.2)-a.2, TMVALO(5,3).20.0.
 
99.* UPVALP(5,11-0.0. UPVALFiS.?)-l.0, QPVALF(b.3).I.U.
 
100.0 ThVALF(SI)-O.O. TMVALF(5.2)-C.2. TIIVALF(E,.3).2G.0.
 
101.0 AREAII.))-.33819811E-1, AREA(I.2)-,168666b2, AREA(2.1)-.9014018o
 
102.0 AREA(2,2)-.89Y4002. AREA(3.1)-.9014018, ARLA(3,2)-.8994002. ARLA(4.1)0.9014018.0
 
103.0 ARLA(-f,2)-.a9y4OO2. AREA(5.1)-.6ffS4l3J4E-1, AREA(f..2)-.32153013.
 
104.* CMANIjj)--36G07i74E-j, CMAN4j,2)-.j7qb2&6j. CMAN121i)-.?2366926.
 
105.0 CMAN(2,2).-92171674, LMAN43,I)..72166926. LMAN(3,2)..?217167q.
 










Program HP014A has two output capabilities and several printed output
 
options. It also is capable of generating an output data tape that is
 
compatible with TRWPLT as an input data tape.
 
The printed output consists of initial print, detailed print, and
 
nominal print. The number of time points printed is controlled by the
 




3.2.1 Initialization and Line Printout
 
This block of printout contains both input values and values computed by 
the main program in setting up the case.
 
AREAL(II) Cross-sectional area of pipeline II ft
2
 
BK Bulk modulus of elasticity of fluid I lbf/in
2
 
CL(II) Speed of sound in line ft/sec
 
DELT Time increment sec
 
DELTF Combustor time increment sec
 




DIAL(II) Diameter of ith line in.
 
FRL(II) Friction factor, line II
 
ft/sec 2














1 = upstream end
 
2 = downstream end 





LVDN(I) Line to which downstream end of valve 
is connected 
LVUP(I) Line to which upstream end of valve is 
connected 
NACC Number of accumulators 
NCHAM Number of thrust chambers 
NFBL Number of flow boundaries 
NGGTP Number of gas generator turbopump 
combination 
NJUNCL Number of junctions 
NJUNCL(I,J) Lines to which junction is connected, if 
the line is downstream use the negative 
of the line index value 
N0DEL(II) Number of nodes, ith fluid line 
NPBL Number of pressure boundaries 
NPBLF Number of pressure boundaries with lumped 
variable friction 
NPIPL Number of line 
NPLINE(II) Fluid in line II 
NREG Number of regulators 
NVALL Number of valves 
PL(II,JJ) 
RHL 
Pressure at jth node of the ith 
pipeline 
Density of fluid I 
psi 
lb/ft3 




Flowrate at jth node of the ith 
line 
lbm/sec 




3.2.2.1 Manifold and Thrust Chamber
 
This printout block is comprised of all the variables that are used in
 














CIli Intermediate calculations 
CC Intermediate calculations 
CSTAR(I) Characteristic exhaust velocity of ith ft/sec 
chamber
 










DPMAN(I,l) Derivative of oxidizer manifold pressure lbf/in2­
with respect to time sec 
DPMAN(I,2) Derivative of fuel manifold pressure ibf/in ­
with respect to time sec 
DWFUEL(I) Derivative of mass of fuel in chamber ibm/sec 
with respect to time 
DW0X(I) 	 Derivative of mass of oxidizer in ibm/sec
 






Specific impulse of gas in ith chamber 






Molecular weight of gas in ith chamber 
Chamber pressure 
Oxidizer manifold pressure 




PRATI Intermediate calculation 
PSAN Intermediate calculation 
PTEMP(II,JJ) Temporary storage 2bf/in
2 
TC(I) Temperature of gas in ith chamber oR 
TIMEF Time of combustor calculation 
WCHAM(I) Mass of propellant in the ith 
combustion chamber 
ibm 
WFUEL(I) - Mass of 
chamber 
fuel in the ith combustion ibm 
WINJ(I,I) Flowrate through oxidizer injector ibm/sec 
WINJ(I,2) Flowrate through fuel injector ibm/sec 
WN0Z(I) Flowrate out of combustion chamber 
NOX(I) Mass of oxidizer in the ith combustion 
chamber 
ibm 
WTEMP(II,JJ) Temporary storage ibm/sec 
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3.2.2.2 	 Turbopump 
The turbopump section determines the status of calculated parameters. 
All of the intermediate calculations are included to make system evaluation
 
more comprehensive. 
AA3 Intermediate calculation 
AA4 Intermediate calculation 




ATDN0Z(I) Effective cross-sectional area of turbine in 
duct exit nozzle 
BTU 
CP(I) Specific heat at constant pressure of lbm-°R 
gas in I'th gas generator 
CP1 Specific heat of pure fuel 
CP2(K) Coefficients of specific heat curve 
CVEL(I) Isentropic spouting velocity ft/sec 
DIAT(I) Turbine rotor diameter in 
DTD(1) Diameter of turbine exit duct in 
DRPMT (I) Derivative of turbine speed with rpm/sec 
respect to time 
ETAT(I) Turbine efficiency 
GAM(I) Ratio of specific heats of gas in I'th 
gas generator 
GR(I) Pump to turbine gear ratio 
IPUMI(I) Line connected to pump inlet 
IPUM(I) Line connected to pump outlet 
P0WT(I) Turbine power ft-lbf/sec 
PT0(I) Pressure at turbine outlet lbf/in
2 
RPMP (I) Pump speed rpm 
RPMD (I) Pump design speed rpm 





Ratio of pump speed to design speed 
Pump torque ft-lbf 
TORT(I) Turbine torque ft-lbf 
TTEIS Isentropic outlet temperature OR 




Turbine flow rate 
Flow rate through turbine duct exit 
nozzle 




XLTD(I) Length of turbine exit duct ft 
Xi Intermediate calculation 
X2 Intermediate calculation 
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3.2.2.3 	Accumulators and Regulators
 
As in the above sections, all parameters and intermediate calculations
 























Pressure in accumulator I 

lbf/in2















3.2.3 Summary Printout 
The summary print consists of the current time point followed by a
 
printout of the system parameters which include: line index number,
 
pressure and flowrate at each node in the line, and extensive printout
 
covering each component in the system.
 
A listing of the nominal print variables follows. For those not
 
defined below, see Section 3.2.1.
 
3.2.3.1 Manifold and Thrust Chamber 
CSTAR PMAN WINJ. 















3.2.3.3 Regulator and Accumulator 
AREG 
PACC 






Pressure at boundary I 
Effective area of resistance at boundary I 









Flow rate in the Ith line at the Jth node 
Pressure in the Ith line at the Jth node 








Selected printed output for the test case are shown on the following
 




3.2.4.1 Initialization and Line Printout 
THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE INPUT CONSTANTS 
IlEe PROGRAN UT IS EQUAL 10.. 00... .0 .0000000.02 
THE (.CbflUSTORS INTEGRATION DI IS FQUAL TO . * .0000000-O3 
THE ACCLLERATION DUE TO GRAVITY I ............ .00O0O00 
THE GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT I5................. .32I71000 0 
THE NUMBER OF ALCUMULATOKS IS.................. I 
THE NUMBER OF THRUST CHAMBERS 15 ............ 
THE NUMBLE Of FLOW BOUNDARIES S............. 0 
iHE NUMBIR OF TURBOPUMPS IS................... . I 
THE NUMBER OF LINE JUNCTIONS It......... . . 3 
THE NUMHLR OF INIEGRAl IONS PER COBUSTOR IS .. 10 
THE NUMBER OF PRESSURE BOUNDARIES IS..... '.. 
THE NUMBER OF PRESSURE bOUNDARiES/FRICTION IS, 0 
THE NUMBER OF LINES IN THE SYSTEM IS, ....... 19 
THE NUMBER OF REGULATORS IS..................... 3 
THE NUMBER OF LUMPED RESISTANCES 15..I...... I 
lEND r I I I I 
IPB A B 6 19 
LVDN 16 
LVUP 17 
NPLINE = I I I I 2 3 5 B 5 B 4 4 14 6 4 4 0 7 8 
IJUNCL - '2 -3 -4 0 10 -7 6 -9 0 16 -IS -12 -1I -I3 

















RGAS .48300000-02 *48 3jn(1O08 2 *483O8000O02 .76600000+03 .76600000*03 .7660o00o003 o76600000"3 .OoQO000 
TGAS .S0000000+03 OSflnnOoOu0 0 0OObO000300 o0 .S0000o003 3 c00000080 




































































































































THE FOLLOWING VARIABLE5 ARE 

LINE INDEX NUMBER - I 
Pl. .b5000000+03 
001L. .0000000C 
z - .00000000 




Z - ,oOoO0000 




Z a .OQ0c0Q0 


















LINE INDLX NUBER - 6 
PL oODO00OO+03 
*DOTI 3 .00000000 
z .00000000 

LINE INDEX NUMBER - 7 
PL a .55500000+03 






































































































































LINE INDEX NUMBER - 3 
PL .5550000+03 *555OOUO-403 .5S0UOOO+C3 .55500000+03 ,555UOUO0 03 
fl071 . .OO00000*0000n  oooafOOO0 .0O0O0000 .Oo000000 
Z -DODDooo *000On00 .00000000OOO O ,UoUOuoO 
LINE INDEX NUhbLR - 9 
PL .5550000003 .555onOCC+03 .5550000D+03 .56500000+03 ssh50000003 
w.OTt 00000000 .OOOOnOOO o00000000 .00000000 O O00o 
z .O00OoOoO .000onO00 .00000000 .Oo0000oO000ooo 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 10 
PL .5600000+03 .5550O0D0+03 *55500000 03 S5500000+03 
wDOTI Uo000O0 .QOOunOo .00000000 .0000000 
z = .oOaOoOoO .oOooOO0 .00000000 .00000000 
LINE INDEX hbMBER - II 
PL .10SOOO00+oq ,Lo50nOo00o4 .l0B00000+.U' .I0B00000+ 
DOTL .00000 .OOOnOOo .00000000 .00000000 
Z .00000000 .0000nOOO .00000000 .00000000 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 12 
P1. .10500000+0$ .IO50nDUG. 0q .10500000+04 .I0500000-0 
*DolL .0000000 cOOOnOOO .000OO00 *0000OOOO 
Z .U0000000 OOOnOoO ,O000000O .00000000 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 13 
PL .OhOOOOOoOq *lOBOnOOo+o4 .1o500000Nq.5oO00000 04 
hDOTI DUOo00000 .0OOnO00 .00000000 .00000000 
z = .0OO000 .00onOoo .00000000 .0000000 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - Iq 
PL *b 00000+03 .5050n000+03 .505OOOOO+03 *SOBODOOO+o3 
ID0TL -00000000 eGOCOnOO 000000000 .00000000 
S.00O0000 .0000nooo .OODOOO0 *OO0000 
LINE INDEX NUIBLk - IS 
PL U5OOOOOO4 .10 0noo0+o *10500000+04 .LS00000+OM 
wOolt DOoooo .OO0nooO .0000000 .00000000 
Z . OoOoOoO .0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 .0000000o 00000000 
LINE INLUX NUMBER - 16 
PL .IO5oooo+o' *ObonOOO+C4 .IohOSOuoro4 .10500000+04 
WDOTL Ooo00000OO ,OOUnOOO .00000000 .00000000 
Z .OOOOOOO *OOOOnOOO .oOoDooO SDOoO000 
LINE INDEX NULBLK - 17 
PL. .sboo0o00~oz So00onoo L.00000.oSOOO 02 *soooooaooz *s00uoOoo0o *So000aon+0z 
VUQTI .00000000 OOOnOoo .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
z .o000oooo .oooo00oo .OOo0000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
LINE INDLX NUHBLR - L 
PL p .suO00+03 q400n00+03 .40500000.03 .0S00000+03 
WDOTL - .00000000 .OOO000 .000OO OOO0000000 
z " .0000000 .0000nOOO .00000000 .OOOOOOO 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - I? 
PL .6000000002 .50OnOO+02 0000000+02 .SOOOOO0+02 .50000000+02 50000000+02 .50000000+0z 
wDOTL 0oo000a0 .0000nOOO .00000000 00000000 .00000000 .00000OOO .000000 
z .00000000 .00OOOO .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 OOO00000 
FACC .1000000+4O 
XK = .00000000 














.00000000 C . 
= 00000000 LII 
- .86173512+n3 [)FUEL 
. i30000000+03 JJ a 
. .46082612+00 PRATI -
-6.0169203-06 WFUEL a 




































Al a *00000000 a1 
C " *.00000000 C9 
OLP - .00000000 OPMAN 
IKOUNTO 0 15P 
PCHAM a .237197(3100 PHAN 








.cOOOO .a -. 840s1iqs+0o CI 
.00000000 C11 a .27268061+00 CSTAR 
.17940392+09 OWFUEL- .90806685-03 OOX 
.300000n0O03 JJ -4 MR 
.12346006+01 PRATI a .30641071-02 PSON 













































































.27 5S0127-03 R 
.50000000+03 TIMEF 






.10193968+02 C2 . 
.49999996-02 CVLL 0 
1 MW w 
.13840862-02 RPMP = 
.99999993-03 TORP 0 
.111550 IL-02 WTDNOZa 
3 637956 +0 C3 
.86183164*0% DPTO o 
.20160000*01 PCNA M o 
1102343403 RPMPO 0 
28313269-03 TORT 
.33009066PO0 
-.. 10193960 02 
.62708450+00 
3 ?1fl0 0t 
-S 000000O 05 
7 






































a 1 Ni 
. .00000000 TINE 





= 2 NT 
.00000000 TIME 
a .8-b'40IMBD5+f CZ 
S4 J 





a -,53sa8o0o-0I C3 




= .207541100l C3 
4 NT 
-. 23272903403 C4 
I P U 
5Sb00003+03 PTtMP 
a -.23272903+03 C4 
I PD 
. .50500003+03 PTEMP 
. -.23272903+03 L4 
= I PD 
. 
. 

























































3.2.4.5 Surmary Printout 
AT RUN TIME .Io000000-02 THE OWING ¢ONDITIUNS WERE PRESENT ---

LINh INDEX NUhBER - I 
PL .56000coo+03 .SSOOnOOO+03 SEOOOOO+3 .sq999999+03 
WDOTL .0000000 .OOOOnOcO .0OOOOOO .1907386-06 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 2 
PL .54999999+U3 bS$D0nOOo+03 .SBOOO000+03 Sqo80522+03 
DOIL -. 17683716-06 *OOCOnOu .0Q000000 .62302031+00 
LINE INUEX NUtBEI - 3 
PL .59V99999+03 .550CnOOO+03 .55000000+03 .5'00522+03 
"DOTL -.'76b3716-06 sOOGOnOOO .00000000 .62302031+00 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 4 
PL .54999999+03 ,SSOOnOOO+03 .5500O00+03 .5qOSOS22+03 
*DOTL 0 -.47683716-06 .O00OnOOO .00000000 .62302031+00 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - S 
PL .S0000000.03 ,SOOOnOoo+03 ,5000000003 q?998n825403 
YDOTL 00000000 cOODOnODO .00000000 .41227238-02 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 6 
PL .U00O000+03 .0OOfloo+03 .40000000+03 .39991960+03 
DOTi O00000oo0 ,OOOnOOO .00000000 .17285692-02 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 7 
PL b.5500000+03 *SSSOnO00+03 .55500000+03 SS00000+03 *S46f062+03 
WLOTL -00000000 .000nOO .00000000 .00000000 ,.294032+00 
- LINE INDEX NUMBER - 8 
FL .55500000t03 *55SOnOOO-03 .55500000+03 5S500000+03 ,Sq44O462.03 
*DOTL .00000OOO .OOOnOOo .00000000 .0000000 .15294032+00 
LINE INDEX NUMbeR - 9 
PL .56500000+03 *550nOOO*03 .55500000+03 .55500000+03 .54640462+03 
ADOTL -00000000 oCOOnOoo .00000000 .00000000 .1529,4032+00 
LINE INDLX NUh6LR - 10 
PL = *6S500003 03 
"DOTL .190/34b6-05 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - II 
PL - *IUS()OOOtUq 
DOTL -- 19O7s'bi-u6 
LINE INDEX NbtBLk - 12 
PL *10 bUOOO+04 
eDOT = -. 190734Bb-0S 






LINE INDEX NUMBER - 14
 
PL .6OSO0003 03 

ODOTL .19 073486-05 

LINE INDEX NUI'BER - I
 
PL a .IOSooOoO+0 
WDOTL -. 190 7386-os 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 16 
PL .IOSOOOO+&4 
WDOTL UCCOOOOOO 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 17 
PL S 0OSO3066+02 
WDOL .1115b041-02 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 18 
PL a -40SU60009+03 
wDOTL n .19 073486-05 
LINE INDEX NUMBER - 19 
0BOOzUnO0
PL ECOUDO+0 2 

wOCTL .OUUUOoDU 
.BE'OnOOo,03 ,55500000+V3 ,55S00000,03 
DOGnOoo .000OOOO -.23841858-06 
*IOSOro.us .10o000OqO09 .10S00000+04 
0001nco o.000OOUOO .19013486-06 
.10sOn00 0'4 .IfnOODOU+o4 *0I000O0qO4 
.OOCOnr00 00000000 -.596046q5-07 
ljOOnOoo+Oq l0S0000+4 OsOflOOO0+Oq 
*00,OO00 .000000 O .19073q8 6 -05 
*S0n0OO+03 . 0 00000+03 *SQ490570+03 
.OOOO'00o 00000000 .50522708-02 
.10S00OOO+04 *iOS1.IOOso+o .0OOOO+O4 
.OOOOnOOO .00000000 19073q86-05 
lOSOfnOoo+O' *oS00000+UL *IOsOO0+o 4 
.O00OnOOo .00000000 .19073486-0b 
.000nOOO+02 .50000000+02 .50000000+02 .500000002 *50oO00O*02 
.0000nOOO *OOOOD .00000000 00000OO .0000O00 
.l5OnOOn03 .40500000+03 .404A9769+03 
.OOOOnOO .000 000 .2145345q-02 
+02 . 650000000402 0000000+02 .0000000+02 .SOODOUOO+O2 .49996933+02 
*000,OioO .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 UO0OOOo .1115sOql-o2 







CONUIJIONS AT .i0OOOoun-O2 FOR COMBUSTOR I
 
FUEL SIDE 
a .36809494-03 CV =.9999996-02 PHAN = .12366006+01 WINJ 3*1440783-02 
OXII7ER SYSTEM 






CSTAv - b1614000+O4 ISP . 3000CCC'lo+3 MN *26400998+00 MW ,20160000+0I PCHAM 
TJMPUL- .20823687-03 whOZ . -55112/85-03 





. *998IOU7+O WINJ = .19997984800 CV *49999996-0l PHAN = .11127137+02 WINJ *601968l101 
COMBUSTOR CHAMBER PARAMETERS 
PCHAM = .76837139.01 TC o51592'187 04 
CV . .49999996-01 PHAN 

CSTAR - .83362275,0 ISP = .4b439612.03 MR = *343653S9+01 MW bS525141,01 
TIMPUL .b7696903-01 wNOZ . .10053247+00 




Cv * PHAN ,99lBI817+l *INJ . .19997948+00 CV = *49999996-01 PHAN . .11127137.02 WINJ .60190'41- 1.49999996-01 .
 
COMBUSTOR CHAMBER PARAMETERS 
CSTAR - .83362275+04 ISP . *4543961203 MR r ,343A5359.01 MW .88625141 01 PCHAM = .76837139401 TC .51692487o04 
TIMPULA .57S96903-01 WNOZ ,.10053247+00
 







. *199979q8D0 CV 49199996-01 PHAN .11127137,02 WINJ 




MW =*88525141,0i PCHAH . .76a37139401 TC a ,S1S92187.04 CSTAR . .83362275+04 ISP . .46439612,03 MR . .34365359,0 
TIMPUL- .!7596903-01 WNOZ = .10053247.00 





= 49999996'02 PNAN a .17375019o01 WINJ m .3S730024-02 . .76667382-03 CV 
COMBUSTOR CHAMBER PARAMETERS 
= .47662842+00 TC = -gO0O0OO+03 
CV a *49999996-02 PMAN .*68211368, 0 6INJ 
CSTAR - .51614000.04 ISP . *30000000l+3 MR = .21116029-00 = .20160000+01 PCHAM 
TIMPUL. .49943632-03 wNOZ = .12983713-02 
CONDITIONS AT .10000000-02 FOR TURBOPUMP I
 
6 POOP = .32&3996.a25+04 ETAT .71807731-02 GAM .14077066401 mW = 2010000+0I 
- .39671664+00 TTO . .419686760403 
P =*34000000+0I LVLL .RA6131
 
POaT .4568036401 Pro = .27550127-03 RPMT .11023434+03 TORP . .28313269-03 TORT 
U .11928493+02 VTONOZ- .33009066-04 
4. FLOWCHARTS FOR HP014A
 
The flowcharts included in this document are intended to be used as a
 
generalized aid to anyone involved in altering the program or studying its
 
construction. As such, the flowcharts are of a generalized nature, showing 
the major parts of each routine. All major logic branches and each major
 
section of computation are shown. The flowcharts are not meant to be a
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SUBROUTINE INTERP 
UPSTREAORUDONSTREM 
DOWNSTREAM CALCULATE PRESSURE AT 
UPSTREAM END OF LINE 
COMPUTE PRESSURE 
AT DOWNSTREAM END 
OF LINE 
STORE FLOWRATE AND 





DETERMINE NUMBER OF 
LINES IN JUNCTION 
SET UP LINE INDEX 




CALCULATE FLOWRATE AND 
PRESSURE FOR ALL LINESAT JUNCTION 
U PEDI NA EXLI ? CALCULATE A PRESSU RE 
+ONEMAND DENSITY AT THIS 














LINE TO WORK WITH 
PSSUEOUNDARY 
CONNECTED TO UPSTREAM 
DOWNSTREAM 
LINE JCALCULATE 
ALCULATE PRESSURE BOUNDARY/ 
FR DOWNSTREAM END OF LINE 
UBROUTINE INTERP 
NO HV L 
UPSTREAM 
PRESSURE BOUNDAR 
FR UPSTREAM END OF LINE 
OUBROUTINE INTERP 
U S EA E D FLN 
CALCULATE IFLOWRATE FR 
USRA N FLN 
(RETURN) 
FLOW CHART 7 67 
SUBROUTINE PBL 
DETERMINE LINE TO WHICH 






CALCULATE PRESSURE AND 
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THE iNDEPEND NTTABLE 
YES 
CALCULATE A VALUE FOR 
USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION TOITZERO 
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IN THE LINE 
YES 
CALCULATE FLOWRATE AND 
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SAVE VALUES OF LAST 
INTEGRATED PARAMETERS 
AND THEIR DERIVATIVE 
DIVIDE TIME STEP IN HALF 
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5. 	 PROGRAM LISTING 
A complete listing of the TRAP computer program including the element 









3. IN Z 
II:S1152.98 
1flSfl52.8 9? 
END OF FILE -- UNIT Z jlfS7.8O4 

















































































































































































































































































































































0 015665S0 I- 285 
ENTRY POINT TABLE 
icC CACC/CODEI 1 000637 CHAN (CHAM/CODE) 1 001701 CRZTAp (CR2TAP/CODE) 1 0001S7 
FBL IFBL/CODE) 1 000236 INTERP (INTERP/CODE 1 000207 JUNCL IJUNcL/CODEI -- . fDOOZ7q-
PBL (PaL/CODE) I 000233 PBLF (PBLF/CODE) 1 000430 PIPEL (PIPEL/CODE) 1 000221 
-REG4.... REGLCO0eF - t -O06&2 RKINS lRKINS/IODE - - I Dooto-. --VAL -- 4AL 
VALVEL (VALVEL/CODE) ,1 000337 WRITE (WRITE/CODE) I 003630 
BLOCK TABLE 
ALLCOM (BLOCKD/COOE) 34 BANK 2 DWPENoENT CHAMBR (BLOCKD/CODO ....31 BANK 2 EPENDENT 
A.A-3-...IBLOCKD/CODE) -.­3 .ANK_2 DEPENDENT 
* COBOL LIBRARY TABLE EMPTY 
- PROCEDURE NAME TABLE EMPTY 
END CUR LCC 1102-0038 LB 
5.2 Main Progrm 
UNIVAC 1108 FnRTR.V V IFVL 22 IA F5f't0H 
THIS COMP It ATtO, '-AS I)ONC IN II os') AT rm:3Q.q 
MAIN PR0RAA
 
STORAGE I1SFItOL 0CK *A*F, LENGTH)
 
O010 *DAUA 





















































0001 Prnq27 l7 L 
010l .1117 236G 
















































OvOSO7 23 0 L 
aOD61 2 90 L 
Oon4O& 3206 
000! P00407 3216 a0rl 001167 330L Oct 04r44; 3
4 3G r0 001202 3 7 0L 0001 000606 
4 11 G 
0001 - C0?A10 4140, 0301 002072 4460 0001 O'l4q 4630 rnol 000231 ;0L 0001 001214 S17G 
00l P11226 573G, 
0005 R (")n "2 AC3 
0004 R nn0pn ARFAL 
o006 R cn,-03 AID 
0006 R 101053 CEFI 
On06 R 00077 C 
0006 R nor12l C52 
0000 R 0715 PELX 
00A R ('0"152 OIAT 
0903 R 00roP0 DPACr 
0003 R no'i0 nUm 
0006 R 00173 n FIAT 
O0S R 001475 FN 
0016 R OOenol GRHO 
. 
0005 f O0rO0 AC 
005 R C'ln44 AC4 
'315 R 0Cn000 ARE 
"006 R OP(031 ATD%'nZ 
r006 nPrC65 cFF2 
006 R POnlOt O0 t 
P006 R 00"127 CV 
-307 R Oncln nELX l 
n015 R 0r246) pmCl 
nCP6 R Orrt;4 OPNAIJ 
I006 R 0 0202 Dotnr6 
1000 R 0r206 FACTOR 
00fl4 R CI121 r 
0000 1 001712 I 
P006 00r046 ACCI 
rIO0 A n0'opr ALPHA 
0015 R 00144n AREGMX 
n)07 R nnOP0Fo BK 
0020 R OOrOn CHAM 
nC06 RP "1r2 CP2 
ngn6 R 00147 CVEL 
nOI R onPo0r OFBL 
r0)5 R on461 DMC2 
"006 R '3(t174 0PTO 
ITn00210 DWFUEL 
nnnO P Cr1134 FLAG 
r006 R 0 n232 GAM 
003 I ooro17 IACC 
ooDS R o00ooQ ACI 
C006 R f0Q0 I APEA 
not; R nnV45' AREGP 
I06 R 000013 CC 
P004 R 0000?" CL 
r006 R 00011 CSTAR 
P1o R noonSO DELT 
rolS R 001464 OrW 
0015 R 00I467 04C3 
C0O6 P 00176 DRPMT 
noo R 00022 DUOX 
015 P 001465 FREC 
r004 R 000122 GO 
nOll I COCOO IACCPR 
0005 R 000040 AC2 
0006 R 000020 AREAC 
0016 R 000000 ARHO 
0006 R 000043 CCC 
0006 P 000057 CHAN 
0006 R 000120 CSI 
0006 R COo01s DELTF 
00004 R 00061 DIAL 
0015 R 001463 OmC 4 
0006 q 000200 D70 
0000 R 000024 EL 
0004 R 000075 FRL 
0006 R 000234 Gp 
0006 1 000236 ICHA M 





1 nooO IEND 
I 00i01O IFLAGI 
o013 1 0n012 fli:Ml 
0014 I O"ro0 IENOF 
OO0 1 00'213 II 
r003 OO3UO 1 
p006 I 0n0246 IENG 






1 00003"1 INCL 
0003 1 000015 IENACC 
0000 1 001134 IFLAG 









I 00OS IPLOT 
I 000003 IREGPR 
onll I OfOOn2 IPRINT 
0006 I0 't263 ISP 
r000 
0006 
1 000214 IPROP 








0000 1 001177 ITICO 
0000 1 011300 ITIRN 
0000 1 001401 ITPL 
0000 00223 IY 
0006 R 000312 KAYI 
0006 R nPn342 KIY4 
0006 R 0I9412 KAY9 
0000 Irll3S ITIAN 
n000 1 01236 ITIP 
0000 1 001301 ITIRO 
0000 01402 ITPLN 
no00 I 000224 IZ 
n006 R Cr0422 KAYIO 
3006 R 002352 KAYS 
0000 1 00211 KOUNT 
P000 1 001136 ITIAO 
nonGO 001237 ITIPN 
0000 I '01340 ITIT 
0000 1 OCt4n3 ITPLO 
nOon 1 000210 IS 
0006 R 000432 KAYII 
nn06 R 000362 KAY6 
0000 I 0000 LFLAG 
PO00 1001175 ITIC 
000 1 OI2qn ITIPO 
0000 1001341 ITITN 
001! 1 000004 ITURBN 
0000 1 P002?0 JJ 
0006 R 000322 KAY2 
1006 R 000372 KAY7' 
flOO 1 000225 LL 
0000 1 001176 ITICN 
0000 1 001277 ITIR 
0000 1 001342 ITITO 
0000 I 000222 IX 
0006 R 000302 KAY 
0006 R 000332 KAY3 
0006 R 000402 KpT8 
0015 2 001502 LPEGON 
0015 1 011512 LREGUP 
0006 R 00'43 MN 
0017 1 0O00O0 LVO 
0006 R OnH63 MWI 
nO17 0n0012 LVUp 
pnP6 R 00n464 MW 
0on6 R 000442 MR 
0000 I 000221 N 
0006 R OoO'452 MRl 
0003 1 000017 NACC 
00061 00P472 NCHAM 
0006 I 000474 NGTP 
0003 1 oOn020 NNNN 
0007 I 000034 NCMTB 
C012 I C00062 NJUNCL 




I nn473 NOEF 
1 000024 NKPSLF 




1 000226 NE 
1 000063 NLINJU 




1 000774 NF9L 
1 000035 NN 
1 000036 NPBLF 
00100000 1 000n777 NPFR.1101302 NPR n0un0000 
IC 0337 4014i 001343 NP T GO000004 I O0l1tIo10000n NPICNPLINE 00040014 1 000147 NP!PL r 000037 NPPBLF 
0001ol'INPPR000000001 001004 NpPL 
0013 1 n00025 NpRB L 
0015 011624 NIREG 
0000 R n01265 OFFIRR 
0000 R 031212 ONIC 
0006 R 00i5t5 OPVALF 
0015 R 002534 P0 
0006 R n92455 PONT 
0014 R nn063 PPSLp 
0016 R 001536 PRFF 
0006 R 0Q2Snl Pvpo 
0015 R o0It56 03OU, 
0006 R 002517 RpsP 
0015 R P03570 TAURFG 
006 I 0ro75 NPVAtF 
n017 I 000024 NVALL 
0000 R 001326 OFFIR 
0000 R 001753 ONIPR 
P006 R 001455 OPVAL 
0004 R (rr74 PL 
n006 R cr2957 pRow 
0003 R orn23 pPpp 
016 R OrOr07 p5 
00P6 R 0r2503 PAI 
'IS q OnISS7 q2oUr 
n006 R 002520 RPMPQ 
0006 R 00752 TC 
v006 I 0nO)SS NPVALO 
O)17 1 OPP025 NXKVL 
0O00 R 001367 OFFIT 
0000 R 001314 ONIR 
n003 R 0On023 PACC 
OoO6 R Or2pqS PMAN 
(006 p 002461 Pori 
0013 R nno37 pPRBL 
0004 R fOlt4 PTEMP 
Prt6 R 002Sn5 PW2 
rV06 R 00257 RGAS 
0006 R 002572 RPHT 
O006 P 002534 TCI 
0015 1 001522 NREG 
P000 R 001163 OFFIA 
0000 R 001430 OFFPLT 
0000 R 001365 OMIT 
0014 R O000SI PNOL 
n006 R 002445 PMR 
p006 I 002463 P002 
0016 R 000n4 PR 
006 R 002477 PTO 
0000 R 000070 PZO0 
0004 R 010034 RHOL 
0004 R 010044 SINALP 
P006 R 002535 TC2 
0015 1 001523 NIOUM 
0000 R 001224 OFFIC 
0000 R CO1Il) ONIA 
0000 R on1416 ONPL T 
0006 R 002415 PCHA M 
00D6 R 002453 POP 
0006 R 002465 pOV3 
0006 R 002467 PRATC 
0015 R 001545 PU 
0015 R 001546 REG 
0000 R 000216 RNODEL 
0015 R 001560 SpREG 
0000 R 000114 TEMPS 
0010 R nn1ol TFgL 
0006 R 002553 TIMEr 
0006 R n03S24 TMVALO 
0013 R 002073 TPRRL 
0006 R 00*514 VOLC 
0006 R O IV'562 'INJ 
0006 R 004612 6TN0Z 
n006 R c02543 TGAS 
0000 R OOrZ07 TIMEN' 
P017 R Cr1137 T1MVI 
no06q 0±4470 TTO 
n0P6 q 004524 w 
006 P 0ROf72 wNOZ 
0004 R 034r36 TEMp 
mOp R n0136 TH 
nO06 R 002554 TIPUL 
mn6 R 004q64 TORP 
0006 R 004472 U 
rn96 P nf4532 WCHAM 
Pr06 R P"q6p2 wOx 
CnI5 R Po1600 4W 
0084 R n10070 THETA 
0014 R 001047 TKPBLF 
r106 R 004466 TORT 
P006 R 004474 VMAN 
004 R nI0115 WOOTL 
0036 R 00 0 0r2 WR 
P006 R 004672 XITP 
0004 R 010114 TIME 
0006 R 002664 TMVALF 
0014 Q 002033 TPBLF 
0003 R 000024 VoLACC 
0006 R 004542 *FUEL 
0016 P 00005 WS 
0017 R 00023 XK 
0003 R 00fl?6 XKACC 01l4 R 214 03 XKP n124 v nn3017 XKPBLF 0017 R 001035 XKVL 0007 R 00036 XLENGL 
0006 R 00447'4 XLTO -n't~a.2I775 3 7 11,26 P V-C'~l3 7P rTlA p 00rlak 0000 R 000162 Zr, 
no Io1 I. EXTrRHAL CFIAM TRA,fl 
30103 24 REAL I SPISl1,1SZKAY',KAYI KYy2,KAY3,KAY 4 KAYSKAY6,KAY7,yPKt Y7,TRAPe0OCP 
.fl 103 3. IKAYI",KAYlII,lR,NRIMAIHM2 ,111-2 TRAPn'03 
0010'4 q. 0iP-ENS1CN ALP;A(2C) ,FL(A) ,rLAG(33.42,!rLA6(33.A) ,TNCLt2O) ,LrLAC(.TRArnnn'4T

of)0'I ,qA. I,NPlrtlr) ,PNP(l),NPIRtIl),"JO1Tf Ir,NPPLTC 20) ,OFFIA( In) RAPnnn5SJPIA? 

00ll0'4 6. ?,nrrrc(I') ,OFVIPR( 10)1nFFIrlP(11),0OFF2T(I)),,OrPLT (In), ON IA(10)1 






C0MM0,l/AtCC0HM/rPACC ,DUM (6)1IAcCf2),IDU11,1(,UitH,!pUM2,t0UM , 
IlEliAcc(),NACC,N )klN,PArc(2),PPPP,V0LktCC2),XKArCC2I 
C~tirior/ALLCIlARALC20,,cL[(2n),oEIT,D1AL(12C-2,FRL(2fl.r,,Gr. 
NDL2),PPOPIE2),L2llr PFP7l10 RO!) 
19JN~AL p{? I,TI4CTA(r) ,T!ME ,04)OTLC2P , fP) ,N1TEMiPl ZO,iltp ,Z(20',10n12
 
CO*ANoI/ALLCS/\C(R.23 ,AcI (9,),AC2c7,&r3(,) ,AC4( 4,ACCI(2I 

CO)MMOu/CHAMi4R/4PEA(8,27),AR EAC(8) ,ATI ATONOZ(?1 ,CC(81,CCC(1), 

ICEri (2) ,cEF2(?I,C.4ANU1,ZI ,rPCZ) CPI,Cp2t6) ,CSTARCR.cS,CSI6?, 
2CV(1A,2) *CVEL(2l ,OELTFiflIATI2) ,DP!IA(8,2) DPTO(2)tORPHT(2) ,OTD(71 , 
3DT'(A6) ,DnvrIEL(RM ,WQX(18)1,FTAT (2 1,GAMI12 ) ,GR1 2) , ICHAIR ,2) , IFNG, 
41Pu () ,1PUM0(12,ISP(s) ,;SI .152(6) ,KAY(82 ,KAYI (8),KAY2(8) ,1 
KAY3(P) ,KAY'4(0) ,KAYS(R) ,IAY6(0),KAY7(81 ,KAYRS),KAY9CS) ,KAYIPrR) , 
AMII (P),MR(8) ,MRI,NW(8),1401,MVZtt) ,NC4AM,MICOEr,NGGTP,NPVALF(8). 
7NPVALO(R),OPVALF(3,60),OPVALO(8,601,PCHAM(Sl,PMAN(Q,2),PH4PA), 
8P0&Pf2) ,P0WT(2),PPOI0(2),P0Wl(2),P0W42(2I,P0W3c2),PRATC(8) ,PTO(2), 
0 2
99W0r(22 ,Pwl(2) ,P 2( ) ,RGAS(S) .RPMP,RPHPD(2) ,RPMT(2) ,Tc(8) ,TO , 
OTC2(61 ,TGAS(8),TISEFTINPIIL(8),THVALF(8.6,) ,TMVALP(8,60) ,TORP(Z), 
ATORT(22 ,TT012) ,IH2) ,VMA'JIR,2) ,VOLc(8) ,W(6) ,WCI4AM(P) ,WPUFL(PI , 2
$lINwJ(8,22 ,WN07(8),WVOXUO),ATONOZ(8) ,XITPCZ) ,XLTO( ) 
COMMON/D&TA2/BK(e),OELXL(?),NCMTR,NN,XLEJGLI2OI1 
COMMON/rr.LCOH/DFRL(lO,s0)),lrSL(lOOtrRL,NPBL(I),TFF3I(lfl,0') 
C0I'140/FLAGS/IACCPR, ICHAMP ,IPRINT, IREGPR, ITUpON, IPLOT 






C M O PL C s~ 'IpIPFI1 JPLF(I I#t~L P fL 71t 








































































































































































C0MfIoJ/REGLCN/ARrGr8,2r0I),AREGMX(R),AREGPfs),0MCI,n C2,MC3Dpc'4. TRApnoCI 
1OFA,FREG(8)1 ,F.S,O(MI , IDUMI I I, IIP ,IDUMJJ ,LRFCN( 8) ,LREGUP (R) , TRAPO039 
8
2JRFGf TpJOMtNTIEGf I),PD, PRFF(81JPU,QREG( ),tOUMIQ7DU4,SPREG(18 1 TRAPO4O 
3T tIREC ICA),I'll TRAPCO4 1 






EOUIVALFNCE IFLAG(2,1) ,IFLAG( 2,2)), (TTIA,IFLAG(I1,)), (IIIAN,IFLAOITRAPI2OQ6
 
12.1)), (ITIAO, IVLAG(3,j I,(MPIA(I ,IFLAG('4,I Ii.(ONIAC II.LAra 114,1) jTRApooq7
 
4
2, (uFIAflI ,FLAi,(7 , ) ) .1 TIC,IPLAG( 1,2)), (ITICN,IrLAGCZ,2) ), 
31 ITICO,IFLAGIh,2)) ,INPIC( )IF!LAGt'4,2) I,ONIC( I),FLAG(l4,21) , 
qi0FFICVLAGC29,2)) ,(ITjP,IFLAG(t ,3)), ITIPH',TFI AG(2, 3 )) * 
SC ITIPO, IFLAC(3,3) IUPJI'R( I I TFLAGI'4,3) I * lN)PR( I,FLAGC l',3) I, 
3
6(0FF1P(l) FLA'(?'4, )I, (ITIRIVLA.( 2 ,4) ) , IT R'I.IFLAG(2,'4) I 






















































































































































































54. 	 P(OrFIR(IIFLAGC2 qI I, ITITIFLAGIl,6), (ITITNIFLAG(2,)I, TRAPOOSN
 
3 5
55. 9(ITITOIFLAG( , )),(NPIT(1),IFLAG(4,5))IONITfI),FLAG(1I .1I , TRAPOO;S 
S6. '(PFFIT(I1,FLAG(2 ,S))I,(ITPL,IFLAG(,A) 1,(ITPLNIFLAG ?7,6)) TRAP'n56 




59, AIAEI IST/IN4ATA/ALPHAARFA,AREACAREGMXAPFGPATDNOZFK,CEFI ,CFF9,TRAPn OS9
 








P 0 6 2
 
62. RIFpLiJu CLINcLIPB*IPnFIPLOTIPRINTpIPU IIPUMOIREGPRvlSI IS7,TRA n
 
63, qITIRVKAYLFLAGI REGnNLPEGUPLVnNLVUP MRI ,MWIIMW2,NACCNCHAW, TRAPn063
 4
 
64. St1cOFrIFRLNGGTPh)UNCL,NKPLFNLINJU IJPLNPBLF.NPFDI.,NPIA*NPIC, TRAP(106'







68. 9PPRLF,PPRBLPREFPWOPwI ,P',2,PZOOREGPGASRHOLRPNPDSPREG TRAP0O06
 




71o DATA INCL/20D0/ TRAPOO71
 




74, DATA ITIADITICOITIIOITIRO.ITITOITPLO/6.l4/ TRAPO074
 
73. DATA ITIANITICNITIPIITIRN, ITITNITPLN/602q/ 

75. DATA NPIAtPICNPIPRNPIRNPITNPPLT/6000/ 	 TRAP9O75
 
76. DATA OFF!AOFFIC,OFF!PR,OFFIR,OFFITOFFPLT/6000.0/ 	 TRAPO076
 
77, DATA ONIAONTC,ONIPR ,ONIR,0ITDNPLT/6 °I On/ TRAPn77
 




an. C PUT IATA DECK ON SCRATCH FILE AND LIST TRAPOOBO
 
aI. CALL CRZTAP(6HDECKENI2,5S,5,6) 


















86. KOUNT fn TRAp0086
 
87- DO 10I11,8 TRAP0O87
 
88. KAYI(IIKAYCI)+I.O 	 TRAPPOBS
 
























lO. PRATC(It.KAY4( IIoKAYSII) TRAPOIDI
 





lOR4 C CALCULATE SPFED OF SOUND IN EACH LINE TRAPPInq
 




107. IF (INCL(III.EOTI GO Tn S" TRAPOID7
 
Ion. IF ILFLAG(IPROP).EQ.l2 GO TO 30 TRAPOICS
 
109. CL(II)= fOf(KAYIPROPI'IGCbRGAS(IPROPITGAS(IPOP)I TRAPOI(9 
i20. GO TO 10 TRAPr I) 
1I 1 V1 C1 ITIJIF TRAPOIl 1
 
0250 1?. 



























































00327 1 6. 






































































fO 7q IJ=I,NRODEL 





9' CONTI Nr 

r 	 CALCULATF STAPT1 'W CONDITIONS 

r0 InI I I=1,NPIPL 











1 	CO"T IlC 

C ItITIALIZATIOl FO, REGULATOP 






C 	 INITIALIZATION FOR THRUST CHAMBERS AND GAS TURBINE 

C 	 CHAH4ERS 
)
IF ?MC'TR.LE.p Gn To 170 

DO 15Q InINCITR 













17 COOT INUF 



















C I = 
C I = 
c I = 
CI = 
C I = 








PRINT AND PLOT FLAGS 

I, ACCUMULATOR PRINT FLAG 

2, COMBUSTOR PRINT FLAG 

3, NOIIIAL PRINT FLAG 

4, REGULATOR PRINT FLAG 

, TURBINE PRINT FLAG 

6. PLOT FLAG 

INOFX FOR COMPUTED GO TO 

TURN FLAG OFF'
SUBSCPIPT FOR -TIME TO 






























































































































00350 173. C 
00351 17'1. 21-
00352 175. 
00352 176. C 
00352 177. C 
00354 179, 
00355 179. 
00356 1 0. 
00357 £91, 
00357 182, C 
00360 83, 23r, 
00361 14. 
00361 135* C 












































































GO TO 'TURN ON' OR 'TURN OFF' FLAG TRAPOI71
 
GO TO (211,2301.IX TRAPn172
 




IF (TINE.LE.FLsG(IZ!I)) GO TO 250 TRAPOI7S
 










GO To 2S 



























TO TURN FLAG OFF TRAPnI82
 
TRAPOIR3 
GO TO 250 TRAP0184 



























IF (NCMT.LE.01 Go TO 370 TRAPO199
 
00 290 1=INCMTB TRAPO20n
 













ACI(Ih)=AREAL(II)/CLI )I10l44.OOGC TRAP0209 
CONTINUE TRAP0210 




CALL VAL(l1JJ,IPROP,I) TRAPO21S 


































0nq52 ?31. On 35P LL=,NU TRAP0231 
fnrq5 232. NE= TRAP0232 
C0956 733. /tl)=AOXM) TRAPO233 
00457 234. (? =:FUFL( ) TRAPP23q 












n P3 7 
TRAP023S 






IF (I.GT.NGGTF) Gn TO j1n 
TRAPn?qn 
TRAPO24I 
00q70 2q2. NE.6 TRAPn242 
OOq7I 2q3. v(;)RPMTC!) TRAP0243 
00472 74q .(A).PTO(1) TRAPn2qq 
00473 24s. D{A(5,=RPMT(1) TRAP02q5 
00474 2q6. (6).nPTO( ) TRA-0246 
00475 297, 3 1 CO'JTINI'E TRAPn247 







GO To 330 TRAPOZ49 
TRAPO7SO 
20502 251. PTOcI)=W(6) TRAPO2SI 
)0503 252. )33 CONTIrlIF TRAPP252 
00504 253. W0oX()=.() TRAP02S3 
00505 254. W'FUEL(I)=w(2) TRAPO2S4 
00506 255. PtlA(Il)flY(3) TRAPOS5 
00507 256. PtIAN(I,2)=a4(9 TRApOZ56 
00510 257, 35 cfnTItlE TRAPn257 
00513 258 37- CONTINUE TRAP02SO 
OOS1 257. IF(NPELF.GT.3)CALL P8L F TRAP02S9 
00516 26n. DO 39, II=I,NPIPL TRAP26n 
00521 261. NNODFL=MODELII) TRAPOZI 
00522 262 00 39r JJ=It'IODELE TRAP0267 
00525 2 o3. PDOTL(IIJJ)}=TEMP(IIjJ) TRAPP263 
00526 264. PL(II,JJ)=PTEIiP(I?,JJ) TRApO264 
00527 265, 39 CO4TTIF TRAPP265 
00532 266. 1F(IPLOT.NEOAN,HOD(WOUJTIPLOT.EQ,I)CALL IRITF14 TRAPO266 
0053' 267, IFIIP R INT.NF.O.A"DMOP(KOIJITIPRINT,)*QSnICALL WRITE(S) TRAPO267 
00539 268. C CHECK FOR REACHING END CONDITION TRAPAP68 
00536 269. IF (TI F.LT-TIr 
' 
END) GO TO 19n TRAPO269 
00536 271. C WRAP UP PLOT TAPE AND PRINT RUN TIM E TRA27 
00540 271. CALL WPITE(8) TRAP0271 
00541 272. STOP TRAP0772 
005q2 273. END TRAPn273 
FND OF UNIVAC 1109 FnRTRAN V CO"PILATIO 
N 
, 0 *rIAGNOSTIC* PESSAGP(S) 
TRAP SYM6OLC 21 JUL 71 |l:Sn: 7 0 0143667n 14 ;73 (DELFTFD) 






















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
R.0004 00000 AREA - 0006 R 000020 AREAC 0003 R 000000 AREAL 0004 R 000030 ATD 0004 R 000031 ATDNOZ 
0006 R 000033 CC 0004 R 0000q3 CCC 0009 R 000053 CEFI 0009 R 000055 CEF2 0003 R 000026 CL 
_-oCIP _-ooOAZ.CHAN .... 0...0 R P0077-C 0004 R OO-J--l-- R L2sPg. 0004 R 000110 CSTAR1 I.,09.i 1 

0004 R 000120 CSI 0004 R 000121 CS2 
 0004 R 000127 CV Dow0 R 000R17 CVEL 0003 R 000050 OELT 
.0 000q R 000151 DELTF 0003 R 000051 DIAL 0004 R 000152 DIAT 0004 R O00I5.DVMAN- 000q R OO017-DpTO ­
0004 R 000176 ORPMT 0004 R 000200 DTD 0006 R 000202 DW 000q R 000210 DRFUEL 0004 R 000220 D9OX 
-004 R 000230 ETAT-... 0000 R 000005 FACTOR 0003 R 000075 FRL 0003 R 000121 . . 0009 R 0R0232 GAtI ..... 
0003 R O00022 GC 0006 R 00023q GR 0000 1 000002 1 0004 1 000236 ICHAN 0004 1 000256 IE'JG 
.- DQ--iL GaGOo IP-LO T--- ffol .t0025z IPU ... 0004 1-000261 IPUIMO-.---2au T BD2f3LS. fM.J-LLn_ 273 III 
0006 1 000274 yS2 0000 1 000003 IS 0004 1 000302 KAY 0004 1 000312 KAY! 0004 I 000422 AVIO 
--. n00 I 000432 KAYIL...... 0004 1 000322 KAY2 .... 0004 1 000332 KAY3 000 I. 00012 KAYt..-- QOOA I 0003 KA.5 .­
0004 1 000f62 KAY6 000q 1 000372 KAY7 0004 I 000402 KAYS 0004 1 000412 KAY? 0000 1 000001 KK 
.... 000 1 000000 LL -- 0004 I 000442 MR ... 0006q 1 000452 MI . Oo0q . Q0_ 46Mrjl__000050_M1.. 

0004 1 O0Oq6M MW2 0005 I 000000 NANCHM 0005 1 000166 NAME 0005 I 000242 NANEPL 0005 I 000160 NAMTMP
 
- .0f14 fnnnZL-udHAmt...Q..0 QBI OQQIq7 - UC oE . .1 70II- PaI7L-Nf j - -2 100 6 2 ODDS I 000632 NMETBN0 NME 
0005 1 000452 NMOUT 0003 1 0n0123 NODEL on03 I 000167 NPIPL 0003 1 000150 NPLINE 0006 1 000'173 NPVALF
 
- D0004 1 
000505 NPVALO 0004 R 000515 OPVALF .. 0 0 R 001455 OPVALO -_- o00s R O06StqT_ _k__T 004 Roo002415 PCHA14 
0003 R oon17q PL 0005 R 001056 PLOTNO 0004 R 002425 PHAN 0006 R 002445 P4R 0004 R 002453 PObP 
0004 R 002455 POW T - 0004 R 002qS7 POWO 0004 R 00266! POWI 0004 R O026§_ P042 _... 0006 Rl 00246S POW3 
0004 R 002467 PRATC 0003 R 006114 PTEMP On04 R 002477 PTO 000q R 0025g1 pwO 0004 1 002503 pWI
0 0 6 R- 0 0 2 5 7
_-OLQqLR OO2sO.RXL 4
 
0004 R 002522 RPNT 0003 R 01004 SINALP 0006 R 002524 TC 0004 R 002534 TCI 0004 P 002535 

---
-f0 .. 0-?SQZ RGAS --- 00j.RQ10-Q-4j-YIHn9L RPMP 0004 Rl002520 RpMPD 
T0 2
 
R 002563 TGAS _. 000 3 R010070 THETA 000 R 001176 TIM 0003 R 0l011&-TIM. . 00061R 002553 TyMFE
0000 R 000006 TIMENO 0005 R 001177 TIMF 0006 R 002554 TINPUL 0004 R 002564 TMVALF 0004 R 00352f-TMVALO 
0004 R 009444 ToRP- 0006 R 004466 TORT 0006 R 00Oq70 TTO 0006 R 004472_ U ..... 000- R 004474 VNAN 
0004 R 004514 VqLC 0004 R 004524 W 0004 R 0044532 WCHAN 0003 R 010115 WDOTL 0004 1100R6Z WFUEL 
00_.04 S, OQ4a..jYiL..... 004 004-72 YNOL .... 9000 R 004602 OX 0004 R 004612 WTDNOZ 0003 R 014035 WTEMP 
0004 R 004622 XITP 0004 R 004626 XLTD 0003 Rl027755 2
 
. D-- BLOCOOlIL2LATA _____________________ 
00102 2, COMON/ALLCOM/AREAL(2O),CL(20),OELT,OIAL(20),FRL(20),G,GC. 
. . B c0002
2
0OID 3. INODELC20),NPIPL.NPLINE(20) ,PL(20,(00),PTEHp(POI00),RHOLCB), BLOCnOO3
 
00102 40 25INALP(20),THETA(20),TIMEWOOTLIZOl00),WTEMP(20,IOn),Z(20,100 BLOCO64
 
00103 5 COMMON/CHAMBR/AREA(B,2),AREAC(AB|ATDATNOZ(),CC(8BCC(U1, SLOCO0O0S
 
0010 3 60 ICEFI(2),CEF2(2),CMAN(I 2),CP(2) CPICp?(6),CSTAR(8).CSICS2(6), BLOCOOP6
 
00103 7. 2CV(9.2).CVEL(Z)tDELTFiDIAT(21 ,DPMAN(G.2),DPTO(2) ,ORPMT(2) ,DTO(2) BLOCnO07
 
00103 B. 304(6) .WFUEL(8),DWOX(A),ETAT(2?,GAM(2) tGR(?),ICHAHNR,2),IENG BLOCO00O
0 

00403 9, 41PUHI;(2)IPUMO(2).ISP(aI 1si.1326) KAYT!IKAYI(B ,KAYZIO), RLOC0009
 
0i3











































































































BKAY3(8).XKAY'*(AY~ts) ,KAY&IS) ,XAY?(0) ,XAYASI2.ICAY9rR) ,KAY ID(f p )P Yll ( RN(), piI WItMW2(6)t NcHA,IC EFNGGTPfIPVALF(P), 	 BLOC
 
8 LOcfln2
7NPVALf(),OPVALrtg,60lnPVALOta,6n) ,PCHA4(P) ,PNANIS,2),PMR(61. 3




*I (2) *Pn V? (2) Po w3(7) ,PRA C(B) P ) 1 BLOC0q2SOpvP(Z POVIT(2) wIl(2),
 M R P M f 2 T C
 r	 RLOcnlfl
9Pfp(z) ,PWIf 2) ,P Z(2 ),RGAS(8) RP P	 PD ?I ,RPHT )( 6t9 0 1T, F














 Z )/3H W3F 314W2r ,3HW3F ,3HoF , LOcOfl2l




,3HW9F ,QHWI FqHWI ,14HWIZF,4HWI BLOCOOZI
I 3HWSF ,3HW&F *3HW7F ,3HWRF 	 2 3
Ft HPIF I BLOCOn22
 qHWIqF9HWlF,4HWl6'HW,7FHWISF,4HWI9F,'HnZ
2 	 F B L O c n
H P IS F
~
tH P F P T F H P H P
F H P F	 ,3HPSF ,3HP9F ,' plnFLOCOq23
H P 2 F iP	 19 0 4
*3HP3F *3HPqF ,3HPSF *3Hp6F ,3HP7r ,4 187 .
3 3HPZF 1 l3 ,4 19 ,4 16F 1
4l SIPIIFt ,9i





5 HP20Fo3HWIL #31012L ,3W3L 	 H q H T
4 m wI6L. Kw7 L
4N2L,4HVI3L,4Hwi'L, HvlsL,'
 3 HP 3L 3HP L ,3HPSL ,3HP6L
6 
3H"9L qHWInL,qlAWIIL , H 	 4

7 q4HNIAL,'HWI9Lt4HW?L,3HPIL',3HP2L 	 H P L
H P I L HP q L
 
8 3HP7L ,3HPAL 314P9L 9HPlOLHPIILtqHP12L,4
~ I ,4 -4 15












 2 6 HWCNAM 3,6HSCHAN4,6HWCHAMS$6HWACHAN6t6HiCHAM76HWCHAM
 BLOCf't34






5 6HPMANIS 6HPMAN2I,6HPMAN226HPMAN23,6HPMAN2q 
s6HPMAN25 t6HPMAN
 
,'HISP3 , HSPq ,'441sPs BLOCOn37
qH'SPz
6 6KPMANZ7,6HPMANZ0,qHSPI 
 3H4R4 , LOC0038
7 4HISP ,HISP7 'qHISPB g3HMRI 3R7? HMP3 

3HMW1 ,3HMW2 ,3HMW3 8L0COrI39
 8 3HMRS ,3HMR6 ,3HMR7 ,3HMRa 

,3Hmw 6HFUELI 6HVFUEL2, BtLOCU'O




6 HAFUEL 3 ,6HFUELU,6HrIEL5,6HFUEL66HAFUEL7,
6HWFUEL 

I9HWOKR , RLOCOfl42 A 4HWOX2 IqHWOX3 q'HWOXQ ,HIOX 5 	 ,4HWOY6 IqHWOX7 X 4HCV17 , BLncnn3
B 4HCVII ,41HCV)7 ,4CV]3 ,qmCV]M 	 ,qHCvls .4HCV16 n n q
,4HCVq '48CV26 ,'1CVz6 , ALOC 4 C 4HCVIB ,4HCV2 9HHCV2? ,4HCV23 





6 H T 8 6 1 H W IN J
6	 2 2 HWjNJ23,6H'q1NJ 4, SLOCnQ6
E 6HWINJI ,6HWINJI7, I NJI * HWINJ	 , ,
 
















DATA ((NHETBN(LtLXK), ,2),KK n )/ 







,6"AREG 6HPACC .6H% 

m6HKAY 46KAYI ,6HKAY2 

,6HKAY7 ,6HKAYR 6AHKAY9 

,&HRGAS ,6HRMOL ,6HTGAS 

L L = 1 - 1
 
I BHPOT2 q'HPT f *qHPT02 





DATA (NE( 1 r)/ 

1 6HARpGS ,6H AREG6 ,6HAREG? 






It 6HXKP ,&HXWF7 ,6HXKPA 































































,6HARFG? 6HAREG3 *6HAREG4 

,AHPACCI 6HPACC2 ,6HXKI 

*6HXKA 6HXK7 ,6HXIS 

,6HXKP3 ,6HXKP4 ,AHXKP5 

6HXWPIO *6Hp4Dl 6HPBND2 












































































































































































































































































































































DATA TIMEND/O. /- -













1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 0 ODIAGNOSTICo MESSAGE(S)
 
SYMBOLIC 31 AUG 7£ 12:3M:59 




































































Coefficients derived from least-squares fits Of
 
cubic polynomials to curves presented in Figures
 
24 and 25 Reference l for .5<XR:6. 




See above for MN2, TC2,
 
Least-squares fit of quadratic to flowrate curve
 
in Figure 26, Reference 1.
 
Least-squares fit of cubic to power curve in
 







3' 122 (DELETED) 








01 SEP 71 0:58:49.912
5.4.1 ACC 

UNIVAC l10s FORTRAN V LEVEL 2206 JW FSOI H
 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 03 SEP 71 AT 00:58:50
 
SUBROUTINE ACC ENTRY POINT 000637
 


























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0001 000104 OL 0001 000513 IOL 0003 000004 IIG 0001 000536 130L 
0001 000213 30L 0001 000232 SOL 0001 000315 
7 0L 0001 000402 90L 
0006 R 000001 ARHO 0004 R 000024 CL 0003 R 000001 CL 0003 R 000002 CZ 
0003 R 000004 cI 0003 R O000S CSS 0003 R 000006 C66 0004 R 000060 CELT 
0003 H 000000 DPACC 0003 R 000001 DUM 0004 R 000075 FRL 0004 R 000121 G 
0006 R 000000 GRHO 
0003 1 000011 lDUN 
0003 1 000012 jI 
0000 1 000003 1 
0003 1 000012 IDUMI 
O00S i 000005 IPLOT 
0003 1 D00007 
0003 1 000013 




0005 1 000000 
0003 I 0Oii 




0005 1 000004 ITURBN 0000 1 000002 IS 0003 I 000011 J 0003 I 000014 JJ 
0003 1 000017 NACC 
0003 R 000021 PACC 
0003 1 000020 NNNN 
0004 R 000174 PL 
00011 I 000123 NODEL 
0003 R 000023 PPPP 
0004 I 000347 NPIPL 
0006 R 000004 PR 
0004 N 004114 PTEMP 0004 R 010034 RHOL 0004 R 010044 SINALP 000q R 010070 THETA 
0003 R 000024 VOLACC 0004 R DIGltS WDOTL 0006 R 000002 WR 0006 R 000005 VIS 
00U3 R 000026 XKACC 0004 t 017755 Z 0006 R 000003 ZR 0006 R 000006 ZS 
ACC 0001
 
00103 Z DIMENSION KOUNT(2) 3
 





00104 3o CONMON/ACCCOM/DPACCDUM(6),IACC(2),IDUMNIOUMIIOUMZIUN 
ACC 0004O0109 40 IIENACC(2),NACCNNNN.PACC(21bPPPPVOLACC(2),XKACC(2) 
00105 50 COMMON/ALLCOM/AREAL(20),CL(20),DELTDIAL(2OI,FRL(20)GGC, ACC 0005
 
ACC 0006






00|06 80 COMNON/FLAGS/IACCPR,ICHAMPOIPRINT,IREGPRITURBN PLOT ACC 

ACC 0009
00107 9. COMMON/VALUES/GRHO.ARHOVRZRPRWSZSPS 








0003 R 000003 C3
 
0004 R 000051 DIAL
 
0004 R 000122 GC
 
0005 1 000002 ICHAMP
 
0003 1 000015 IENACC
 
0005 1 000003 IREGPR
 
0000 1 000000 KOUNT
 
000q I 000L0 NPLINE
 
0006 R 000007 PS
 
0004 R 010114 TIME
 
0004 R 019035 WTEMP
 
ACCACC DATE 010971 PAGE 
00110 11- I (DUM(5) ,CS),(DUN(6),C66),(IDUMJ)(IDUIsI1I), ACC 0011 
001)0 12. 2 (IoUmIPRoPI,(IoUf3,JJ ACC 0012 
00111 130 DATA KOUNT/Z.0/ ACC 0013 
0033 14* DO 150 IINACC ACC 0014 
00116 15. JI ACC 0015 
00117 160 KOUNTIJKOUNTCI)+l ACC 0016 
00120 17- II=IACClI) ACt 0017 
00128 380 IPROP=NPLINE(II) ACC 0018 
00122 19 IF (IENAcC(3).EQ.Z) GO TO 70 ACC 0019 
00124 zo JJu3 ACC 0020 
00125 213 CALL VAL(II,l,IPROP,2) ACC 0021 
00126 220 CIm-WS-AREAL(Iil/CLJIII(GoRHOLC PROpPzitIoZl GCPS14.0-G ACC 0022 
00126 230 IRHOL(IPROP)OZS)-G/CL(lI)OWSSINALP(11)0DELTFRL(II)0WSOA8S(WS)0 ACC 0023 
00126 24t ZDELTOZ.0/DIAL(II)/RHOL(IPROP)/AREAL(II)012.O ACC 0024 
00127 250 C2--AREALfII)6GC1*40O/CL(I) ACC 0025 
00130 26- NNNN-O ACC 0026 
00131 270 10 CONTINUE ACC 0027 
00132 280 NNNN=NNNN*l ACC 0028 
00133 29P DPACC=-CLIII)0.2/GC/q4.0/VOLACC(1)OITEMP(JJII) ACC 0029 
00134 300 IF(NNNN.EQ.)PPPP"PACC(I) DELTODPACC ACC 0030 
00136 31* IFiNNNN.EQ.2)PPPP(PPPP+PACC(Il)DELTODPACCI/2.0 ACC 0031 
00140 320 CS5=XKACC(I)*oZ*Z.OOGCORHO IZPROPI 14.0/C2 ACC 0032 
00141 339 C66CXKACCilC0O2ooGC-RHOL(IPR4COC440O(PPPPCl/CZ) ACC 0033 
00142 340 IF (C66oLEO.0) GO TO 30 ACC 003q 
001414 35* WTEfP(Ill)CS5/2. OSQRTIC55OC55 ,00C66)/20O ACC 0035 
00145 360 Go To 50 ACC 006 
00146 370 30 CONTINUE ACC 0037 
00147 380 T ACC 0038 
00150 390 60 CONTINUE ACC 0039 
00151 400 IF(NNNN.EQ 0LANO.IACCPR.NE.O.AND.MOD(KOUNT(CU 0IACCPR)oEQOCALL ACt 00 
00151 4Il IWRITEIO) ACC 0041 
00153 420 IF (NNNN.EQ,1l GO TO 10 ACC 0042 
00155 l43o PTE1ipiI 33)-WTEMP(II I)/CZ-CI/C2 ACC 0043 
00156 44. PACC(1)-PPPP ACC 0044 
00157 450 . IF(IACCPR,NEO.AND.MOD(KOUNT(I)#IACCPR).CQ,.OCALL tyRITEi t0) ACC O0'I5 
00161 46. 60 TO 150 ACC 0046 
00162 470 70 CONTINUE ACC 0047 
00163 q4a JJ"NODEL(III ACC 004B 
00164 490 CALL VAL(1I.JJIPROP,1) ACC 0'h 
00165 500 C3-VR+AREAL(11)/CL(II)o0GORHOL(IPROP)OZ(I1,JJ)-GCPRI144,OGO ACC 0050 
00165 51o 1RHOL(IPROP)0ZR)+G/CL(II)OWR*SINALP(I)0ELTFRL(II)14URABSR)/ ACC 0051 
00165 52o 22,0/DIAL(Ifl lZoO/RHOL(tPROPt/AREAL(IIODELT ACC 0052 
00166 53- C4MAREAL(I1I)GC/CL(II)I944.O ACC 0053 
00167 540 NNNN.0 ACC 0054 
00170 55. 90 CONTINUE ACC 0055 
00171 560 NNNN-NNNN+I ACC 0056 
00172 57. OPACCWCL(III02/GC/4IO/VOLACC(II)OWTEMP(IIJJ) ACC 0057 
00173 580 [F(NNNN.EWLIPPPPPACC()+DELTOOPACC ACC 0058 
00175 59 IF(NNNN.EQ.2)PPPPf(PPPPPACC(I)*DELTODPACC)/2.0 ACC 0059 
00177 60* C55mXKACC(I)o,202.0oGCRHOL(IPROP)I14.0/c4 ACC 0060 
00200 61V C66uXKACC(1)o*202oOGCoRHOL(IPROP)0144.00(C3/C4PPpp) ACC 0061 
00201 62' IF (C66,GT.Q0) 0 TO 110 ACC 0062 
00203 630 TEHP(11,JJ)z-CSS/2O0+SQRT(CSSOCSS4.O 0C66)/2,0 ACt 0063 
00201 69* G0 TO 130 ACC 0064 
00205 As. 110 CONTINUE ACC 0065 
00206 6&. WTENP(I1,JJI-CSS/2,0-SQRT(CSS0CSS.4*.OC66)/2.0 ACC 0066 
00207 67. 130 CONTINUE ACC 0067 
00210 680 IF(NNNN.EQ.IAND.IACCPRNEO.ANDNOD(KOUNT(Il).IACCPR),EQ.O)CALL ACC 0068 
ACCACC DATE 010717 
00210 490 4WRITE(I0) ACC 
00212 70* IF (NNNNtQ.I) GO TO 90 ACC 0070 
00214 7j1 PTEMP(11,JJ)=-WTEMP(IJJ)/C4-C3/C4 ACC 0071 
002)5 7zO PACC(I)*PPPP ACC 0072 
00216 73- IF(IACCPR.NE.O.AND40OD(KOUNT(I),IACCPR).EQ.O)CALL WRITE(ItO) ACC 0073 
00220 714o 150 CONTINUE ACC 0074 
0022Z 750 RETURN ACC 0075 
U0223 760 END ACC 0076 
END OF UNIVAC 1I10 FORTRAN V COMPILATION, 0 *DIAGNOSTICO MESSAGE(S) 
ACC SYMBOLIC 21 JUL 71 15:08:20 0 iq53lq2 14 76 (DELETED) 
ACC CODE RELOCATABLE 21 JUL 71 15:08;20 I 0(l55212 36 1 (DELETED) 
0 0145S256 114 47 
TOP K0( BLOCKDBLOCKD 
5.4.2 CHA4 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 
T HIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 
2206 0C18 FSOjJH 
n2 SEP 71 AT Il:gZCq 
SUBROUTINE CHAM ENTRY POINT 001703 













































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0000 000035 IOF 
.0001 0001MM 17AG 
0001 000261 2SOL 
0001 nOO53 330L 
0001 001006 430L 
0001 OO11W2 S30L 
0001 000062 9OL 
0004 R 000020 AC| 
CO0S R 000020 AREAC 
0007 R 000000 Al 
0005 R onoS3 CEFI 
0005 R o0ntol cpl 
O00S R 00n127 CV 
1007 R 00002 5 C3 
0007 R OOnno7 C9 
0003 R 0OOOS DIAL 
0005 R OOP?OO DT 
0003 R 000075 FRL 
0010 R no01 GRHO 
OOS I 000256 IENG 
0007 1 oonoLg [PROP 
0000 1 noooZO I9UBF 
0001 000105 IIOL 
Cool 000162 190L 
000! 000325 252G 
0001 OGOSIS 350L 
000 (01042 450L 
0001 0rlj52 590L 
0007 R 000032 AA 3 
0009 R 000040 AC2 
0003 R On00O AREAL 
0007 R 000!0l BI 
0005 R 000055 CEF2 
0005 R 000102 CP2 
0005 R O0I17 CVEL 
0007 R 0P0022 C9 
0007 R 0P001 DCLP 
0005 R 000152 DIAT 
00S R 0C002 Dw 
0003 R 000121 G 
0005 I 000256 I 
n007 1000020 I1 
0005 1 0n0257 zPUH4 
0000 10n0ln ISUO 
0001 Ono125 130L 
000 000206 210L 
0OO 000363 266G 
Pool 000572 3 70L 
0002 001101 q70L 
0001 001463 610L 
0007 R 000033 AA4 
00C4 R 000042 AC3 
0010 R 00000 ARHO 
0007 R 000002 C 
0003 R 000024 CL 
OQOS R OOPl n CSTAR 
0007 R 000003 CI 
0007 R 000fM C6 
0007 R OOnO12 DELP 
cOOS R oS DPAN 
0005 R 000210 DWFUEL 
0005 R 000232 GAM 
0006 I 000000 IACCPR 
0007 1 000013 IKOUNT 
nB5 I 00026! IPUO 
005 R n0Pr273 IS 
ne0! 000043 142G 
0001 000226 230L 
0000 000063 3nF 
2001 000761 390L 
Pool fnilo5 '9OL 
000! n066l 630L 
0004 R O000on AC 
000 R 000044 AC4 
0005 R 000030 ATO 
0005 R 000033 CC 
0005 R 000057 CHAN 
0005 R 00120 CSI 
0007 R 000010 Cl 
n007 R n00005 C7 
0003 R 0000511 DELT 
0005 R 000174 DPTO 
WOOS R 000220 DWOX 
0003 R 00122 GC 
0005 1 000236 ICHALI 
OO I 000005 [PLOT 
000 1 00003 IREGPR 
01105 R 000274 ISZ 
0001 000160 170L 
000 000270 236G.
-
000 000361 310 L 
0001 000771 410L 
000! 001127 SIOL 
0001 000057 70L 
000q R 000046 ACCI 
0005 R 000000 AREA 
0005 R 006031 AIONOZ 
0005 R 000043 CCC 
0005 000077 cp 
0005 R 000121 Cs2 
0007 R 000023 C2 
0007 R 000006 CG 
0005 R nOOISf 0ELTF­
0005 R 000176 DRPHT 
0005 R 000230 ETAT 
0005 R OOzi' GR 
0006 I 000001 ICHAMP 
0006 1 000002 [PRINT 
005 R 000263 ISP 
0006 1 O000q ITURSM 
r00? j r JJ OrnP I 00no03nr  0003n! OnO5 R 000312 KAYI once I c0p30 IS 

R 00033 3 OnoS R 000342 KAYq
ng5 R nOJ37? KAY? rnOS 
0005 R COnC22 KAY.n 0005 nq32 KAY!II 
,AYP 0005 R n00412 KAY9
2 )00 R 00.62 KAY6 nnnS p 00r372 KAY7 nnoS R 000402 
000 R o0n3S KAYS 0005 R 000452 MR|
 
nO00 1 o000 KOUNT rnre I 0no032 LL rnOB R 000442 
MR 

00n 1 nOo31 KK 
 0 0005 1 000472 NCHAM
 0005 R 004q63 MW! OOS R OnpI6'4 MWZ P(07 nOOlE N 
0005 R nOq53 MW n P n0SO NPLINE
 
NcGTP 0 3 I n001?3 MODEL n0O3 I noolq7 NPIPL 0003 1 
000 I pon073 NCOEF OO5 1 nrOq7 n ODS R 002416 PCHAM
 (005 I n)5Q5 NPVALO S005 R O0SI5 OPVALF 0005 R n01455 OPVAL 0005 I nOrn75 NPVALF 0005 R 002455 POWT
0005 R 002463 POWP
Onq5 PMR
0oDS R 002425 PHAN 0005 p
0003 R 00n074 PL 
 R 0000 19 PR
ne, R n02465 pOW3 0020
nO5 R nO7463 POW2
00S R 0n2461 poWil 

0010 R 0Cn007 PS

0005 R p02457 POWO 
 0007 R n00017 PSON oon3 R o4I14 PTEMP
 R Orool6 PRATI 
P Onn3 PWt 0005 p0005 R 002'67 PRATC 
go07 0007 R 000024 R
002505 PW? 
1005 R CP250! PWo rnO50005 R O02477 PTO 
 0006 R 002522 RpMT
3 RPMP 000$ R 00252m RPHPOrICS R 007517
000 R n10034 RHOL
0005 R n02507 RGAS 
 O00S R 002535 TC2
nn2534 TCI
nDPS R 07524 TC rOOS R
0003 R V3nr44 SINALP
0007 R nOOn30 S 0005 R 002655 TIlPUL
002663 TIMFF 





004466 TORT 0000 R 000034
nnorS R 04464 TORP C0OS R 0009 R 902564 TMVALF 0005 R 003524 TMVALO 
 VOLC 0005 R O0452 W
R OPq474 VMAN 0005 R 004 
0005 R 004470 TTO 0005 R 004'72 V 09CS 
 000 R 0R4572 WNOZ
WFUEL COO9 R 004552 WINJ
0O0TL nOrS R n04642
R 00432 WCHAH n0)3 R 01n115
0005 
 3 R OCOC2 WR po0 R 000005 vS 0 0 S R 004612 WTDNOZ 0005 R 004602 wOX Oa07 R Pr 1 onto0 WP 
 0007 R 0oO27 X2
 
0003 R O34r3, WTENP 0005 R Orq422 XITP ppOS p 0r4624 XLTD 
0OO7 R 000026 XI 

R O00n6 Z5
0003 R 017755 Z 0010 R ern003 ZR r03 
CHAMOOGI000 Ic SUBROUTINE CHAN 
ISPISI,1S2,KAY.KAYI,KAY 2 ,KAY3,KAY4,KAYSKAY6,KAY7,KAYSKAY9.CHAMO0OZ
00103 2. REAL 
 CHANOO3
 






0ol0s So COMMON/ALLCOM/ARFAL(20),CL(20),DELTDIAL(2r),FRLI20) GsGCI 
CHAM000600105 6a INODEL(20),NPIPLNPLINE(20),PL(20,IC) ,PTEMt(2P1,00hRHOL(B), 
 CHAMnO7
 




00306 so COMmON/AILCS/AC(8,2),ACI ( ,2) ,AC2(2),AC3(2),AC4(2) ,ACCI(21 
CHAMnOO9 
00107 90 COMMON/CHAMBR/ARWA(8,2),AREAC(8),ATDATNOZ22,CC(8),CCC(8, 

00107 10o ICEFI 121 CEF2(2) CNAN(,2 )CP(Z2)CPICP2(6 )CSTAR(8) iCSI CS5216) , CHAMOOIn
 2
1 ,DPTO(2),DRPMT(2)}DTD(2), CHAMnOI
 00107 It* 2CV(8,2),CVEL(?),)ELTF,nIAT(2)fDPMAN(8,
 
CHAMOO2
00107 12. 3DW(&),DWFUELtS),OWOXIR),ETAT(2),GAM(2) ,GR(2) ,ICHAM(8,2)IFNG, 
 CHAMOOI3
4lPUmI (2) ,IPUMO(2 ,ISP(A)ISI115 2(6), KAY(B),KAYI(8),KAY2(B),00107 13# 4
 
KAY7 18,1KAYS() KAY9(A}IKAYlOII), CHAMOOI
 00107 1R, SKAY3(81KAY4 (C)KAyS(8)NAYA6(8) 
 CHAMnOIS
fWIMW2IAIINCHANCOEFNGGTPNPVALF(8)
00107 IS. 6KAYII (8) ,MR( IMPI( )I 
 CHAMn016
 
7NPVALO(R) ,OPVALF(8,6) ,OPVALO(860),PCHAM(A) ,PMAN(8,2|,PMP(6), 
. 
P O
, W3(2) PRATC(),P ) CHA4001700107 169 ) P O I T O ( WI(2),POWZ(2
00107 17. 8POWP(2),OOWT(2) ,POWO(2), 2
 
7 ) ,TC(S),TCI, CHAMOOIO
 9pwr (21 1.Pv1(2) PW2(2),RGAS(SIRPMPRPMPD(2),RPMT( 9QQ00 180 
 CHAMnO1
 
0TC2 1 6 ) T(AS(B),TIMEFTImPUL(8) ,TMVALF(P,6n 
,TMVALO(8,Af6)TORPIPI,

00107 19, (B V F R
 ) tU 2 ) A ,W UEL( ). CHAMOO2O
 
Do o7 20. I ) {




















H O W R Z R P R
 CHAMOn2S




 DATA KOUNT/80O/ 
 CHAmO027
 
D0ol5 27. EQUIVALFENCE (IIFNG) 
 CHAMPO28
 




00120 29. DATA ISURO/9St/ 

OPENING TABLE, OXIDIZER SIDE, COCHAMOn3n
 00122 309 1) FORMATUIITIME POINT OUTSIDE VALVE n 3
IN TAELE1,EI4.R)CHAM O I
 IMBUSTOR I2,' TbME POINT,F14.8/' LAST TIMF POINT 
00122 31o 
 FUEL SIDE, COMBUSCHAmoR32
OITSIPF VALVE OPENING TAPLE, 
LAST TIME POINT IN TABLE*,EI .8) CHAmO033






ADD ONE TO PRINT COUNTER






SET UP VALUES FOR LATEST VALUES FROM INTEGRATION SCHEME 
CHAM003S 
CHAMO36 
00125 37. WOXjI)jWtI) CHAMO037 
00126 389 WFUEL(I)nW(2) CHANO038 
00127 39. PMAN(II)-W(3) CNAHOO39 






CALCULATE MIXTURE RATIO FOR I-TH COMBUSTOR 
CHAHOO4I 
CHANOq2 
00132 '4o MR(tTlwItI(2) CHAOO43 
00132 q4. C CALCULATE CV EVERY OTHER TIME THROUGH CHAMOOq4 
00233 95 IF (MOD(KOUNT(1),21.EQ.0) GO TO 230 CHAHOOM5 






SET NUMBER OF POINTS IN TABLE 
CHAMOO'7 
CHAM00'4 
00136 q9a KK=NPVALO(I) CHAMOO'9 





C CHECK FOR BEING ON LOW SIDE OF TABLE 
IF CTIMEF.LTTMVALoIIItl GO TO 70 
CHAMOO51 
CHAMODS2 









00150 560 GO TO 90 CHAMNOOB6 
OI1SO 57a C WRITE WARNING AND SET VALUE FOR CVI,Il) CHAMOO57 
00151 5B8 70 CONTINUE CHAHOOSO 
00152 590 KK=I CHAMOOS9 
ZO13 60* 90 CONTINUE CHAMOO60 
O01Sq 61. WRITE (6,lOI1,TIMFFTMVALOIK) CHAN006I 
00161 62, CV(1,1).OPVALO(IKK) CHAMOO6Z 
00162 63. GO TO 130 CHAM0063 
D0W3 6o 110 CONTINUE CHAMO64 
00163 65. C SAVE POINT IN TABLE FOR THIS COHBUSTOR CHANOAB5 
- 00164 66. ISUBOfI)wLL CHAM0OB6 
00164 67c C CALCULATE VALVE OPENING, OX SIDE. CHAMO067 
00165 68. CV(I1I)uIOPVALO(IoLL)-OPVALO(ILL-II )(TIMEF-THVALO(I,LL-1)1/ CHAMOC68 
00165 'a, I|TMVALOf1,LL)-TMVALO(I1LL-Ifl OPVALO(ILL-l) CHAMOO69 
00165 70. C DO SAME PROCESS FOR FUEL SIDE CHAMOOTO 
00166 71, 13 o CONTINUE CHAMOO71 
00166 72o C GET SUBSCRIPT OF STARTING PLACE IN TABLE CHANO072 
00167 73o JJ-ISURFCI) CHAM0073 
00167 74o C SET NUMPER OF POINTS IN TABLE CHAMOO7q 
00170 75, KK=NPVALF(I) CHAMO075 
00170 76. C CHECK FOR BEING ON LOW SIDE OF TABLE CHAM0O76 
00171 77. IF (TIMEF.LTTNVALF(Il)) GO TO 170 CHAMO077 
00171 70. C 00 LOOP To FIND PLACE IN TABLE CHAMOO78 
00173 790 DO IO LL-JJKK CHAN0079 
00176 {0.IF (TIMEFLE.TNVALFfILL)) GO TO 210 CHAHO080 
00200 81 15n CONTINUE CHAMOOSI 
00202 82. GO TO 190 CHAHOO82 
00203 830 170 CONTINUE CHAM0083 
00204 S'4 KK1I CHAMOOSq 
izos 85o 1j0 CONTINUF CHAMOCOS 
00205 86. C WRITE WARNING AND SET VALUE FOR CVC1,2) CHAM0O06 
00206 87, WRITE (6,30)ITIMEFTMVALF(IKKI CHANO47 
00213 88. CV(I,2)=OPVALFIKI CHAMOO88 
00214 890 GO TO 230 CHAMOOB9 
00215 90 210 CONTINUE CHA MOOVO 
00215 91. C SAVE STARTING POINT IN TABLE FOR THIS COMBUSTOR CHAMOOI 



















































































































93n C CAL f E VALVE OPENING, FUEL SIDE
 
9'. CV(I,2 '(OP' CHA
ILL)-OPVALF(I,LL-I))O(TIMEF-TMVALF(I ,LL-I1)/ W
 
950 IITMVALFl.LL - VALF(ILL-lflOPVALF(ILL-) CHA'
 
96. 230 CONTINUE CHAMO096 
97o C CHECK FOR BEING IN LIMITS OF MIXTURE RATIO CURVE CHkAO097 
980 IF CMRII.)GTMRI) GO To 250 CHAMO098 
990 MW(I1)MWI CHAMOO99 









05. GO TO 310 CHAMOJnS
 








IlO* 270 CONTINUE CHAMOt O
 










116, 00 290 KaIpNCOEF CHAMO116 









122a 29n CONTINUE CHAMOt22
 
123. 311 CONTINUE CHAMO123
 
1240 C GO THROUGH LOOP TWICEt FIRST IS OX SIDE, SECOND 15 FUEL CHAMOI2'4
 








129. IPROP=NPLINE(III CHAMO129 
1300 C=AC(IN) CHAMOI30 
131, CI=ACI(INI CHAMOI3a 
13o C CHAMBER PRESSURE CHA I032 
133a PCHAM(I).WCHAM(I 'lS4S.0oTCtI1/VOLCI)o12.0/MWII) CHAMO133 
134. C6nCCCtIPROP)4AREA(IN)oCV(I ,N CHAMOI34 
1350 C1ISPCHAMII)/PMAN(IN) CHANOI3S 
136. C CALCULATE A PRESSURE ASSUMING CRITICAL FLOW CHAMOI36 
1370 PSON.-C/(CI+CV(IIN)ARA(I.N)0CC(IPROPI CHNMAo37 
138o C CALCULATE RATIO OF MANIFOLD PRESSURE TO SONIC PRESSURE CHAMO138 
139o PRATtIPHANIIN)/PSoN CHAMO139 
I1O IF (I.LENGGTP) GO TO 330 CHAMOI40 
141 C CALCULATE NOZZLE FLOWRATF CHAMOI4I 
1420 WNOZ(I).PCHAM(I)*AREAC(I)OGC/CSIAR(Il) CHAMOI2
 
1430 GO To 360 CHAMOI4S3
 
1440 33n CONTINUE CHAMOI04
 
I4sa C CALCULATE TURBINE NOZZLE FLOWRATE CHAMnOI4S
 






Iq9o 3S0 CONTINUE CHAM0147
 






IF IPRATI.LE.PRATC(IpROPII GO TO N1D 
ASSUMPTION WAS INCORRECT, SOLVE FOR PRESSURE AND 
-CNAMOI5I 
CHAMOIS2 
00313 153. C FLOWRATE USING NEWTON-RAPSON ITERATION CHAV1OIId 
0031S lsqt ' C8=C605QRTiKAYIn(IPROP)I iCHAVOI 
00316 IS5 AtCB-CBPP AN(IN)*-KAY?(TPROP) 
H m i gII­
00 17 15 I= 8 ~ o AN I T*FAYII(IPROP), .CHAM0OIS7 
0 0 120 IT o7 3 7 13 CON T IN U 
" ? ' -N - 'V C H MO" 
0321 isad IOUNT IKOUNT 41 Ag a 
00322 1S90 C?-M AN(I,NI/PTENPII*JJ) AN 
00323 160 ' , DCLF n 2,00°C-C 1 2, CIOC I PTEMP (I I JJ)+AI*2.0/KAYS(iPROP)*PTEMP(Il$ B 't 
00323 love | J} e(,,b Y IIPROP))-BI/KAYSIIPROP~bPTEMP(ITTJJ) eI-KAY7(IPROP)) CH 61 0 
002 6C71. $ -2.OoC*Cl*PTEMpIItI JJ-COcIOPTEMP II,JJ)002+AIOPTEMp C 
0032q 1034 l 11~ , .1 2.0/KAYS(IPROP))BIOPTEMP(1,JJI IIl./KAStIPROP)l C'AMM A 












IF (ABS(DELP).LE,?.OQI) GO TO0,390 , A 
6199' 
li . 
00.135 170o VTEMP(I1l,J )--C"C, *PTEMP( I I JJ) C 4A . 













TEMP (4I JJ)-CE(IPROP)*PTEMPCIIIJJ)oAREA(T, 
N I 
CONT'ITUE 
IF£.IP CHA I ,) G .i M-AN I N II GO TO q70 
i: (CIJ'.GT PRATC(IPROP)) GO To 450C 




















, WINJ411,lICMANflNIQPMAN(TNICCC(IPROP)OSORT(KAYIOIFROP)OCII-0 fjo 1O8 1 
I'( I I AY9(IPROP-Cll**KAY6IPROP))) C l t94I 


















IF (N.EQ.2) ,GOi T, O, 
OWOX (I I %I 'J(I N )-MR( I)/( M R j I ) O0 N O Z ( I)CAH 
GO TO 630, 
SIB CONTINUE, ,a 
DWFUEL(1)-WINJ(l N)-IjO/fMRII)+I.OIQWNOZ(II 
53') CONTINUE1 
OPMAN(I1N)-I2.0°CL[II)oo 2 / V MA N ( I . N )/ G C * (WiT E M P ( TI . J J ) -W IN J ( T 
N } I  
Afp6 






















1980 IF(ICHAMP.NE.O.ANDoHOD(KOUNT(1),ICHAMP).EQ.O)CALL VfRITE|7) 
1990 550 CONTINUE 
20Qoa C CALCOALTE TOTAL IMPULSE 
201. TIMpUL(I).TIMPUL(1} tSPIT 
) OW N O Z l 
l )OD E L T 
F 
2020 IF (IGTNGGTP) Go To 630 
203. RpMT-(I)=W( S }  20 , To,- ..&161 






O OD E L 
T F  
206. IF(PTO(II. L T . D O )P T 
O I 








C A 302QJ 






00913 209o V(S)-RPMTI1) CHAM020'?
 
-0040' 21cm RPMPXRPMT(II/GR(I) CHAMOZ1P
 
oc;fIS 2l1, TTEIS.TC(I)O(PTOC||/PCNAM(I))Oe|IGAN(II-|,OI/GAM(lI CHAMOZII
 
-- OO~-- ile VELti).$ RT12.OOCP(II-tTC(I),TTEIS)077a.2&oGC) CHAMO212 -






ooq2I 216, ETAT(IIICEF2IIoRoR+CEFI(I)* CHA"0215
 } T C ( I T T E IS L  






_004O~23 21:34 -C . .PUMP E2UATIONS . . .... CHAM0218
 
0042q 2199 CI -ACC I I) CdAM02l9
 
C 3-A C3 11) CHAMOZ2t00,126 221* 
---.D q27- 222a .. CqnC'IllI .. ... ... .. .pAm02zz ___
 
00 130 223% Xt-t.o/cq-IO/C2 
 CHA"O223
 
CHAM022500032 2250 S-RPMP/RPMPD(I) 

CHAM0227
004;36 227o 57o CONTINUE 

CHAM0229
DC10,1O 229o AA4-pwoII)&S*S-X2 

-Gliq 1 2300- MP-4-AA3-SQRT(AA3*kA3-4.0&pV2tt iAAR)4/(2eO0pW24)1 .... HAM0230--




-031415 23qe_ 610 CONTINUE .. . . ... .CHAMO234­
0OR41 2Z39e rp-PO(j)oS 5/xI-xzXl 
0040 2350 IImIPUmO(I) CHAr023S 
CHrl,40237o~q o 2Z7* PTEMP(jIIiI-CI/C2.WP/c2 
.! ­
,,_, aso 2'n IiI LUH1 -_ 

OOq7,z 2390 JJ=NODEL(II) CHAV02Z9
 
. ... _ _ _ _
... I VP .




coqG0, 2cis TEN4P(11 JJl=C3Cq-ITEMP(IIIJ
 
O * 3 I q S 9 R P T { I 

001;56 21139 TORTIZIi=OUT(IIIOO/(2. . I * M l CHAMG2 i
 
/ T T O |I I O G C G A ( O C A 0 2 S
 
00160 2,;3 WTDNOZII)ATDNOZ(I)QPTO(I)*SQRTtIR(1)/ISNS.
 ) M 1)0(2. Y M q
 
C8Af102';70046 1 21!79 ATO.3.I4IS9/4*0oDTD(1)0*2 
I) CHAM0249
6CM03 24190 ORPTII)GC*14qqO*60./29/3-14S9/XITP(II)eITRT(l) TORp( 

CHAN0251
0ON65 2510 DWf&)=OPTOtI) 

_00466 2s2o IFIITURDN.N ODANDMOOIXOUNT I),ITURDNIEQOICALL- WRITEJ9) CHAM0252
 
O3q7G 253o 43o CONTINUE CHAMUZZ3 
_0017AI 251;0 RETUAN...... CHAM0294
 
CHAMO i
00472 2S o CHO 

12:35;f34 OOISqO76 14 255 (DELETES)CHAM SYMBOLIC 31 AUG 71 
CHAM CODE RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 12:35:04 1 61 23060 _ q iDLT) 
. 0 _GtS23JqO_.. .. q 1_1l5 
5.4.3 CR2TAr 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP 71 AT li:52:09 
SUBROUTINE CR2TAP ENTRY POINT OCOI7 

























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, 
.0000 000021 IOF 0000 OOPS4 IIOF 
0001 0 1OolO130L 0001 000051 136G 
oco1 0o031 190L -- DODO 000023 3OF 
0000 1 DOnoI7 1 0000 1 000000 IDATA 
RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0001 000016 117G 
Col 000065 145G 
OO 000027 SOF 

























































SUBRDUTINE CR2TAP(IOPTRM,INDATAIMAGESINSYS,IOSYS CR2TOOOI 
DIMENSION IDATA(IM) CR2TOO02 
10 FORMAT(13A6,A2) CR2TOO03 
30 rORHAT(IS,2H.ol3A,A 2,IH ) CR2TOO4 
So FORMATtIOHI CARD COLI7,7I0/7H NO.oB(IOH1234S67890lINO) CR2TDOS 
7n FORMAT(7H NOOBCI0HI234S6789o ), I Ho/IHI) CR2TO006 
90 FORMATI7H NOO,81IOHI23qS67890) I H I1 CR2TOO17 
110 FORMAT(3(IHO,131('o'))/IHC, 30X.'THE DECKEND CARD WAS LEFT OFF THE CR2TnOOR 
IEND OF THE DATA DECK'/3(IHO,31(GU0)]I CR2T0009 
C e . INITIALIZE CARD COUNTER. CR
2 TDOIO 
IKI CR2TOO11 
C * * REWIND THE ALTERNATE INPUT DATA FILE... CR2TOOI2 
REWIND INDATA CR2TO013 
C * 9 WRITE PAGE EJECT AND CARD COLUMN INDICATORS. CR2TO14 
130 CONTINUE CR2TOO1IS 
WRITE IlOSYS,50(II-ll,) CR2TOOI6 
DO I50 I=IIMAGES CR2TOOI7 
C * * READ AN INPUT DATA CARD. CR2TODIB 
READ IINSYSI0,END170.ERRnI7OHiIDATAJ),J.Itq) CR2TOOIV 
C . WRITE THE IMAGE ON THE ALTERNATE OATA INPUT FILE. CR2TOO2O 
WRITE (INDATAIOlIIDATA(J),JI l,19 ) CR2TnO21 
- - ---





001'2 Zqo C 9 0 UPDATE CARD COUNTER. CR2TOO2 
--- 00151 --=25 .. K .1-J 
-. - CRZTOOZS .__ 
00151 26. C , 0 IF OPERATION TERMINATOR. CEASE PROCESSING. cR2TOOZ6
 
-O015Z-.-
27. IF 4IDATAIIa.EQoICPTRM) GO TO. 190 CR2TO027 ..
 
00154 28, 150 CONTINUE 
 CR2TOOZS
 
00156 30o WRITE IIOSYS,9O) CR2TOO30 
-- 00160 --- 31.- -- GO-TO 130 CR2TO3. ..........
 
00160 32o C * a WRITE ERROR MESSAGE AND SET UP AN END CARD FOR PROGRAM CONTINUE. CR2T0032
 
_-Oc61. .. 33o 170 CONTINUE ............ . .. .-CR2T0033 .... . ..
 
00162 3'Ao WRITE (IOSYS.lI0) CR2T0034
 
nlq A - WRITELIDATA $1= 
_ 1zi035 
00173 36a 190 CONTINUE 
 CR2TOO36 
._ 0017 .... 37t__-Ct 9 OUTPUT-TRAILER.LINE, ... ... ... .... . - ­ - - .-C. 2T QO7
 
O0j74 386 WRITE (!OSYS,70) CR2TOO38

.0012L... 3 9 a. C o. END FILE ALTERNATE 
INPUT DATA FILE, ..... CRZTO039.
 
00376 qO 0 END FILE INDATA CR2TOO4O
 
oo7 'H, - AL ...... Z
" DR1WcRR NATTEnfULO _E 

00177 '42 REWIND INDATA CR2TOO4Z
 
-n20Q....3- ..- .. . ....... ......
.... RETURN .. . ... 
 .ZT C. 3OQS3................
-
_TQQ 




EN 067 ZAG TRAN _V COMPILATION. 0OFIAGNOSTiC*l MESSAGE(S)-
___-________________RZTAP -nl 
. ........... .. AVLZI I._ .__ a ISZ6252 jq 44 (DELETED)
 




-- -- --- ot --- ---
. . . . 0 . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . 
5.4.4 FBL 
THIS 	COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP 71 AT li:52:10
 
SUBROUTINE FRL ENTRY POINT 000236
 






















_;sTORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
0005 	R 000001 ARHO
0001 000121 1Ot C00lDo0o00q 107G oot 000220 30L 0003 R 000000 AREAL 

0003 R 0O024 CL 
 0000 R 000004 CI 	 0000 R O00006 c2 0000 R 000007 C3 _0000 R 000010 CI
 
0003 R 000051 DIAL 0003 R 000075 FRL 0003 R 000121 G
 0003 R 000050 DELT 	 000q R 000000 DFBL 

0000 1 001000 1 	 0004 1 00074q IFBL . unp1m Q OmO-- I-I 
.-O=03 R Oonl2z GC - 0005 R 000000 GRHO 
OOOq 1 000776 NFBL 0003 1 000123 NOOEL O00q I 0n0777 NPFBL 0000 1 OOonO3 IPROP 	 0000 1 000006 jJ 
I 000150 NPLINE 0003 	R OorI7 PL 0005 R 000004 PR 0005 R 000007 PS
 0003 1 000147 NPIPL 0003 

0003 R 004q4 PTEMP 0003 R 020034 RHOL r003 R OlrOq4 SINALP 0004 R 001011 TFBL 0003 R 0OO70 THETA
 
0003 R OO1l TIME 0000 R 000001 V 
 0003 	R 0o011S WDOTL 0005 R 000002 WR 0005 R 000005 WS
 
R OnOO 3 ZR 000S R 000006 ZS
0003 	R 014035 WTEMP 0003 R 017755 Z 0005 

FBL OnOl
001 It SUBROUTINE FBL 
 2

00103 2, CONMON/ALLCOM/AREAL2O ,CLI2OIDELTDIAL(2n)PFRL( 0),GGC, F8L 0002
 




00103 qq 2SINALP(20),THETA(2O),TIMEWDOTL(20,IOO),WTEMP( 0) ,Z(20IOO) 	 FBL 000
 
FBL 0005
O010q So COMNON/FBLCOM/DFBL(lO,50),IFBL(IO),NFBLNPFBLIIO),TFBL(IO.S0I 

FBL 0fOO
00105 60 COMMON/VALUES/GRHOARHOtWRZRPRWSZSOPS 
 FBL 0007
00106 7o Do 30 InlNFBL 

FBL 0008





Oil lot IF (II.GT.0) GO TO 10 	 FBL 0010
 
FBL 0011










00120 1*4 CALL VAL(II1t,!PROP,2) 

-GO FBL 0026
00121 151 CI=.±WS.AREAL(III/CL(11(GORH0L(IPROP)OZ(IIt,)-GC.PSolq4' 
 FBL on6 
00121 16o IRHOL(IPROP)OZS)-G/CL(II)OWS*SINALP(II),DELT+FRL(II)WSOABSf S)' 
 8
I I T
.O 	 F L 0017
00121 17. 2DELT/2.O/DIAL(II1)/RiOL(IPROP /AREAL(II)4
 
00122 180 C2fl.AREAL(I IfkC*lI94.0/CL(II) 
- 2._ L_ - FE pll. 11C2-1I/C2 ..... .. . . 
OOiZ'I 20. GO To 3 0 FL'qw 4O 
--- 00125 Zo 10 CONTINUE FBL 00ZI...... .. .. . 
00126 22o IPROPmNPLINECII) FBL 0022 
-­ 00127 23* JJ-NODEL(II) - FBL 0023 . ....... ..... 
00130 2-4, WTEMP(IIJJ)-W FBL 002 
-0+3- -- - - -- CA-L--At-1 ItJ IPROP,~I)-
- - 00.2.3--­
00132 26. C3.-3R+AREALII)/CL(II)o(G*RHOL(IPROP)OZ(IIJJ)-GCoPRIqq.0,Go FBL 0026 
-00132 27, .lRHOL(IPROP)OZR)+G/CL(II)OWRoSINALPII3.DELTFRL(II)oWRoABS(YR)/ FBL 0027 
00132 28o 220O/DIAL(II)'l2.0/RHOL(IpROP)/AREAL(II)*DELT FOL 0028 
--­ 00133 290 - Cq.AREAL(II)*GC/CLtII)a2qS.O - FBL 0029 .......... 
0013'4 30& PTEMP(IIJJ)=-C3/Cq-W/Cq FBL 0030 
- o4-A----I'-- 3n-CQ _LIrIE_ .-------..... r @..L oQut ___ 
00137 32, RETURN FOL 0032 
. -. 00l0 ­ 33a END - _ FEL 0033.__ 
END OF UNIVAC 108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION, 0 *IAGNOSTICO MESSAGE(S) 
FeL SYMBOLIC / 31 AUG 72 12:35:07 0 01530'6 2' 33 TOELiTED6 
.-,' .CODE _RELP LAARArL-.... ... .... . 31 Aqt 73 12;35107 _...gf11 .7 36 1 (DELETED) 
0 0263z030 It? 20 
I­
5.4.5 INTEIP 
THiS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON n2 SEP 7t AT 1i:S2:12 
SUBROUTINE INTERP ENTRY POINT 000207 


































O0 O0007 30 
0000 1 000002 K 
"' 10001OOI 























































SUBROUTINE INTERP(MNDEPTABINDTAB,1 ,12,INOPDEPP) INTEDOOI 
REAL INDTAB,INDP INTEODO2 
DIMENSION OEPTAB(MN),INDTASCMN) INTEOOO3 
to FORMAT(IITHE VALUE OF THE INDrPENDENT PARAMETER IStElIq,6B. THE INTEOOO 
1UPPER LIMIT ON THE INDEPE11DENT TABLE IS',EI'4o8/ THE DEPENDENT VALINTEOOS 
UE HAS BEEN SET EQUAL TO THE UPPER LIMIT OF THE DEPENDENT TABLE WHINTEO006 
31CH IS-Et,8I INTEOOO7 
30 FORMAT(9ITHE VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 1S',E14,8,' THE INTEOOOS 
ILOWER LIMIT ON THE INDEPENDENT TABLE IS',EI4.8/' THE DEPENDENT VALINTEOO09 
2UE HAS BEEN SET EQUAL TO THE LOWER LIMIT OF THE DEPENDENT TABLE WHINTC9OIO 
31CH IS',EI-8) INTEOlI 
1'zui INTEQOI2 
NP=12 INTEO013 
IF (INDP.LTINDTAB(IBIl) GO TO 90 INTEOOq 
IF (INDP.GT.INDTAB(IeNP)) GO TO 70 INTEOQIS 
DO So Kn2,NP INTEOO16 
IF (INDP.GT.INDTAB(IBK)) GO TO SO INTEOOI7 
DEPPIDEPTAB(1B0,KDEPTAB(I8K-1)1o(INDP INDTAR(IBK-I)/(INDTAB INTEODIB 
1 (IBK,-INDTAB(IBK-I))*DEPTAB(IB.K-1) INTEOO19 
GO TO lid IYTEOO2O 
0 CONTINUE INTEO02 
70 CONTINUE INTEO022 
WRITE (6,l0)INDPINDTAR(IBNP),DEPTAB(IBNP) INTEO022 
DEPP=DEPTAB(B1,NP) INTEOO24 
GO TO in INTEOn2S 
90 CONTINtlr INTE0O26 



















END OF-UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 
.--- RL.. . SYMOLtP 
INTERP CobE RELOCATABLE 
0 *0DIAGNOSTICQ MESSAGE(S) 
.3......1AUG 71 

















THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP 71 AT 11I52:13
 
SUBROUTINE JUNCL ENTRY POINT 000274
 














EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NANE)
 




STARE ASSIGNMENT-FO'YARIABLES f(LOCK, TYPEt RELATIVE LOCATION9 NAME)
 
0001 000110 IOL " 0001 000004 1106 0001 000017 IMOG 0001 000Z03 141G 0001 000217 ISIG 
"0001 000174 30L' 0002 0P0236 70L 000! 00025! 90L 0003 R 000000 AREAL 0oos R 000001 ARNO 
0000 R 000005 CD 0003 R 00002q CL 0000 R 0000'0 CN 0003 R 0OOSO DELT -- 0003 R 000051 DIAL
 
-
0003 R 000075 FRL 0003 R 000121 G 0003 R 000122 GC 
 0005 R 000000 GRHO 0000 1 000012 I 
H _--00 I oOnotS .1 . 0004 I- 000000 --. 0000.1 000014. IROP ---- 000 ..000I4 _ -- . 0000 3 00001774Q IJUINL 0
 
-
0004 1 000062 NJUNCL 0004 1 000063 NLINJU 0000 1 000013 NNN 0003-1 000123 NODEL 0003! '00147 NpIpL
0003 1 00n150 NPLINE 0000 R 000022 P 0003 R oou174 PL 0005 R 00000'4 PR 0005 R 0OOD07 PS
 
0003 R 004'14 PTEMP 0003 R 010034 RHOL 0003 R 010044 SINALP 0003 R 010070 THETA "
 0003 R 0 10 1 14 TIME
0003 R 010115 V OOTL 0005 R 000002 WR COOS R OOnO05 WS 0003 R 014035 WTCMP 0000 R 010021 XOEN 0000 R 0On020 XNU 0003 R 037755 Z 0005 R 000003 ZR 0005 R 000006 ZS
 
o070 i SUBROUTINE JUNCL 
 JUNCaDOI 
00103 2. DIMENSION CN(S),CDcS) JUNCOOOZ 




DOWQ4 q, INOOELf20),NPiPL'NPLINE(2O),PLI20.1OO|,PTE P(20.tOO),RHOL O). JUNCO004
 
00101 - 5 4 2SINALP(20)STHETAI2OITIEWOOTL(20,0O),4WTEMP(20,IO0,Z(20,1OOO 
 JUNCOOOS
 
00105 6. CONMON/JUNCLC/IJUNCL(lo ,0,NJUNCLNLINJU(Ir) JUNCO0O6
 





00107 80 00 110 It,1NJUNCL 
 JUNCO000
 
_-"l 1.. 9a...---- NNmNLIN)U(I) JU.NCOO9
 
00113 ID, DO 30 J=INNN 
 JUNCOO
 
00116 - lie IIpIJUNCL(I.J) 
 JUNCOnII
00117 12o IF (II.GT.0) GO TO 10 JUNCOOIZ
 
00121 13 1I-If 
 JUNCOD3
 
00122 lqI IPROP=NPLINEtIIl) 
 JUNCOO14
 
00123 15 CALL'VAL(1,lIPROpt2) 
 JUNCnOI5
 
0O12 q 16, CN(Jt.I-SAREAflt/cLeIIoRuOLcrPROP;,Zerrt!|?GCopsal q,0OGJUNcf0l 
 "
 






CDtIJ ,REAL W GCqI'iM.O/CL(II) . . ..-
JUNO. 
--W9 _Ii 
00126 200 60 To 30 JUNCOOZO 
00127 21. to CONTINUE JUNcOO21 ..... .. . .... 
00230 22a JJONOOEL(II) JUNCO022 
- 00131 - 23o CALL VALIIIJJIPROPI) - JUNc0021.._.. .... 
00332 2'o CN(J).WR.AREALCIII/CLMII)OIGORHOLIPROP)Z(1IJJ)-GCPRI4,O'Go JUNCOO24 
_-0-0 1 3---_----------Rt4Iasto[P7.2R;.G/CLI11notR,51MALt-PI 40ELT*F2L(1I)aWRaAaSLWRl/ _4UND2a.....__ 









00136 - 29o XNU"4=OO JUNcO29 _ . 
00137 30a XDEN=0.O JUNCO030 
-0 J -- Do- a I-.,xNN ---- -- - - JUINCO031 
00'13 32a XNUN.CN(J)+XNUM JUNCO032 
.. O0'' 33o . XDEN0CDLJ)+XDEN JUNCO03-
OOq5 3q, So CONTINUE 4UNcO034 
- 01417 35, P-XNUN/XOEN ... .. . JUNEf035_._ 
00150 36a DO 90 JolNNN JUNCO036 







GO TO 70 JUNCO03S 
JUNO039 
00157 600 WTENPI|II)SCNIJ)CDO(J)OP JUNCOOqO 
-­0030O--- 3qI#- - - PTENplII,1 l'P -- JUNcn0jA. 
00161?_ q42-43 6 GO TO 90743-JCW-T-&.-A-u . . .__jym JUNCO042Crnn I 
00163 661 JJnNODEL(II) JUNCDot4 
£02-MI-
00)65 
- _q5 o 
q6 
OTEMP 41,oJJI~CNtJ I CDC(J~IUCOIOP____________ 
PTEMP(IIJJ)P 











00173 50O CND JUNCOOSO 
CND OF UNIVAC 10FORTRAN VT COPLTONa D QIAGNOSI SAES 
-____ .4INCL. SYHSOLIL. - - - -- _ 1 AUG it- JS 0S flS32 ' 5 OL~D 
JUNCL CODE RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 12135110 I 0153qq06 36 1 IDELETED) 





THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP 71 AT II:IS21tS
 
SUBROUTINE PSL ENTRY POINT 0V0233
 






















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, T'YPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
ooO 001n3 IOL 000 000004 107G Cool 0OnOaS 30L 0003 R o00000 AREAL 0004 D0000! ARHO 
0003 R 00QZN4 CL 0003 R 000050 DELT 0003 R 000DSI DIAL 0003.R 000075FRL - 0003 _R 000121. G 
0003 R 000122 GC 0004 R OOOnO0 GRHO 0000 1 000000 I 0005 000000 lEND 000 I 000001 II 
- OQS 
0003 
£ 004012 IRB 
1 000147 NPIPL 
- 0030 I 000002 IPROP 
0003 I 000150 NPLINE 
-. f00-L 000003 JJ-.......­
0005 1 000025 NPRBL 
03 .I-OfQIZ3 N aE 
0003 R 00017q PL 
L..nO.5LOnnzmtL. 
0005 R 000037 PPRBL 
-- 000R4 R OOnO4 PR 0004 R 000007 PS -- 0003 R OOqqll PTEHP 0003 R 010ln3 RHOL 0003 R 010044 SINALP 
0003 R 010070 THETA 0003 R 010114 TIME 0005 R 001023 TPRBL 0003 R 01015 WDOTL O00U R 000002 OR 
0004 R OOnOoS WS 0003 R 014035 7EMIP 0003 R 017755 Z 0004 R 000003 ZR -. 0004 R 000006 Zs 
o020 1. SUBROUTINE PBL PBL Oral 
-00|03 2o COMNON/ALLCOM/AREALt2O),CL(20),DELTDIAL(203,FRL(20IGGC, PBL 0002 
00103 3a INODELI20)tNPIPLNPLINE(20),PL(ZOIOO),PTENP(20IOOh),RHOL(8) PBL 3003 
f.l4103_- 251NALP(2f)oTHETAZ),TIMEW0OTLAZl0O)2WTEMpJ2EO1n)gf Zt3I9IOA "BL ('004 
OOiO 5. COMMON/VALUES/GRHOARHOWRZRPRWSZSPS PBL 0005 






DO 30 I=INPBL 
PBL 0007 
PBL 0008 
0Ou11 90 IInIPBRI) POL 0009 
on 1.2-
0011 3 11. 
IPROP.NPLINE(II) 
IF (IEND(I},EQ.2) GO TO 
.. 
tO 
.-.-- BL OO0 
PBL 1011 
00115 IZo CALL INTERP(10S0,PPRBLTPRBLINPRBL(I),TIMEPTEMP(11,lI) PBL 0012 









Golt17 16. Z()O3ELTFRL(II )OwSAS(WS)ODELT/2,O/ARHO/DIAL(II)o12.0 PB L 0016 
00120 17o GO TO 30 PBL fOE! 
00121 180 In CONTINUE PBL 18 
0 
00122 190 JJ-NODEL(I ann*i3 ZG . C"L--L .._IEB" PBL a?P ,P E' 
 TPRBLIPR IA1 tMINEE MP(J1....L,4 
0012N 21o CALL VAL(I 'PROPI) POL 
_130L25 - 226 -- ITEMP(11,J)WRAREAL(II)/CL(11)c(GCaPTEMP(IIJJIo1464,o +RHOL PBL 0022 
00126 23o I(IPROP)oZ(11,JJ)-GcpRoI0q.-GORHOLIpROP)ZR)-GWR/CL(I)oSINALP PBL 0023 
---- 00i -- 24- 2(1?)OELT-FRL(L)*WRCABSCwRfODELT/2.O/ARHO/OIAL(II)-12.O - PBL 002q............... 
00126 25, 30 CONTINUE pOL 0025 
00131 27a END PSL 0027 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 0 *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE(S) 
_SYMOLIC..----------------------3 AUA 'IAql$iIA2 Q. _5313416 27 (OFLET!E0) 
PBL CO6E RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 12135:12 1 01535746 36 1 (DELETED) 
n ai fnlZ. 19 19
 





THIS COHPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP 71 AT I3:G2:16
 
SUBROUTINE PBLF ENTRY POINT o0q3o
 
























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (RLOCKs TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
Co- nOnl7S 10L 0001 000004 107G 0001 0001 1IOL 0001 0fJ002t4 30L 0001 000224 SJL
.fl 

0001 0003S 70L 0001 000400 90L 0003 R 000000 AREAL 000 R 000001 ARNO 0003 R 00002q CL
 
0000 R 000003 CI 0000 R_00004 C2 0J0 0 R 0000110 C3 0000Y nOf001 C _ 0000 R 0000OS CS5
 
3
0000 R 001006 C66 0003 R O00no DELT 0oO R 000051 DIAL 0003 R O0007S FRL 0003 R 000121 G
 
0003 R o00i22 GC 0005 R 000000 GRHO 0000 1 enpo00 I 0004 I 000000 IENDr. 0000 1 000001 I1
 
0004 1 oOrnl2 IPBF 0000 1 000002 IPROP 0o0 I 00nO(7 JJ 0004 nOO024 NKPBLF 0003 1 000123 MODEL
 
0004 I 000O36 NPBLF 0003 1 0 00jq7 NPIPL 0003 1 O0CI50 NPLINE 0004 I 000037 NPPBLF 0004 R 0OnOS PBNDL
 
0003 R 000174 PL 000q 000063 PPBLF 0005 R 000004 PR 0005 R 000007 PS 0003 R 004134 PTEMP
 
.Q003 R 010034 RHOL - 0003 R 010044 SINAP non3 R 010070 THETA, 0003 R 010114 TINM_ 000 R 001097 TKPBLF 
0004 R 002n33 TPSLP 0003 R 010215 WDOTL 0005 R 0on2 WR 005 ii000005 vvS 0003 R 014035 WTEMP 
0004 R 004003 XKP 0004 R 00307 XKPBLF 0003 R 01775 Z 0005 R 000003 ZR 0005 R 000006 ZS 
0010 Io SUBROUTINE PBLF PBLFOnOI 
00103 2o COMMON/ALLCOM/AREAL(20),CLt201OELTDIALf2h),FRLC2O),GGEC PBLF0002 
O03 3. INOOEL(20) ,NPIPLNPLINEL20),PL(20,lO),PTEMP(20,l00),RHOL(RI, PBLF0003 
00103 4o 2SINALPI20),THETA(20),TIMEWDOTL(20,200) qTEMP(20,IDO),Z(20,200) PBLFP004 
00104 So COMtON/PBLFCM/ENDFIIO IPBF(lO),NKPBLFiIO! NPBLFNPPLF(IO), PBLFOOS 
D110n 6.. IPBNDL(IO)1 PBF(I0.50),TKPBLF(IOS0D.TPBLrIlnp5O)tXKPLF(l0,S0), PBLF0006 
oO;O4 7. 2XKP(10) PSLrOnO7 
00105 Be COMMON/VALUES/GRHOARHOWt RZR.PRWS,zSPS POLFO0AB 
00106 9. 00 Ito t=INPBLF PBLPOO09 
00111 30. IInlPBFII) PBLFOQ1n 
00112 i1 CALL IUTFRP(l0,sr,PPBLFTPBLFI.NPPBLF(),TIMEPBNDL(I)) PBLF00II 
00113 12. CALL INTERP(10,SP,XKPBLFTKPBLFINKPBLF(I),TIMEXKP(II) PBLFnO) 2 
00114 13. IPROP"NPLINE(IT) PBLFDOI3 
0olS 14, IF (fENf.I (I).Eq,2) GO TO $0 PLFnn'4 
00117 I*CALL VALi I I{lo op ,2 PL 
L2O - .. .. CI"LS AREAL LI~(eHLIR e(I r~P ' -- PF 























C55.XKCP 1)09220=OoRHOL(IPROP|otq ,O/C2 
C66-XKP(1)90o2ZnOGC*RHOL(IPROP)}144COOPNDL(I)+CI/C2) 
....-- - & . E, - GO TO-10 .- .. ... I __ . ..~  
WTEMP(|Ilt)-CSB/2-(ISORT(C55OCS5+4oOOC66)/2.n 
GO TO 30 
Ir CONTINUE 
















. . . 
. 












GO TO 1 10 
Sri5CONTINUE .. .. 
JJ=NODEL(II) 
CALL VAL(III JJtlPROP JI) . . . . .. . . . 







































O-CONTINUE ..... . ...._F0 
PTEMPIIIJJ)--VITEMp(IJj)/CR - C 3 / C q  






11 o -- --
RETURN 






OF UNIYAC 1108 FORTRANV COMPILATION .., 
SYMBOLIC 
rnnF R LO ....1 ._2_ _31 
.0 0DIAGNOSTICa MESSAGE(S) . . ... 
31 AUG 71 12:3SIq 















0 01537730 114 33 
5.4.9 PIPEL
 
ToIS-OMPILATION W N ON 02 SEP 71 AT t1:s2;IS
 
SUBROUTINE PIPEL ENTRY POINT 000221
 


















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
0004 R 000001 ARHO
 
0003 R 000075 FRL. 0003 R 000121 G
 
000! o0oS 1n6G 0001 000030 IISG 000 000175 30L 0003 R O000on AREAL 

0003 R 00n024 CL 0003 R 000050 BELT 0003 R OQOOSI DIAL 

1 00000! IPROP 0000 1 000003 JJ
 0003 R 000122 GC 0004 R 000000 GRHO 0000 1 000000 II 0000 

0000 000002 NMINOD 0003 1 000123 NODEL 0003 1 000247 NPIPL 0003 1 00015n NPLINE__ 0003 R 00017 PL
 
0004 R 000004 PR 
 0004 R 000007 PS 0003 R 004114 PTENP 0003 R 010034 RHOL 0003 R OIOOq SINALP 
1flfl.9-01070 THETA - 0003 R 01011i TIME 0003 R 010115 ADOTL 0004 R 000002 WFR - .004 . 0 00'S. . 




00103 2. COMMON/ALLCON/AREAL(20),CLI2O),DELTDIAL(20),FRL(20),GGC, PIPEO002
 
00103 3e INODEL(I2O tNPIPLNPLINE(20) ,PL(20OIOO)hPTENP(20,100)RHOL($)1 PIPEO03
 
00t03 0 25INALP(2O)THETA(20),TIAEWDOTL(20,I00),WTEMP(20,I0O),Z(20,100) PIPEOO0
 
- ..00l- I* SUBROUTINE PIPEL 
P s 
 PIPEOOOS
001So So COMMON/VALUES/GRHOARHOWRZRPRWS,5,ZSo 
PIPEO006 
.-001J0 7a IF LNODELIIILT.3) GO TO 30 




00112 80 IPROP.NPLINE(II) PIPED008
 
Got3 90 NMINOD.NODELIII)- PIPEO009
 
0oi4 10* DO 10 JJ=2,NMINOD 
 PTPEOQI0
 
-00117 Ile CALL VAL(IIIJJsIPROP,31 0 1 2
 PIPEOI I
 L * O

00120 12. WTEMP I!,JJ)mOS(WR+WS+AREAL(1II/C I11)O(GC.PRI 4.0+RHOL(IPROP)OPIPEOO

' WS)PIPE 013 
--Doft21 . 13c IGOZR-GCIPSl'44rRHOLIlPROp)*GZSIG/CL(III9DELT-qINALP(IIIIWR 4PIPEOOI00120 14. 2 -FRL(II)OOELT/2./OIAL(I!IoI2,/ARHO(WR6ABS(WR)+YSABS(WS))) 
 PIPEOOI5
00121 Ibo PTEMP(tI,JJ) 0O.59(PR+GRHOQZR4PS+GRHO0ZS CL(II1/GC/AREAL(II)0 

PIPEnOI6
00)21 16. IIWR.WS)/144.DELTOG/GC/AREALIII)OSINALP(II )(WP4WS)/14,.-CL(II). 

00121 
 I7. 2FRL II1 OELT/GC/Z,/DIAL(II )012./ARHO/AREAL(II ).1IROABS(WRI-WSa PIPEOPI7 J
 PIPEnOI8
00121 IS. 3ASS(WS))/I44.)-GRHO0Z(II ,J ) 
 PIPEOnI9
00122 IV9 In CONTINUE 

PIpEn020
00124 20. 3C CONTINUE 

PIPEPO2I
00126 21t RETURN 





OF UNIVAC JI b-FORTRAN 
SYMBOLIC 
CODE RELOCATABLE 
V COMPILATIOf- -'--0 O61AGNOSTICO MEfSAGE(S)­
31 AUG 71 
31 AUG 71 
12:35115 
















THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP'Ti AT 
1 1.5 2t 2 0 
SUBROUTINE REGL ENTRY POINT 000662 


































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR 
.00L. 000235 IOL 
000q R OOOfnO AREA 
0006 R 001450 AREGP 
0004 R 0on043 CCC 
0004 R COQ7T CP 
ou00 R OOnt21 CS
2 
R OnI.42 Ca 
0003 R nonosl DIAL 
0006 R 001463 0404 
0004 R 0n2 DW 
0003 R oonn7S FRL 
0004 R 0OP234 GR 
0005 I 00OnOl ICHAMP 
0004 I 0002S6 IENG 
0004 1 00U257 IPUMI 
0004 1 00(274 TS2 
0004 R 000312 MAYI 
004 R 00034Z KAY4 
OOQ R 000412 KAY9 
0004 1 00q452 vRI 
0004 1 000473 NCOEF 
0003 I 000160 NPLINE 
0006 1 001423 NTDUN 
0006 R onI534 PD 
0004 R 002455 poWT 
0007 R 00n004 PR 
0004 R 002477 PTO 
VARIABLES (ALOCK, TYPE, 
0001 000004 116G 
0004 R 000020 AREAC 
0007 R OO00 ARHO 
0004 R 000053 CEFI 
0004 tR000101 CPl 
0004 R 000127 cV 
- 0006 R 0r 
1 4 63 C4 
0004 R 000152 DTAT 
0004 R 0001S4 OPMAN 
0004 R 000210 oWFUEL 
0006 R 004I75 FW 
0007 R 000000 GRHO 
0006 1 001476 IOUMI 
0006 001477 Ii 
O00 1 000261 IPUNO 
0005 1 000004 ITURBN 
00q R 000422 KAYIO 
0004 f 000352 KA15 
- 0000 1 000000 KOUNT 
O00 1 0004S3 MW 
0004 1 000474 NGGTP 
0004 I 000475 NPVALF 
0006 I 001524 NTREG 
0003 R 000174 PL 
0004 R 002457 POWO 
0004 R 002467 PRATC 
0g0430R CoIss pU 
RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
cl0ot 000623 1756 
0003 R no0000 AREAL 
t1004 R 00033 ATO 
000O4 R 000055 CEF2 
o004 R 000102 CP2 
0004 R 00b147 CVEL 
o0003R O00050 pELT 
00(6 R 001460 oMCI 
0004 R 00O174 OPTO 
0004 R nO220 DOX 
OO03 R 000121 G 
0006 1 001474 I 
0006 1 Ooq77 IDUmN! 
COOS I OOOnS IPLOT 
0009 I 00003 IREGPR 
noO I m o010I
s 
0004 R 000432 KAYII 
0004 R O0362 KAY& 
0006 I 001502 LREGDN 
0004 1 00I463 HWI 
0000 1 0000)1 NN 
0004 I OrnSnS NPVALO 
0004 R OOSIS OPVALF 
0004 R 00242S PHAN 
0004 R OtlZq4 POWI 
0006 R 001535 PREP 
0004 f 002501 PWo 
0001 000s6 30L 
P006 R 000000 AREG 
0004 R 000031 ATDNOZ 
0003 R 000024 CL 
0004 R nO0111 CSTAR 
0006 R 001460 c1 
0004 R O00IS DELTF 
0006 R 001461 MC2 
0004 R 000176 DRPMT 
0004 R 00023n ETAT 
0004 R 000232 GAM 
0005 I 0OO00 IACCPR 
0006 1 001500 IOUMIP 
0005 I 000002 IPRINT 
n004 1 000263 ISP 
0006 r 001501 jj 
0004 R 000322 KAY2 
0004 R 000372 KAY7 
0006 1 001512 LREtP 
0004 1 000464 MV2 
0003 1 000123 NOOEL 
noO6 I 001522 NREG 
0004 R 001455 OPVALO 
0004 R o0q4s PM 
0004 R 002463 POW2 
nnO7 R 000007 P5 
P004 P 002;n3 Pvt 
-
__. 
0al 00332 SOL 
0006 R 00±440 AREGHX 
0004 R 000033 CC 
0004 R 000057 CHAN 
0004 R000120 CSI 
0006 R 001461 C2 
0006 001464 DFW 
0006 R OOt42 OMCa 
0004 R 000200 DTy 
0006 R 00146S FnEG 
0003 R o001 2 qC 
DOO 000236 ICHAM 
0006 1O0.1501t--p-UJ 
0006 1 001500 IpRoP 
00014 I, 000273 IS! 
0004 R 000302 KA
Y 
0004 R 000332 KAY3 
0004 R 000402 KAYS 
0004 1 000442 MR.. 
0004 I Ono47Z NCHAM 
0003 1 0nOI47 NPIPL 
0006 1 001523 NT 
0004 R 002415 PCHAM 
O00 R 00?453 POPP 
0004 R 002465 POI3 
0003 R 00419 PCMP 
004 R n2S PlZ 
. 
0006 R 001546 gREG 0006 R go56 Qt 
0004R O25ZRGA-.... -0003R 4 RHQj, 
0003 R O|OOq4 SINALP 0006 R W O SPREG 
.0004 R 002535 TC2 - 0004 R 002543 TGAS 
0004 R 002SS4 TIMPUL 0004 R 002564 TMVALF 
0006 R 001556 QIOUM 
0004 R 02517 RPMP .. 
D000i R O0IS7 TAUREG 
000 R 0IPO70 THETA 
nfoa R 003524 TMVALO 
0006 R 001557 0 
0 0 04 9. 02520 
0004 R 002924 y 
0003 R OIOlq TIME 
00q R 004464 TORP 
. 
0006R5osfoji 
0004 R 0222 RpMT 
0004 R 02S34 TCI 
0004 R 002553 T1NE 




O.0Oq R 00470 TTO 
000q R 0o0432 WCHAM 
O00J-R 004602.WoX-
0004 R O04q72 U 
0003 R 010115 WOOTL 
.-0027 P, 000002 WR -.... 
0004 R 00q74 VMAN 
0004 R 004542 WFUEL 




R 004S1q VOLC - 0004 ooR_ s2t-rw 
R 00*592 WINJ 0004 R 004572 WNOZ 
R.004612 tJO...lfl.-D-.l.L.-MP 
0006 R 001600 WW 
-0007 R ooonn6 ZS 
0004 R 004622 XITP 0009 R 004624 XLTD 0003 R a17755 Z 0007 R 000003 ZR 
REGLOnOI
0010| I. SUBROUTINE REGL 

-- Q010 3 20 REAL KATKAYIIAy2KAY3,KAYqKAYSKAY6,KAY7,KAYBKAYT9,KATKAYtI REGLOOO2 .. . .
 
OOO4 3, DIMENSION KOUNT(I) REGLOOO3
 
-00105- q4 COMON/ALLCOM/AREAL(20),CL(ZO,DELT,DIAL(20),FRLt2O),G,GC, _ REGLO0O4 . . .
 
0010S S INODEL(2f),NPIPLNPLINE(20),PL(20,I00),PTEMP(20,100),RHOL(8), 6 ...
 2	 REGLOOCS








--o0006 Be ICEFI(2),CEF2(2)hCMAN(C,2)UCP(2),CPICP2()6,CSTAR(8)CSICS (6), - REGLODOS ...... 
00106 90 ZCV(3,2),cV!L(2) DELTFDIAT(2),DPMANO,2),OPTO(2)DRPMT(2),DTD(2), REGLO009 
---OO -- 10. 30 W(A).DIFUEL(8),DOoX(8I.ETAT(2lGAM(2).GRt2),ICHAM(B.2),IENG, REGLO0C0_ _ 
00106 11o 4IPUMI(2),IPUMD(2),ISP(B),ISI.IS2(6),KAY(8),KAYI(C).KAY2(8l, REGLnO1
 
REGLOO13
O06 13a 6KAYIIIG),MR(8),MRIMW(BNVflIW2(6),NCHAMNCOEFONGGTPONPVALF(8), 

-a016_14. 7NPVALOI).OpVALF(8,60)0 OPVALO(9,6f)lPCHANIt)oPMANC8,Z)PMR(6l, fEGLOOIq
 
00106 l56 8PoWP(2,POWT(2),PDW0(2 )POWl(2)PW2(21 ,PO1w312)PRATCCB),PTO(2), REGLOO1
 
_00106.... 16o_. VPWO(2),r1(Z)PWI (2)RGAS5B),RPHpRPMPD(v),RPT(),TCIB1TCIl,- -.REGLOOI6 _.
 
00106 170 OTC2(6),TGAS(8),TIHEFTIMPUL(8 ,TMVALF(8B60),TMVALO(AB,0),TORP(2), REGLOO17
 
00106 I? BW1NJr8.2)0 RNOZIB),wOXrB)WTONOZ(B) ,XITP(2).XLTD(2I REGLOGI?
 
00j7- 20a COMMONIFLASS/IACCPRICHAPIPRINTIRCGPRITURBNIPLOT 
 . - REGLOO20 3

00110 210 COMON/REGLCM/AREG(8,1oO)AREGMX(8),AREGP(8),DMCIDMC2,0MC ,0MCq,REGLOD21 
i- 00110 220 - 1DFWFREG(S9FWIDUMIIoUMIIIDUMIPIDUNJJLREGDN(8),LREGUP(Qls -- REGLO0022 
ooio 23o 2NREGNTDUMNTREGCB),pDPREF(a}hPUQREG(8)OIDUM,02DUMSPREG8), REGL023
 
REGLOO2S
00i1 25o COMMON/VALUES/GRHOARHOWRZRPRVWSZSPS 

- ?6onj12- -~ EQIA_______tDCC (M3,3,D~qC)(DVII,- RGO
 
00112 27. I (IDUMIhIII,1tIDUMIPIPROP),(IDUMJJJJ),(NTDUMNT). 
 REGL0027
 
- 00112.- 28o-.. ....- 2 .... (QIOUM,QI),(QZDUMQ2) -. ... _EGL9020 .. . ..... 
00113 290 DATA KOUNT/800/ REGL0029 
a11jQ 6 3g4______DO__REGL00300Q2f.ALdRE 
REGLO03I
00120 31o KOUNT(I)tKOUNT(I)+t 

0121 _- ,320 -. ,-NTI- - -
 RGL0 0A2
 -- - - - - - - - E 
REGLO033
 
. . . . . . . . . 
._REGL00__
 




00124 36o CALL VAL(II,1,IPROP,2) REGLOO35
 
LA~fl4i2A......S2~WS2AE&U~l-1t' 5 -L - O O

-- 001Z . -- 349 	 - . 
,oiR1(IPROPIOZ(JxLd-hCPOII-OGAO fSIJ2 
00 1 2s 37 ItIPROP)oZS)-G/CL(II)oWSSINALP(II)ODELT+FRL(II )OWSOABS(IWS)ODELT/2,REGL 37 
L-00125- 38a. - 2/DIAL(II)/RHOL(IPROP/AREAL(II12.0 ....	 REGLO038
 
REGLO037





00130 42. JJ-NODEL(II) REGLODOI
 
man, 42 ---- IPQF.F~lN(I- - REUL 0 0 4 3
 
DO-flJIz7- 40 a II 	 LREGUPII) -. 
REGLOO3
00132 '3. CALL VAL(IIJJIPROPI) 



















R 0015S6 CIDUM 






W00. R 002S22 RPMT 
0003 R OtOn4R SINALP 0006 R 001560 SPREG non6 R 001570 TAUREG 000q R 002524 0004 f 002S39 TCI 
_. 0004 R 002535 TCZ 
0004 R 00255q TIMPUL 
0004 R 000470 TTO 
0004 R 002543 TGAS 
0004 R O02564 TMVALF 
0004 R 000472 U 
0003 R 032070 THETA 
nO04 fR003524 TMVALO 
0004 R 004474 VMAN 
0003 R 010114 TIME 
0009 R 0046q TORP 
0004 R 004314 VOLC 
- - 000q R 002553 
0004 R 004966 





0004 R 004E32 WCHAM 
000-R 004&02 WO x . . 
0003 R 010115 WDOTL 
0O07 P.000002 WR 
0004 R 00q42 WFUEL 
-. fl0007.R 000005WvS - -
000 
0004 
R 004552 WINJ 
R 0061 "YoNnZ-..... 
0004 R 001572 WNDZ 
O03-q-Dt-M_-5-_RTFmP 
0006 R 001600 WW 0004 R 004622 XITP 004 R 004624 XLTO 0003 R 01
7 755 Z 0007 R 000003 ZR 
--------­0007 R 00non6 ZS 
REGLnnO1
00101 It SUBROUTINE REGL 





-00105 14 -COMMON/ALLCOI/AREAL(20).CL(20),DELT.DIAL(20),FRL20),GCC _ REEL0004.. .
 
00105 5o INODEL(2n),NPIPLNPLINEC2O),PL(20.ID),PTEMP(20.l06),RHOL(B), REGLO0OS
 






00106 70 COMMON/CHAMBR/AREACO,2)IAREAC(OhATDATONOZ(2),CC(B)hCCC(8), REGLOO
-- OOiO& 8 ICEFI(2),CEF2(2),CMANCO,2),CP(2)CPICp2(6),cSTAR(91,CSIC216, REGLOO0S ........ .... 
00106 9, 2CV(8,Z)cCVEL(2),DELTFOIAT(2),OPMAN(8,2),DPTO(2) RPHT(2),DTD(2), REGLOO09 
-.- - 3DW(I6,DWFUEL(B)DWOXIU),ETAT(2),GAMt2).GR(2h1ICIHAM(82),IENG, - REGLO0IO .....--­00106 10, 

00106 II MIPUMI(2nIPUMO(2),ISP() ,ISI,1S2(6)KAY(S81KAYIiB),KAY2(9), REGLOOII
 
0006 13o 6KAYII(B),MR(S),MRIMW(2 ,MWINW2(6),NCHARINCOEFNGGTPNPVALFC), REGLOOIS 
00 1a6 14* 7NPVALO818,OPVALF(8,60),OPVALO(8,A0),PCHAMNB(,PMAN(8,2IoPMR(63, REGLOOIN .......... 
00O 6 150 8PoWPf2),POWT(2),POWO(2),POW1 (23,POW2(2),POW3t22,PRATC(8),pTo(2) REGLOIS 
- REGLOO16 
00106 17o OTC2(6 ,TGAS(S),TIMEFTIMPUL(R)lTMVALF(8,601 TMVALO(B,60),TORP(2), REGLOO17 
-.	 00106-.. 16. PWo(21.PI(2).PW2(21,RGAS(8),RPMP.RPMP0(),RPM(21.TC{8).TCI. 
REGLOO19 
n010720- 2* - COMMON/FLAGS/IACCPRICHAMP.IPRINTIREGPRITURBNIPLOT 





H 	 00110 210 COMMON/REGLCM/AREG(8,I00),AREGMX(8),ARCGP()DMCI,0MC2,DMC3,DC4. REGLOO
 
00110 220 IDFWFREG(8),FWIDUMIIoUMIIIDUMIPIDUMJJLREGDN(81,LREGUP(8), .REGLO022.
 





OOI Z61 EQUIVALENCE (OMCI CI IOMC2,C2*f(DMC3,C33tDMC4IC42, lDUMIPI 
 RECLOO27
(IDUMII,1l)(IDUMIPIPROP),(IDUMJJJJ),(NTOUMNTI.
00112 27* I 

- zo a00IZ-... 2 (QIDVMQI ,(Q2DUNQ21 	 - - REGL0028" 
 REGLO029
OOi3 29, DATA KOUNT/80/ 	 O0L(RE GL 3 0(30 1 1 5 3 . .q . 3 1 P - 1 N E 
REGLO031
00120 3t KOUNT(IIOKOUNT(I)+I REGLO -32 




0012 33* II-LREGON(l) 
 REGLOO3
 




 D E L T / 2 R E G O 3
)	 S 5 N A L P [ ) D E L T F R L I ) S A B S I 5 1

*W	 * W * . E i
00125 370 I IPROP)*ZS -G/CLtI *W * 1 1
 
REGLO-3-­
not2s. -380 ._2/DIALUIIIhRHOLHIPROPI/AREAL(II4I2.O 
 REGLO039
 





i.0017 ---.0 o lLREGUP(I) 

00130 q1 JJnNODEL(Ill REGLO4q_
 





=-	 R + RE A L I I 1 / C L I I I {G R H O L I P R O P ( I I
 C 3	 t ) ( )7
00133 qi. 	 V A L

0013 3 qSo IITPROP)oZR)G/CLIII)OYReSINALPIIt)ODELT+FRL(II.IWROABS(WR)/2.0/ REGLOOq6
 
00133 46, 2OIAL(III,120/RHOL(IPROP)/AREAL(I)ODELT REGLOO46 
003 q7. C9qAREAL(II)GC/CLII )ol44O REGLOnO7 
0013S 48, PU)-c3/(AREG(INT.iCC IPROPI+C'I REGL9O 8 
00136 490 W*-C3-Cq0PU REGLOO49 
00137 S0 PD-CI/C2-WW/C2 REGLOO50 
00140 510 IF(IREGPRNE,0AND.MOD(KOUNT(I),IREGPRI.EQ.O)CALL WRITE(It) REGLOOSI 
00142 2. ir IFPo/PUoLT*PRATC(IpROP)) GO TO 60 REGLOOS2 
OO)i'44 63 In CONTINUE REGLOOS3 
0o0Qj' 540 QIU-{WY/C2+CI/C2) REGLnCSq 
oIqA £6. 02=-(WW/Cq+C3/CN) REGLOOS
 
001q7 56 FWnWWW.(AREGH1,NT)oCCC(IPROP))OO2oKAY(IPROP)OKAyT(IPROP1O{Qlo REGLO056
 
o0147 570 IKAYV(IPROP)oQ200(KAY~iIPROPIOKAY2(IPROP))-0Io*KAY6(IPROP)*020 
 REGLOOS7
 




00150 60o I1(2.0/KAYS(IPROP))OKAYV(IPROPIoQIOGKAY(IPROP)O(,I.0/C2)+QIOOKAY9 REGLOO60
 
00160 610 Z(IPROP1O2,0oKAY2(tPROPI/KAY(IPROP)/02.OAY(IPROP)ob'l.O/C94I020o REGLOO61
 
00150 6Z 3{I,0/KAyS(IPROP))OKAy6{IPROP)oQIOOKAY7(IPROp)oI-I.O/C2)-QIO-KAY6 REGLOO62
 
00150 63, 'fIPROP/KAYS(IPROP)/Q2o9KAY7IIPROPo{.1.0/C4I)I REGLOO63
 
_._.fL5L .64o *NWW-FW/DFW REGLOO64
 
00152 65o IF(IREGPR.NE.OAND.MOD(KOUNTI),IREGPRI)EQ,0)CALL WRITEI12) REGLO065
 
OOis4 660 IF (ABS(FW/DFW)OLT.0.OOhI GO TO 30 REGLOOA6
 
00166 67. GO TO 10 REGLO067
 
00l67 60o 3r) CONTINUE REGLO068
 
00160 69, PU--WW/Clf-C3/Cq REGLOO6?
 
o01l- 70. PO WW/Ic2,CI/C2 REGLO070
 
00162 719 So CONTINUE REGLOO7I
 
00163 72* NT-NTREG(I) REGLO072
 
0064 73. AREGCINTI=AREGMX(I)-QREGIT)/SPREG(II*o(PD-PREF1I))*AREGP(I) REGLO073
 
00164 74. IFREGII)) REGLO074
 




-0 0-L's7- -76A IF(AREGCI,NT),GTAREGI4X(I))AREGIINT)hfAEGMXLII 
00171 77* NT=NTREG(I)-I REGLOD?7
 
.0172 78. IF(IRECGPRNEOAND.MOD(IOUNT(C),IREGPR)IEQ,)CALL WRITEI3) REGLOO7B
 
00174 79. D0 70 NNIINT REGLO07?
 
00177 80* AREG(IINN)nAREG(INN#I) REGLARO
 
00200 8I 70 CONTINUE REGLOOSI
 
_02 Z 822 A TEMPCII JJ = WW REGLOOB2 ­
00203 83e PTEMP(1,JJ)=PU REGLOOS3 
00204 - 84. IItLREGON(I) REGLOO189_ 
0020S 86. WTEMPI!,I)-WW REGLOOBS 
00206 86. PTEMP(III)-P0 REGLOO86 
00207 870 9n CONTINUE REGLOO87 
_an7LLI 38a RETURN -REGLOOBBO_
 
00212 89. END REGLOO8?
 
END OF UNIVAc 
1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 0 -DIAGNOSTIC- MESSAGEiS)
 
REGL SYMBOLIC 31 AUG 71 .12:35:18 0 01S41756 .. _14i 89_-DELETED) 
REGL COOE RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 12135:18 1 01544314 148 (DELETED) 
Q 0154N'1374 1i 51 
5.4.11 WINS
 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP771 AT 11!52:22
 
SUBROUTINE RKINS ENTRY POINT 000170
 





..... -.- 0002 OBLANK - 000000
 
---ETERNAL REFERENCES tBLOCK, NAME)
 
0003 NERR3S ­
.___STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
0001 000023 IOG - 0001 - 000112 1OL 0001 00005 124G 001. --000076 36G... QOqlf__OL.0Ij_2G . 
0001 000037 30L 0001 O000q2 SOL 0000 R 000003 A 0000 R 000004 8 0000 R 000005 C 
nflaOR.lo.aOpS CnDop-- -. f-000- QOOG02 1I------- --- 000_ ICOOOjCr ...... OlfltnQnO.N ____ 
OOijO to SUBROUTINE RKINS(XDPHOPVARDERDAUX,N,TEMPS} RKINOOCI
 
_________ __ HbS ALLE_.I PL=__CE.RKINO002 
OOOq 3, EOUIVALENCECCDP,C) RKINOOO3 
. . . INOO0 ___
001050 .... A- o--. NNRN -. . .... 
RKINOOOS
00106 5o K-0 

00 10 - 6*... ..- DO 1O IO1,NN .... . . .. . RKfl OO 04_
 
00112 7o TEMPS(2,I)=VAR(!) RKINOV07
 
3_ ______ Eliy JJAR. A1L .......... N
_ I OOO8
 
00114 99 1o CONTINUE RKIN0009
 
-00116-. 100 . . COPHOP/2,O0- .. . .. iyOOL0
 
OOl7 Ito A=C(I) RKiNOOII
 
00120.... 1Z .. .. 30 CONTINUE .. .... . .. . .. ...- RKINOOI2
 
00121 13o XDP=XDP+CDP RICINOO13
 
nD-L2 ?-___IA l _ CONT1NVE._ R 4tNO01
 
00123 ISO DO 70 I-2,NN RKINOOIS
 
__00126. 16o. - VAR(C)-TEhPS(2,IL+A*DER(II ..... .------- RKINOOI6 
00127 27o 70 CONTINUE RKI NOC 17 
00131, 29. ._ CALL DAUX .. .. . - . .. . .. . RKINOfl 8 
00132 190 KnKjI 
- 0033 20o _IF5±hL.Q ___ __ R1.jnK IN 0020
 
00135 210 DO 90 -sINN RKINO02
 
_00140. 22. TEHPS(3,1I)TEMPS(3.1l+2,0DER(I . RKINOO22
 3
 
OOql 23. 9g CONTINUE RKIN002
OO 3 240 IF (K .Eo I) GO To 50 RKINOO2 . . . . . . .. . .. . 
00jq5 259 A-HDP RKINOO25 
- 0tL k .... 26o . . . ..- GO TO 30 . .. . . . . .... . . . RKIN 0026
 
OOq7 27, 119 CONTINUE RKjN0027
 
-. OOjS 8o - A-A/6.0 RKINO028
 









00156 32o a=(TEMPSC3,I)+DFR(1))*A RKINP032 
00157 33o CDP=CDP4B RK1N0033 
00160 34. VAR(II=C() RKINn034 
00161 3G. TEMPS(I,1)-C(2) RKIN0035 
00162 369 133 CONTINUE RKINO036 
00164 37o CALL DAUX RKINO037 
00165 38o RETURN RKIN0038 
00166 39. END RKIN1039 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 0 *DIAGNOSTICO HESSAGFIS) 
RKINS SYMBOLIC 31 AUG 71 12;35:19 a 01545706 Iq 39 (DELETED) 
RKIN5 CODE RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 12:35?19 I 01546750 24 I (DELETED) 
0 01547n00 24 16 
5.4.12 VAL
 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 5EP 71 	AT 11252:23
 
SUBROUTINE VAL ENTRY POINT 000A)6.
 
. ORAGE_ USE (BLOCK, NAMEL LENGTH)
 




















(BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)SfORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES 

nook 000154 50L 0003 R 000000 	AREAL 0004 R 000001 ARHO
0001 000027 IOL 0001 000106 	30L 
DELT -- - 0003 R 000051 DIAL 0003 R 00007ELFRL 0003.. 0.023 G
-0003 R 0OO024 CL .......- 0003 g 0000kS 
 NODEL 0003 I 000147 NPIPL 0003 1 0OolSO NPLyNE
0003 R 000122 GC 0004 R 000000 	GRHO 0003 1 000123 
0003 R O0CI7q Pt 00q 00 	 pR . 000q R GOnCO7 PS- .--.- 0003 RBoo4ip* PTEMp 0003 R OO03-_RHOL .... 	 . __ 

0003 R 0m00) 4 SINALP 0003 R 010070 THETA 0003 R 01011 TIME 0003 R 010115 WOOTL 0004 R 000002 WR
 
-- ilo --RDnooSr . . f 3R--0x5JTEI----0OX -V -5-.-Z 
 004 R 0011003 ZR 0004 R 000006 Zs 
VAL 000l
O0o01 l0 SUBROUTINE VAL (I1,JJ,IPROP,IGOTO) 
 2
 
anl,3 2 Ufr0IIl.MQI.LM9_ML Zkh1 sC LAD Ll tLLI tfU 1 0 lInA I t2 nL! 00
 
00103 3o INODEL20),NPIP4NPLINE(ZO),PL(20,100),PTENp(20, 0),RHOL(8), VAL 0003 
-- 00101 49 25INALP(20),THETA(20),TIMEWDOTLrZ0,10n),WTEMP(20tlO)Z(20l0O0.... VAL.0O0..... 
VAL 0005
OSlaq So COMON/VALUS/GRHOARHOWRZRPRWSZS#PS 

00105- 60 GRHO=GRH0,(IPROP)/C(Iq4 ,O 
 .. .... VAL
 
00106 7o ARHO-RHOL(IPROP)OAREAL(II) VA L 0007
 
VAL 0009
003 1 90 I CONTINUC 
-- OOl1i I. . WF-(WDOTLI I IJ-THETAII)PCL(I )o(WDOTLI ,JJI-WDOTLIII,JJ1)))/(VA L 00_o 
001100111 I10 I .+THETA(ZI)o(WOOTL(IIJj)WDOTL(II,Jjl)/RHOL(IPROP)/AREAL(III)VAL
R / H O I j J ) 
001i _ 129. 	 AR QCI I?)(ZIIo Z(II,4 
J J 4I) VAL.OOI2 .. ZR.Z(IIJJ)-THETA(1)(W (PLCIIoJJ)+ VAL 0013




___.1' [l9o RH0ZjI44:PLQp44l)GlHoZIAJ~3)RHZ VA L 0015
O0]l ISo , GO TO IS060,30)IGOTO 
 VAL 0016
 
- 00115 16' 3n CONTINUE 

00116 70 WS (WOOTL(II,JJ)-THETA(II) CL(II),(WDOTL(IIjj).WDOTL(II1jJ+I) )/(VAL 0017
 
00116, ,8o I1.0-THETA(II)O(WDOTL( IIJ,))WDOTL(IIJJI))/RHOL(IPROP)/AREAL(II )VAL 0018
 
VAL 0019
0017 I?. ZS.Z(IIJJ) THETA(IIIO(WS/ARHO-CL(I))O(Z(1,JJ)-Z(ItJJ+1)I 

VAL 0020-
D.OI2P,.- 20o pS=pL(IIjj)+GRHO*Z(11,JJ)THETA(1I)0(WS/ARHO-CL(II)to(PL(IIhJJ)+I O J J
JJ l - GRHO ZIIl +I))GRHOoZS 	 VAL 0021
 
VAL 0022
DO3lz 21o IGRHOOZ(IIJJb.PLCI, 

- ooalI 22. SO CONTINUE 
00122 23o RETURN VAL 0023 
00123 21o END VAL 0024 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 0 ODIAGNOSTICO MESSAGE(S) 
VAL SYMBOLIC 31 AUG 71 12:35:21 Q 015q734 114 24 (DELETED) 
VAL CODE RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 I2: 3 5:21 I OlSsrO&a 24 I (DELETFD) 
n OISsnilO ILI I5 
5.4.13 VALVEL
 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 SEP 71 AT 11152-25
 
S__UBROUTINE VALVEL ENTRY POINT 000337
 





- - 0002 *BLANK 000000 .-. .. 
0003 ALLCOM 023675
 












- 011 - NERR3S .... . .. . ... .... .. . ... ....... .. . . ..
 
_ - _ VAL--- -- -- . . ... ..... ... __ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOcK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
 
7 AREAL OOM Q 000001 ARHO

.- 000251_L---------0001 000004 10 G __0001 00027q 30L . 0003 R.OflOfO. 





0000 R 000007 C'1 
Dnn-o0ooLC. . fLlOfl!lU-& C6... -Ofl0.LOfOlSILTRO .... IDIAL 0003 R 000075 FRI 
0003 R Oi2l G 0003 R 000122 GC 000q R 000000 GRHO 0000 1 00Of00 I 0000 1 000001 II 
0
 
..DO0o 1 000002 IEROP 0000 1 000005 JJ .... 005I OOnOOO LVON ..... 0005 i.SQQ 0iZ LYU. __ 0003 I 090123 HN S ___ 
0003 I 000147 NPIPL 0003 1 000150 NPLINE 0005 1 00C024 NVALL 0005 1 0OG2S NXKVL 0003 R 00070lPL 
* 004 R OOooOq PR 000q R.000o07 PS 0003 R 0010lq PTEMP. 0003 R 010034 RHOL _0003 R 0100tSINALP
. -_ 

0003 R 010070 THETA 0003 R 010114 TIME 0005 R 000037 TMVL 0003 R 010115 WOOTL 000 R 000002 PR
 
R.__j_-Do . .... f . Ql 3 R WTIP... 0000 R 000012 WTEMPP 000 R 001023 Xr 0005 R 001035 AtVL
 
0003 R 017 Ss 
z 0004 f 000003 ZR 0004 R 000006 ZS
 
.___O,DL It SQV ROU!Ijj .VALVEL .. . .. . A VLOo -1__ 
00103 20 COMMON/ALLCOM/AREAL(20)CL20),OELT,6IAL(2nOFRL(20),GGC; VALVOOO2
 




0010 40 2SINALP(201)THETA(20) ,TIHEWOOTL(20,lO0IWTEMP(20,1I01Z(20tOOI VALVOOOq
 
-00101 So COMMON/VALUES/GRHOARHOWIPZRPR,WS,ZS,PS - VALVOQ05 
00105 6. COMMON/VALVCN/LVDN(IO),LVUP(IOh)NVALL,NXKVL(IO),TMVL(0,S50), VALVOOO6 
Y...OLVQO7

-..-0D1n5-._ 79. - - IXKIIDIXKVL(JQSOI 

30106 o DO S0 ot ,NVALL 
 VALVO00S
 
DOO t 90 IITLVDN Il) 
 VALVO0O09--- --- .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .
 
00112 30o IPROP.NPLINE(II) VALVOOIO
 
DOI13 It. CALL INTERP(tOS0.XKVL.TMVLI,NXKVL(L),TIMEXKIII) VALVOOII
 
001I 12a CALL VAL(IIIIPROP,2) 
 VALVOOI2 
.'-0115 13o CI-WS-AREALII)/CL(II)*(GORHOLCIPROP)oZ(IIlI-GCOPSI14 ,0-G* VALVO013 ......---­
0011 14. IRHOL(IPROP).ZS)G/cL{li)*WSSINALP(IIDELT+FRL(IloWSOABS(IWSP VALVOI14
 / } .





















































































































IRHOLIIPROP).YR)+G/CL(I I) WR.SINALP(II )ODELT+rRL(III.WROABS(WR)/ 








IF (C6.GT.O.OI GO TO £0 ) 
WTENP(IyJJI-CS/Z.O SQRTiCSCS-4.oOC6)/2,O 





























31 AUG 71 12:3S:23
32 AUG 71 1213523 

- 5.4.14 WRITE 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 02 50 AT 1!52?27 
SUBROUTINE WRITE ENTRY POINT 003630 
.TORAGE USEafBLgCK, NAME, LENGTH) 
l0001 CODE 003646 
0000 *DATA 001516 
- 0002 OBLANK 000000 
0003 ACCCOM 000030 
......__ 0lnO .- ALLCOM 023L75 ..... ....... 
0005 CHANBR OOq626 
... . 0006 DATAI 00003q . 
0007 OATA2 000062 
0010 DATA3 001200 
... 
0032 FBLCOX 
~Ol12.-FLAGS 001775 010006 .--------............ 
0013 JUNCLC 000075 
.. .. 1'C PBLCON 002007 ...... 
005 PBLFCM OOqO S 
... . 0016. REGLCI 001601 .. . 
0017 VALUES 000010 
-- V--YA"CM-.-ZO021-
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) ....... .. 
0022 NERR2S 
0023 -. NWDU .. ..... .. 
0024 N102S 
0025 NOIS .. . 
0026 NREWS 
n 2L _NVBUS ... ... .. . .. . .. ... . . . . . . -.. 
0030 NWEF% 
0031 NERR3S ... . 
STORAGE ASSJGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCKt TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) ............ 




















002335 107 0L 
002405 1 13 0L ,-



























































0001 002q00 13716 oOl 003545 1390L 0103 OP2421 Iq03G 000t 003607 2410L 0003l O124. . 
- 0001 002466 1423G 0001 002526 i4CG 0001 002532 lq47G 0003 002554 1460G 0001 002601 1q706 .. . 
0000 COO943 ISOF 0001 002626 15006 POnt 002641 35056 0001 002723 1536G 0000 000630 170F 
- oQCI 003374 I754G 000 000720 19 0F c0o1 00033 206G 0000 - 000755 2OF - _0001 __000j36 ... 
0003 000163 2266 0000 001042 230F pool OOn21 236G 0001 000232 24SG 0000 003120 250F 
0001 000256 255G 0001 000261 257G 0000 001157 270F 0001 000313 270G 0003 000335 277 G -­
0000 00213 290F '000 000270 30F pact 00356 306G 00CC P01316 3100 0001 000372 3t5G 









































0001 0O0743 524G 0001 Cr0757 533G nno 0nr773 542G POl01 0053c 55OL 0001 002007 SSIG 
cot 001023 560G 0001 601045 570G nonl 001064 577G 0002 oolSS2 5






















0nl165 635 G 
0013no 676G 








6 90L7 30L 
0001 001420 7376 0001 Cr2421 7425 noel 001447 756 0o0o Olf7n4 7701. 0001 o00477 7716 
Cool 00250 774G 0001 001735 79 0L nOl 001735 SIOL P000 002215 8
9 0L 00n 000236 90F 
0001 002236 930L 000k C02262 9SOL Coo1 0023n3 990L 0006 R 000032 AA3 oo6 R Oooo33 AAR 
COOS R OOnnOO AREA 
0016 R 001450 AREGP 
0005 R 000020 AREAC 
0017 R oron0t ARHO 
no04 R 00n000 AREAL 
005R P030 ATo 
0016 R 00010 AREG 
0005 R 000032 ATDNO 7 
0016 R 001440 
0006 R 000000 
AREGMX 
Al 
0007 R OOrOCO BK 0006 R DrOne! at 0006 R O00002 C 0005 R 000033 CC 0005 R 000043 CCC 
0005 R ooO53 CEFI 
0OS R no0101 CPI 
0005 R OOOS5 cE2 
0005 R 000102 cP2 
0004 R 0O002q CL 
0005 R noplln CSTAR 
n0S R 000057 CMAN 
O00S R 00012n CS1 
0005 R 000077 C 
0005 R 000121 C52 
0005 R 000127 CV 0005 R 0O0147 CVEL 0006 R 000003 Cl 0006 R o00n110 C11 0006 R 000023 Cz 
0006 RP00n25 C3 0006 R 000022 C4 0006 R 00O004 C6 0006 R 000005 C7 0006 R 000006 CS 
0006 R OOnOO7 c9 0006 R000011OCLP 0006 R 000012 OELP 000q R 000n50 DELI 0005 R 000151 DELTF 
0007 R OOnOO DELXL 0011 R000000ODFBL 0016 R 001464 DFW 0G0 R 000051 DIAL 0005 R 000152 DIAT 
0016 R 001460 DHCI 0016 R 001461 oNCE 0016 R 001462 DMC3 0016 R 001463 OMC4 0003 R 000000 DPACC 
0005 R 000154 DPMAN COOS R 000174 OPTO 0005 R 00O176 ORPHT P005 R 0002n 0T0 0003 R 000001 OUN 
0005 R o00oi2 oW 0005 R 000210 OWFUEL 0005 R 000220 OWOX 0005 R 000730 ETAT 0016 R 001965 FREG 
0004 R OOn75 FRL 0016 R OVq7S FW 0004 R 000121 G 0005 R 000232 GAN 0004 R 000122 GC 
0005 R oon734 GR 0017 R 000000 GRHO 0005 I 000256 1 0003 1 000007 IACC O0!Z 1 000000 IACCPR 

























DOT5 1 000000 IENDF 0005 1 000256 IENG noll 1 000764 IFL 0003 1 OO020 1IENA1 0014 1 000000 jUCL 
0006 1 CO0nl3 IKOUNT 0014 1 OrOnI2 IPB n0t5 00On012 IPAF P012 1 00000 II 0012 1 000002 IpRINJ 
0006 O~nnI4 IPROP 0005 1C0257 !PUMI 0005 1 000261 IPUMO 0012 000003 IREGPR 0005 R 000263 ISP 
0005 R 0CO273 
0006 0002 1 
jSl 
JJ 
0005 R 000274 I52 




R n0312 KAYI 
0000 1 000023 IS 
0005 R 000422 KAYI 
O00D 000006 i 
0005 R 000432 KAYtI 
0005 R 00n322 KAY2 0005 R 000332 KAY3 o00S R 0n342 KAY4 COOS R 000352 KAYS 0005 R 000362 KAY6 
0005 
0016 
R 000372 KAY7 
1 502 LREGoN 
nO05 R OnOq02 KAYS 







0000 100007 KK 
02n I 00nl2 LVUP 
0000 1 000011 LL 
0005 R 000442 MR 
0005 R 00452 MR! 0005 R 000453 MW 0005 P 000*463 MWI 0005 R 000464 F1W2 0006 1 000015 N 
0003 oorrI7 NACC 0010 1 OPO0 NAMCHM n0O 00r166 NAME 0010 1 000242 NAHEPL 0010 I 000160 NAMTMP 
OCOS I 000472 NCHAN 0007 1 0O0n34 NCMT5 00OS 000473 NCOEF 0011 1 000776 NFBL 0005 1 000474 NGGT
P 
0013 1 00nn62 NJUNCL '1025 r OOn2q NKPBLF n013 I 00063 NL]NJU 0010 1 000362 NME 0010 1 000432 NMETBN 
0010 nonqS2 NMOUT 0007 1 000C35 FIN nC3 I 000020 NNNN 0000 1000132 NNOOEL 004 1 000123 NODEL 
0014 I 00024 NPBL OoIS 1 000036 NPBLF riot! I 00n777 NPFRL 0004 1 000147 NRIPL DOO I l00010NPIPLI 
000q I nO"150 NPLINE 0015 1 000037 NPPBLF 001V 1 000025 NPRBL 0005 I 000475 NPVALF 0005 I 000505 NpVALO 
0016 0nS22 ,NREG 0016 1 02I523 NTDU 0026 1 001524 NTREG 0020 000024 NVALL 0000 I 000003 NwI 
0000 1 o,~nOq NWZ000 C'rIlnO05 NW3 0020 I 00025 NXKVL 0005 R O00015 OPVALF 0005 R 00145S OPVALO 
0010 R 00r654 OUTDAT n003 R 00002Q PACC PPtS R O0005! PeNOL V00' R D02q15 PCHAM 001, R 001534 Pa 
0004 R 001274 PL 0010 R Clnt56 PLOTNO 0005 R 002425 OMAN P005 R n02445 PMR 0005 R 002453 PoWp 
0005 P n02q5s PoWT 
0015 R 0n63 PPBLF 
0005 R C02457 POW0 
0003 R 000023 pPPP 
0005 R 002461 POWI 
0nq R 000037 PPRBL 
0005 R 002463 P02 
0017 R 0000n4 PR 
0005 R 002465 P5VV3 
00S R 002467 PRATC 
0006 R 00n16 PRATt 0016 R 001535 pREF 017 R 000007 PS 0006 R 000017 P50N 0004 R 0041114 PTEMP 
000, R nn2477 PTO 0016 R 00254S PU 0005 R nsnS PW0 nO0 R n02503 PWl 0005 R 002S05 PV2 
0016 R 001;46 0110 0016 R orIS56 QIlUM 0016 R onl5S7 Q2UM 0006 R 060024 R 0005 R 002507 RCAS 
0004 R n1034 RHOL 0005 R Cr2517 RPMP 0005 R 007520 RPMPO nOOS R 002572 RPMT 0006 R 000030 5 
0004 R 00l44 51NALP 0016 P001560 SPREG nn6 R 00S70 TAtlREG 0005 R 0022'4 TC 0n0s p 002S34 TCI 
0005 R 00Z535 TCZ 0011 RP 00211 TFIL n005 R 0n2543 TGAS 0004 R 10n7n THFTA Oto R 001176 TiM 
____________ 
________ 
0004 R 01fl1 14 TIME 0005 aM ZS53 TINEE nolt R 001177 TIMr 0005 R 00255 0raUL 0015 R ooloq7 TcPaLV
 
---- ODS P Ofl2ZL TRVALFt- 10 . 3S24 TMVALO 0020 R 'If10037-TMVL II00S R 0Q~tiWRE 000 TORT1._ _
QVQILt6 

0015 R 007033 TPBLF 00159 R 01023 TPROL 00OS R 0041470 TTOcosac v 0005 0044OO oq74 VMAN 
- 0003 R 000024 VOLACC COOS R 0045114 VOLC OOSP 004524 Y1 000S R 009532 IYCHAM 0004 R 0t0115 WDoTL...-
ODDS R 004S42 WFUEL 0005 R 004552 WZNJ 0O05 P 0014572 wNOZ 0005 R 00 1602 WOX 0006 R 000031 WI' 
* 	 0017 R 000002 WR 1017 R 000005 WS OD0S p 004A12 WYDNO! 0004 R 011035 VITENP 0016 R 001600 WW
 
0015 R 00400l3 XKP 0015 R 003017 XKFSLF
0005 R 004622 KiTI' 0020 R 001023 XK 0003 R 000026 KKACc 

----- 0020 R- onoI3S XKVL - 0007 R-000036 XLENGL DODS R-fl04674 XLTD 02006 IR 00002&. XL-- ~ 36IL1nZA
 
0004 R 017755 Z 0017 R Ot'OO03 ZR 0017 R 000006 Z5
 
_________IGO)_____flljll *_t~~.....--SUaf~INABUSGQU. 11.*AtlNfnQ . - - - -	 .......
 2
 
00t03 20 REAL JSP,ISI , S2,KAY iKAYI ,KAY2,KAY3,KAY14,KAYS,rAY6,KAY7,KAYS,1CAY9,WiRITOOQ 
-JC010t3 36 IXAYIO.CAY1L,MR,IRI ,MW,MW1,t1W2 - WPTOO3--- -_-
DO0W0 40 CDMNON/AcccoX/OPACC,OUM(61,IACC(ZI,IDUM,IOUMITOUM2,IDUHS, WRITOO04 
--014 S. IIENACCr2hNACC,NNNN,PACCC2),PPPPVOLACC(2k.XKACC(2I WR!TOOOS -___ 
Colas 66 C0M0N/ALLC0Of/AREALl20,,CLI2O?),DELT,DIAL(2Oh#FPLf 0),GGC, WRt!T00O6 
nnnS.-7.. WBI:SOAJ07. 
00105 so 2SINALPI2O) ,THETA(20),TIME,W00TL(20,100l,W4TEMPI20,I001,Z(20,l00 WRITO008 
Oo6 96 - -COMMON/CAtIR/AREAIO,2),AREAC8),ATD,A7NZ2),CCI),CCC(P), - WRITOO9.. - _ _ 
00106~ too ICEFI(2),CE'2(2)CMAN(6,2) ,CPI2I,CPI,CP2(61,CSTAR(8I ,CS1,C52C61, WRITOO10 
~-00106--- Ila - 2CVta,2l,CVEL(21,DELTr.DlATC2),DPMAN(,2),PT(21,DRPT(2)0T~t2). 1VR11001lI--
00106 12o 30WCA6 ,0WFUEL(8) ,DWOX(8) ,ETATC2),GAMI2) ,GR(2) ,ICXAMCO,2) ,IENG, WVRITr012 
__ 
-g0-j-6-4------- 4Wkt2,.RkWhtt&,S,2(1KY).AtBC2&. -_ __ 
00106 jq,9 SKAY3(8) ,KAY4CO) ,NAYS(8I ,KAY6(9) ,KAY7(8) gKA?818) ,KAY9IS) ,XAYIO(8) , 0YR1T00Iq 
--- 0010h 3So 6KAYII(8),MR(81,MRI.MW(S,MI,W2C6),NCHAIPJCOEF,NGTP,NPVALF(31, VIR~oIT05-
00106 16. 7NPVAL0(81,0PVALr18,6O),0PVALC(8,&0)PCHAM(),P4ANcn,2),PNR 6I, WRIT00I6 
_ 
-.. l-O&~o6...-l7o - 8POWP2),P0IT2),P0W0(2),P0Wl2,P0W2(2).P0W3t2),PRATCC8IPT0(2),- WR 1T0017 
H00106 18* 9PW0(2),PWI(2),PW2(2),RGAS(0),RPN?,RPNPD(2),RPHT(21 ,Tc(82.TCt, WRXTOOIO 
nnnh 199 C14 .T a5 8 II IE.TM UL_ QI fL A FIl_6 1, 8Y L 8 6 1_TR___L-R1:nIL 
00to6 20a ATORTCZ),TTO(21,(IMA(2,VL8) 1.YCAfrFEt, IWRITOO2O
 
00106- 21o. .BWINjis,22 ,WNOZ(8),WQXg(BhWTONOZISI ,XIT?12),XLTDI2) - A~02 __ ____________
 
00107 22o C0MMON/OATAI/AI,8l,C,Cl,C6,C7,CS,C9,CII,OCLPDELP,!KOUNTIPROP.N, rRITa022
 
.00inL- 23o IPRATIOPSONII,4J,C14,C2,R,C3,XI,X2bS,WpAA3AA4 AtRzToQZD __. -______-__
 
00110 24, C0MM0ON/DATA2/OI(0B,DELXLI20),NCMTB,NN,XLENGL(ZOl WR[T0024
 
oA,.) 25 t-.OttfN/kTA3NAMH 8 11ql1NAMTMPI6)1NAME I4 I NAMPL 140a ty1o10) WhTQp0Z
 
DOWt 260 INMETBN(2,8),NMOUT(IJOUOUTOAI(1301,PLOTND(8O) ,TIM,TIMF WRPIT0026
 
WRIT0027 ___ ___ 
0011i3 28t COMM0N/FLAGS/IACCPR, IC*AMP,IPRINT ,IRECPR,ITURBNIPLOT WiRIT0028 
00114 290 CONMON/JUNCLC/!JUNCL(l0,Sl,NJUNCL,NLINUC 
* .OOLIZ Z7. COMNFLO/F~2tDFLI)NBPBIO,~~I. 
I WRITOOZ9?___-_____
 
Dolls 100 COMHtON/PBLCOM/IEND(10),IPB(t0),NPBL.NPRBL(b0),PPRBL(10,S0), WRIT0030
 
fnl4Li.. 31a 1YRBUIO1,S01 -- YR ITr~ 
.. T W 00 1-1__________
 
0a~t 32o COMMONPBLFCMIENDFIl0),IrBF(t0),NKPBLr(I0)hNPSLF,NPPRLFtIO), 
 YRy-T0032
 
00116 330 IPeNoLilO),PrSLFIIO,50O TKPL(Ia,0),TPBLFtb0,50),XKPLF(fl9S0I, WRIT0033 

00)16 340 ZXKP(I07 
 WRIT0034-

COWI 350 C0M0N/REGLCM/AREGI8,b0t.AfEGHX(0),ARE P(8)sDMCl,0NC2,DNCS,0NCM, WIRIT003S ____ 
00117 36o lOFW,rREG(8) ,FWVboUll *1UMt I,OUMIPIDUMJJsLREGDN4I),LREGUP(8) , WYRIT0036 
t nffl.LL... 370 ZNREGr 4TDhJM,NTREG18,PD.REI)tUQREGI8),Q1DUMoQ2DUx,SREG;81, __A!RITG037 
00j17 38o 3TAUREGIBLWVW WRrT0030
 9 

00120 39o COMMON/VALUES/GRH0,ARHO,WRZR,PRYVS,ZS,PS WYRIT003 _. -____­
00121 '400 CCMONfALVCM/LVDN(ltLVUPb),NVALLNXKVLII),TVL(l0@01,* 
 WR1T0040
 
00421 '41* ZXKII.XIVL(I,0) YIRlT0041 
 -
Wa I y00200122 '12o EQ~UIVALENCE (IsIENG) 
0.0o1za 4130 DATA 1Dl,IDZ,103,NWI,NW2,NW3/0.0t0,0.0,D/ WRIT0043 _ _-- ___ 
00132 9qo lr1FORMAT( 'OTNE PROGRAM DT IS EQUAL TH,0,,Et/COWR!T0044E 
00132 1166 2MEUSTORS INTEGRATION DT 1S EQUAL TO.....00 E'I,8/Q THE ACCELERAT!ONWRITO'1S
 
Op32 46. 3 DUE TO GRAVITY IStI2(..'IEtM.S/' THE GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT IS.,WRITnn46 
?0O32 97. 417',' .8/' THE NUMBER OF ACCUMULATORS IS'17'''wII4/' THE NWRITOON7 
Op32 '1W. SUMBER OF THRUST CHAMRERS Il(','hII'4/' THE NUMBER OF FLOW BOUNWRITnONA 
0032 49. 60ARIES rS',l'I(,II'4/' THE NUMBER OF TURROPUMPS I5',19(*.'IIH/ARITOOH9 
00132 50. 7' THE NUMBER OF LINE JUNCTIONS IS'tl.Ill4/' THE NUMBER OF INTWRITOOSO 
00132 SI. AEGRATIONS PER COMUSTOR IS...t 114/0 THE NUMBER OF PRESSURE BOUNOAWRITOOSI 
00132 5?. 9RIES IS',lO('.'IIN/' THE NUMBER OF PRESSURE POUNDARIES/FRIcTION WRITtnS2 
00132 53c OIS,.IIS/' THE NUMBER OF LINES IN THE SYSTEM !S',IO{),t'4/' THEWRITnOS3 
qn132 540 A NUMBER OF REGULATORS iS',1('',II4/' THE NUMRER OF LUMPED RESISWRITOO5 
00132 550 STANCES ISWRti('.'),l4//) iRJTOOSS 
00133 56, 3p FORMAT(O',tAt,' r ',3014/(lOX,3014)) WR IT0D56 
Oo34 £7. 50 FORMAT('0',A6,' S8EIq.8/IOXBEI4.S)) /WRITOO57 
O013B SA. 70 FORMATI) WRITOOSS 
00136 59, 90 FORMATI'IAT RUN TIME '.EI4.8. THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS AERE PPE5EwRITPOS9 
00136 60o INT --­ ') WRITOOk" 





130 FORMAT(IOAI -',EII.B,' W =all4.8,' C =',EI'4.8,1 CI WRIT1O62 
C',EI'.C = tc, 4EI'48/OC? =,EIR4./' CS =',EIE 86 C9 WRITnO63 
I0p1 64O 2 ', EI'4.8, C1i ,EI'4.S, CSTAR c',EIN.S,' CV . ,EI4 .,* PCWRITO064 
001qO 65. 3LP D',EIR.8/'ELP 21E4.8O DPMAN tEI'I.8, OWFUEL.'.EIqSOl WRITonD 5 
00140 66o 4DWOX 1*,EI4.80' I =II'4,' It ',II q/' IKOUNTI', IfP WRITnO66 
0010 67o 5 =IEI4.8,' JJ '.I14., MR -',EIt4.8, MW t*,EI4,8,' N 4RIT0067 
OOO 68a 6 .',lI1/' PCHAM =',EI4.8,' PMAN 1,EI4.8,9 PRATI n'EI'48 PSONWRITOO68 
00140 ,9. 7 =,EIN.8.' PTEMP n'.r.8,* TIMEF 'Elq,8/- W "EI4.8,- VWCWRITO069 
00l'40 70. SHAM =',EIR4 8 , WFUEL ',EI'.S, WINJ =,EIR4.Bt WNOZ .',Elq.S,' WRITD07O 
OO)I1O 71. 9WOX a*,E14.4/' WTEMP tE '1,8) WRITO071 
001l4 72, IS FORMAT(UAA3 =',EI4,B.' AA4 -'EI',8,' ATD ='E14,' Cl %RIT'172 
00141 73, 1%,EI.RA, C2 =.ElR, C3 '9,EZq.8/' C4 .',E2'.8, CP WRIT1073 







3TO =',EIN.8/' DRPMT 'tEIN.S, ETAT =',ElR.S,' GAN r',EI'.8,' 
qI .,II'4, MW '',EI'48,' PCHAM =',EI4.8/' POWP n'E14.8, 





6' RPMPD ,I' 4 ,8/' RPMT ',EI'4,B, S =,EI.,8, TC =',Elq. 





81.8' U q 11PEI'4.8,' WNlD =',El4,'1 iP =,EI.,. WTDNOZ',. 
9EI4.8/' XI ',EI4,S,' X2 $,EI'4,8) 
00292 82a 17o FORMATI'OAI -',Etq8,1 si =t,EIt4,8.* C -',EI'4.8, cl WRITDO2 
0o012 a3 IC9,EI.R*,t C7 1,EiM.8,' CS E C9 ',EI.,8 DCLPWRITOO3 
O0192 84, 2 n'EI.,' DELP ='EI',.8. I =,II4, II =II4, IKOUNT.RITOO' 





4.8,' PTEMP n',EI.,* TIMEF "',E14.B) WRITOO8 
19n FORMAT(IHI131flH')/27(IX.131(IH)/2 aIX,3IfIHN'.62X,35( H1)/IX, WRITOO87 
00143 8a0 13'UIHOJ,3?HTHE EXECUTION TIME OF THIS DATA CASE ISEINS,9H MINUTEWRITnOS 
00143 89. 25.,35(IHJ/IX,3(IH*2,62X,3SIiHoJ/27(IX,131(IHo)/)} WRITOOB9 
OOl14 900 210 FORMAT(CCI "',EI.8,1 C2 =',EI'4BA, C3 -'.EI4,8,' C4 WRITO090 
001C44 91. t-,EI4,8,' CSS =',EIR48, C66 =',EIRIB/' DPACC =',Elq8,' I ?IRITO09I 
00144 92. 2 ',I2q,' II = 4IIq,' [PROP =',I14,'JJ I4,'NNNN =.,IIIRITO092 
00144 93, 314/' PACC ='EI'.P,' pPPR ',E4.8,' PTEMP ' EI',' TIME ',EWRITO93 
00144 94. 414.8, WTEMP ',EI'48) WRITO094 





1,EI.,' C4 I'E.,' I c',l'lq/t IT n9,111,t IPROP r*WRITO096 
2,11q, JJ nII'4, NT 0,[I14,' PD =',EI 4 4.8, PU =',EI4WRITO097 
0015 980 3.8/ PTFHP ='EINoR,' TIME ',EI4.8,' WW = ,EI'f.8i WRIT0098 
onlt46 99, 250 FORMATf'CDFW -',FI4.8,1 FW M',EI4.8,' IT m',Il,'f IPROP =*WRITO099 





214.8.1 WTEMP WE%.8,v' -',EI4B) WRITOI0 
27n FORMATCIOAREG -*,F2q.,' I ',1tq NT u',I24' Pr -4,EWRITOIOZ 
004q7 101, ll'4.8, PTEMP uFlq8, PU 1,fIFlq-/* Q2 *,E9.FRt Q02 *WRITOIO3 
DOW~ l04. 2,EI1'4.8, Ttq~a),IV4.8) 
01 los, 29 FORAT(CONTIONS AT'.EI4.8,# FOR COMBUSTOR,,12/26XIOXIOWRW 
00150 106* IIZER SYSTEM, XIFUEL SIDE'/t CV =',E14,8,' PHAN =',EI'I.s, WWR 06 
00150 107a IINJ =%,EtqB t CV a',EI'*.9O PHAN =rIBO WINJ = )EI4.B/7WRITOI07 
00350 108. 22X,.COMBUSTOR CHAMBER PARAMETERS'/, CSTAR =',EI4.8,' I9P -. ,EI4.WRITOin8 
O05so Ioo 38, ' MR ='.EIO, MW =',EI%8,' PCHAM -s'EI4,' TC =lEIWRI0tO9 







310 FORHAT(IO','3X,'CONOITIONS AT',EIq.8,' FOR TURBOPUMP',12/'CP =',WRITOIII 
EI,4.a,' CVEL ',Ej*4.8,0 FTAT -,E1'4.6,' GAN m*,FI'8,' MW WRITO?7 





3 =',rE'4.8,' TORP =tEltB,' TORT 
4 =',EI4.8,' WToNOZ= ,EI4.8) 






33 FORMAT(, THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE INPUT CONSTANTS-) WRITOI16 
3SO FORMAT(IITHE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE HPOI4A CALCULATED CONSTANTSI)WRITOI17 





GO TO (390,q30,q50,81o,1130,1230,1250,127P,1310,1330,1350,370,I39WRITOI19 
-C1.IGO WRITOI2 
00156 121a 39n CONTINUE WRITOI21 
00156 122. C WRITE INPUT CONSTANTS WRIT0122 
-001s7 123a WRITE U&330) WRITO123 






IF fNPBL.G T *O) WRITE (4,30)NAtE(2),(IEND(l ,IwINPBL) 
WRITBI25 
WRIT0126 







IF (NVALL.GT.Ol WRITE (6,30)NAME(u),(LVON(I),IlNVALL) 














IF (NJUNCL.GT.O) WRITE (6,30)NAME(7),((IJUNCL(IJ),J=1,5bI=INJUNWRITO131 
ICL) WRITOI32 
IF INFBL.GT.O) WRITE (6 .30)NAME(B)IIfFBLfIl)I=INFBL) WRIT0133 
















































WRITE PROGRAM CALCULATED VARIABLES 
WRITE (6,350O 
WRITE r6,SO)NAME(24),(CC(I ,IaI,8) 
WRITE (6,S0)NAME(25),(CCC{I1,II,8) 
WRITE (6,SO)NAME(26),(DELXL(IlInINPIPL) 




























































'1765R 167, IF uNREGGT.0 WRITE (6,3CINAME(39),CNTREGIIt.I,NRE) WRITOI62 
0S074 163, WRITE f6,SO)NAME(qn)0 PRATCII),I=I.A) WRITO!63 
00603 16q. WRITE (6,SO)NAE(4?),RHOL(ItIhI.,8) WRITPI6 
D0(03 165. C WRITE PROGRAM INITIAL CONDITIONS WRITOI 6S 
00612 166a WRITE (6,370) WRITi66 






WRITE (6,11011 WRITOI68WRITP69 
r0623 170o WRITE (6,O0)NAMEfIS),(PL(IIJ),JaI,JJ) WRITnI7n 
0On632 171. WRITE t6,5C)NAME(16),(WDOTLfIIJ).JIJJ) WRITOI71 
Rn64I 172. WRITE (6,SO)NAME(17),(Z(III.J)J=IJJ) WRITOJ72 
10,50 173o 411 CONTINUF / WRIT0173 
0n652 174o IF (NACC.GT.0) WRITE (6,SOINAME(21),(PACC(KK),KK-I.NACC) WRIT0174 
00662 17S IF (NPSLF.GT.0) WRITE C6.SO)NAME(IR),(PBNDL(KK),KK=INPBLF) WRITI7S 
00672 176o IF (NVALL.GT.n) WRITE (6,SOINAME(22),(XK(KKIKK.I,NVALLI wRIT0176 





GO TO IqO 
OUTPUT COMBUSTOR DATA ON PLOT TAPE 
WRIT0178 
WR!TO7? 
00713 3800 431 CONTINUE WRITOIn 
00714 181 GO TO L11O WRITOI8I 
nnq 182, C SET UP BCD PLOT SYMBOLS ON PLOT TAPE WRITOI!2 
00715 183o 450 CONTINUE WRITOI83 
00716 2B40 InI-I WRITOI q 
on717 28so NWI.I+4*NPIPL WRITOI85 
00720 186. NPIPLI-NPIPL+20 WRITOI86 
00721 187a REhIND 8 WRITOI87 
00722 288* 1I- WRITOIRS 
00723 1890 DO R170 KKmI,2 WRITOI89 
00776 190. 00 470 LL.I,NPIPL WRITOI90 
00731 191 NMOUT(II)NAMEPL(LL,KK) WRITOI9I 






DO '90 KK'.,2 
WRIT0193 
WRITOtI9 
00741 195 DO 490 LL21,NPIPLI WRIT01S 
007N4 1969 NMOUT(I 3NAMEPL(LLKK) WRITC196 
00745 197o 49a CONTINUE WRITO197 
00750 198. 1=1-I WRIT0198 
00751 199. WRITEC8)IDINWITIM (NMOUT(LL)oLL= .1) WRITO199 
r762 2000 IDI= WRIT020 






IF (NCMTR.EQ.O) GO TO 610 
WRITO20 
WRIT02 0 3 
00767 204, 1-2 WRIT0204 
00770 205. 00 520 LL=INCMTB WRIT0205 
00773 206. DO 510 KK'll4 WRITP206 
00776 207, NMOUTII)=NAMCHM(LLKKI WRITOO7 
00777 208. 1-1+1 WRITn2OR 
01000 209. SI CONTINUE WRIT0209 
01003 210o IF (NGGTP.EQ.O) GO To sSo WRITOZIO 
OooS 211a DO 530 LL=I.NGGTP WRIT0211 
01010 2129 DO 530 KK-1.8 WRIT0212 
013 213. NNOUT(I)NMET3NILLKK) WRIT0213 
01019 21q I=I+I WRIT0214 
OlS 215t S3q CONTINUE ORIT021S 
01020 216. ;Sn CONTINUE WRIT0216 
01021 217o IF INCHAN.EQ.0) GO To 590 WRITOZ17 
01023 210. DO 570 LL-INCHAM WRITO210 
01026 219. NMOUT(l).NAMTNP(LL) ARITOq9 
S01027 220a Z-1 ] WRITr. 
n----O( 3 D__ 
01032 
_ 2 2 _1_.. 
2220 
. 7 _ C _QT N UE 
590 CONTINUE 
_.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W R I T WWRITII -
01033 2Z3* I=-!- WRITO223 
0103 q 224. WRITE(B)ToZNWZTIMF,(NMOUT(LL),LL-1,I) WRITO224 
_-0104S 225a tD2=2 WRIT0225 
01096 226o 610 CONTINUE WRITO226 
-- O4O7 227 --.. IF INREG4NACC+NPBLF NVALL.EQ-O).GO T 0 .... 7' WRIT0227 
01051 228* I03=-3 WRIT0228 
01052 229. I! WRIT0229 
01053 230o IF INREGEQ.O) GO TO 650 WRIT0229 
.01055 231. DO 630 LL=INREG -- WRIT1230 
01060 232* NMOUTIII=NMEtLL) WRIT0231 
-­ 0 4& .- 2N3.=.. ~ . . .. . ... .... . . ... . WRIT0232 






IF INACC.EQ.0) GO T O 690 
WRITO234 
WRIT0235 
-­ 01067 237* DO 670 LL-INACC WRITO236 
01072 238a NHOUTIII=NME(LL+B) WRITO237 
n447-- 239s . '" ...... .... WRIT0238 
01074 240o 670 CONTINUE WRIT0239 
-01076 24l0 690 CONTINUE WRIT0240 
01077 2920 IF (NVALL.EQ.OI GO TO 730 WRITO2q! 
01101 243o DO 710 LL-INVALL VIRIT02q2 
OIlOq 2q4. NMOUT{I INMEILL+IO I WRIT0243 
--- B- 21454 1-=1 + -- RIT02qq 






IF (NPDLFEQ-O} Go To 770 
WRITO2q6
WRITO~q7 
.01113 21490 DO 750 LL-1,NPBLF WR]TO2q8 
01116 2500 -NMOUT(I).NMEILL4ZO) WRITn2q9 
---. 111---.25to NHOUT(I*NPBLF)-NMEILL43D) VIR I.T0250 
01 120 Z52, I.141 WR IT251I 
--0121 __ 253o 750 CONTINUE WRIT0252 
01123 25q* 1-14NPBLF ',WRIT0253 
-­ 01124 2550 770 CONTINUE WRITO25q 
01125 2560 I=-I- WRIT0255 
-­01-126_----.570---
01127 2S89 




al1O 259o 103=3 VR IT02SO 
03 114 260, 79o CONT INUE WR IT0259 
... 11 Ifl 2410 C OUTPUT GENERAL LINE DATA ONf PLOT TAPE WRITO260 
O1l42 2620 81n CONTINUE WRIT026I 
m q 3_ _ 2 3 % . - O 8 3 0 LL I , N I P L . . ... 
. . W R IT 0 2 6 2 -­
01 146 26q. NNODEL-NOOELiLLl WRIT0263 
_0 11 q7- 265o PLOTNDILL)=WDOTLILL|I) V RIT026q 
011ISO 266o PLOTND[LL4NPIPLI=WDOTLILLNNODEL) WRIT0265 






...._a33 CONTINUE --- ......... .... 
WRIT0267 
TQ76 B 
01155 270a 1-q*NPIPL PR170269 
__0116 2719 WRITEC8IID],NWItTIMEIPLOTNO(LL)*LL-]I I ." RIT0270 
01167 272o 1-I WRIT0271 
1.1J70 273a IF INCMTB.EQO1 GO TO 950 ... WRIT0272 
01172 
-- 1-­






01176 2760 1.l+1 VRIT0275 




















































































































































































































































































IF (NGGTP.EQ.O) GO To A90 






































IF (NCHAM.EQ.O) GO To 930 





















IF (NREG.EQ,0) GO TO 990 





























































































































na1z70 -­ 970 COPLLUL--. I--__________________ 
01322 338a 990 CONTINUE VRITN7 
_01z3- 339a IF (NACC.EQ.O2 GO TO 1030 - RIT0338 .. 
01325 3qO O0 1010 KK1,oNACC WRIT0339 
-­ 01330- 3*41 OUTDAT(ilSPAccfKKI - WRIT0340 . .. 
01333 
-­ +p 32 
342. I!.11 
-
3 43.... 10O-CONTINUE....................-- -­ ~. - -... WWpO3M 
WRIT039I 
Z 
013314 3'44o 3030 CONTINUE WRIT0343 
-­ 01335 345*- - IF INVALL.EO.O) GO To 1070 WRIT0344 
01337 346o DO 1050 KK=I NVALL WRITO345 






IO5SCflNLNUE....... ... -­ .....------ WRITO3q7WRITO3 i ________ - - -









TO 1110 _ WRIT0350.... 
WRIT0351 
-­ 0135'4 353v - OUTDAT(I).XKP(KK . WRIT0352--------------­
01365 35q4 OUTDAT(I+NPBLFInPBNDLCKK) WRIT0353 
01S -. 3 .5 -w~j - - - - Rjyfl3$4--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- -
01357 356* 1090 CONTINUE WRIT0355 
--- 01361 - 357* IaI.NPBLF WRIT035.6 ... 









GO.O-.L iO ..... . ... .. 
_. WRIT0358. 
WRIT0359 
RR I 36 
01375 362, C OUTPUT NONINAL PRINT VRIT0361 
-01376 363a h330'CONTINUE VRIT036Z 
01377 369o WRITE t6,VOITIME WRIT0363 
- 02402 . 365e - .- 00 £150 11'1,NPIPL WRIT0364 . 
01qOS 366o JJ-NOOELIII) WRIT0365 
37 -JlihWRITZ-A.l10111 V RITQ366_____________ 
01411 368o WRITE (6,50)NANE(IS),(PL(IIJ),J4IJJ? WRIT0367 
0142Q. 369. WRITE (6,SOINAME(161.(WDOTLIIIJ).J=I.JJ) WRITD368 
01427 3700 1150 CONTINUE WRIT0369 
01431 371, WRITE (6,702 WRITO370 
01433 372o IF (NPBLF.EQ.0) GO TO 1170 WRIT037 I 
n ; 1WL33&--.RII"L.0tNA'E(1at.!rBNDL(I),I-lNPBLFj--- - ,-WR1Tn372 __ 
01,4 374o WRITE (6,0)NAME(19)(XKP(II)I-NPBL3 WRIT0373 
-01483 375o 1170 CONTINUE WRIT0374 .... . 
Oqs5 376, IF tNREG.GT.0) WRITE (6,50)NAME(2C),1AREG(KKIKIINREG) WRIT0375 








IF (NVALLGT.0) WRITE (6,0)NANE(22)C(XK(KKIKKINVALLI WRIT0377 
0QI1?t1jLC M Tn r RI 03 78 
WRITE (6. 290)TiEI,CV(I loPMANIII).WINJ[cl),CV(I,2),PMAN(I,2),WRIT0379 
__________ 
-01507. 381 _ IWINJ(I 21,CSTARII),ISP(IIMR(l)MI(I),PCHAM(IITCCI),TIMPUL() ,WNDoRITQ380 
01507 382o 2Z(I) WRITO38I 










WR I V3S4 
015*0 386a WRITE (6,310ITIMEICP(IIICVEL(Ib)ETATI1,GAN(I)MW(I)POWPPI11,POWWRIT0385 
r 01540 387o IT(IIPTO(Il),RPNT(l2,TORP(I),TORTC?)TTO0I)Uth)WTONOZ(II WRIT9386 
01562 388 1210 CONTINUE WRIT0387 
01560 -­3890 GO TO 1410 WRITO388 
OISA 390o C OUTPUT DETAILED PRINT ON NEWTON-RAPHSON LOOP IN CHAM VIRIT0389 
-l15_'_391te C - - ROUTINE ....... WITQflP -­_-. 
01565 392, 1230 CONTINUF WRIT0391 
01566 393* WRITE (6,17OIAIBIlCCIc7,C8,C9,DLPDELPI,12IKOUNT PROPJJNYRIT3 z... . . 
01566 394o IPMANII,N),PTEMPIIIJJ),TIMEF WRITnl93 
0161Z 395. GO To 110 WRITC39q 
01612 396. C OUTPUT DETAILED COMBUSTOR PRINT FROM CHAM ROUTINE WRITC395 
01613 397a 12So CONTINUE WRIT0396 
0161q 399. WRITE ({,]30)AItnIC.CI,c,C7,CSC9,CIItCSTAR(I),CV(IN)CLPDELPWRITI397 
0161* 399o IDPMAN(I.NID'FUEL(II IODOXtIl,,tzIKOVNTISPIZIJJPR(IiI ,fNW;3>NWRITO398 
0161 q00o 2PCHAN(CIlPMAN,N1),PRATI,PSONiPTENP(IIJJ),TIMEFW(N),WCHA() ,WFUWRITP399 





GO TO 1410 








IF CIPLOT.EQ.0) GO To 1290 
WRITOq'3 
WRIT0 404 
01A67 406. END FILE 8 WRITO40S 
01670 407o REWIND a ORITO06 
01671 'O. 129n CONTINUE WRITaq07 









01677 412, GO TO 1410 4RI1TPrl1 
01677 1113a C OUTPUT DETAILED PRINT ON TURBOPUMP WR1TO917 
01700 41q 131n CONTINUF WRITO413 





I*DPTO(I) ,DRPHTII IETAT(I),GAM(1 hIMWf(I),PCHAH(1) ,POWP(II,PO TI(I),RIT'4l5
2PTO(I},R,RPNPRPMPO(IIRPHTI ISTC(I)TINEFTORPII),TORT(1),TTOCIWRIT0416 
01701 418. 3),UCIIWNOZ(I),WPVWTDNOZ(1I ,XIXZ WRITOq]7 







OUTPUT DETAILED PRINT ON ACCUMULATOR KRITOqI9 
RITO" 20 
: 01752 q22. WRITE 46,2IOIDUMDPACCIDUMIDUMIIDUM2,IDUM3,NNNNPACC(IDUMIJPPPphRITR421 
01752 423, IPTEMPI!DUMIhIDUM3ITIMEWTEMPIDUMIIDUM3I WRITOq22 
01773 424, GO TO Iq*O ORIT0423 
01773 '425. C OUTPUT DETAILED PRINT ON LINE AND CONSTANT CALCULATIONS WRIT04q 
01773 426. C FROM RECULATOR WRITOq25 
01774 427e 13S CONTINUE WRITO426 
01775 'RZ80 WRITE fb,230DAREGIIDUMINTDUNlIDMCIDMC2DNC3,DMC4,IDUMIIDUMIIIDWRITO427 
01775 429, IUMIPIDIUMJJ,NTDUipD.PUPTEP( IUMIT,IUMJJhTINEYW WRIT'428 
02016 '430, GO TO 1l410 RITO429 
02016 93to C OUTPUT NEWTON.RAPHSON LOOP DATA FROM REGULATOR RoUTJIE WRITn430 
02017 432o 137r CONTINUE WRITO43l 
02020 933o WRITE (6,250)DPW,FWIDUMII.IDUNIPIDUMJJQIDUN,020UMTINEWTENPIDWRITO432 
02020 43q6 IUMIIIDUNJJ)hWW WRIT'431 
0203N4 435, GO TO O410 WRIT0434 





1390 CONTINUE WRITOq36 
WRITE 16,270)AREG(IOUMINTDUM),IDUMINTDUPDPTEMP(IDUNIIIDUMJJ)WRITo437 









02053 942* RETURN WRIT0441 
-0 0S%- - 443o. END ORITQ'IZ -
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. 0 ODIAGNOSTIC. MESSAGFIS) 
WRITE 5YtI4OLIC 31 AUG 71 12:35:30 0 01552332 1q 493 (DELETFD) 
WRITE CODE RELOCATABLE 31 AUG 71 12:35:30 1 01566q2 8q I (DELETED) 
0 01566550 fq 285 
5.5 Program Storage
 
STARTING ADDRESS OIfln'f 





















































2 IO23orl-1 2 3n 
ExP /COOF
 

















0 102q2-'z42 6 
I O20S17-?216 
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